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SHERMAN’S NARROW ESCAPE.
Ho and His
ture

Party Barely Escape Capby Cuban Banditti.

Project Only Failed by

Owner of a Plantation Thought to be
in the Scheme.

special from
Key West, Fla., says: From private letters
from Havana, it is learned that a party of
kidnappers or outlaws, comprising much of
the dangerous elements of Cuban banditti,
had arranged to cupture Senator John Sherman on hfs visit to Cuba.
The project only
failed by a difference in time. The plot was
April

New York,

brothei Frank, about 18 years old, who has
been known to have spells of derangement
or ugliness, was having one of these spells.
The chief characteristic of them is that lie
shouts so as to he heard by the neighbors for
miles around. Wednesday he was very violent, so that neighbors two miles away heard
him plainly. Walter, who was at work in
the house, was much annoyed by the noise
Thlspowder never vanes. A marvel of purity, and told his mother that it must be stopped
strength and wholesomeness.
More economical,
as he could not work.
Stepping to the door,
than the ordinary kinds, and can not be sold In
he remonstrated with Frank, who was insocompetition with the multitude of low test, short
weight alum or phosphate powders. 8™ 'on“ <n lent In the extreme.
Finally Frank dashed
cans. Royal Baking Powdek
Co., 106 Walfst.
N. Y.
into the house and seized a double barrel
1uy2dl
gun and started after his brother. Walter
now for the first time saw that his brother
meant
mischief and he started to run
I through the house to escape him. Frank

POWDER

[

Pure.

Absolutely

White Skills!
59 CENTS.
At the low

price of 59
cents we can recommend
our best selling plain Ruffled Skirts to
any one
as a

bargain.
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brother, the shot passing through the left
lung from the back.
The mother of the boys was alone in the
house with them at the time of the shooting.
She was obliged to go three-quarters of a
mile to notify the neighbors. They quickly
responded and a physician was sent for, but
the injured man died in two hours after the
shooting.
After firing the fatal shot, Frank ran out
of doers and continued his yelling. About
half past 8 o’clock in the evening he came
around the house and began firing the gun.
It was then supposed that he had shot himself, but it seems that he made no attempt at
his own life. He soon dropped his gun and
hid in an outhouse. The neighbors surrounded it and captured him after a desperate struggle at about 1 o’clock Thursday

Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician
592 CONGRESS

ruiseu

quicmy

ME.

Dr. Reed treats all cbroulc diseases that flesb Is
belr to; all cases that are given up as Incurable
by tbe allopatli.c and homoeopathic physicians. 1
will take their case to treat and cure them. I find
about four-tilths of the cases given up to die can
be oured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence ana
one 2-cent stamp and $2.00. Examination at tbe
office *1, and consultation free.
©Bee H.sn-C a. m. to O. p. os. aplOsntf

morning.
The neighbors
the case. They
nothing but ugly

very indignant about
one and all say it was
freaks the murderer sufare

fered from, and it

was only when he could
not have his own way that he suffered from

them.
Augusta, April 22.—Frank W. Chase, the
Clinton murderer, was brought here this
afternoon, and was incarcerated in jail. Tomorrow he will be taken to the Insane Hospital by order of the county for observation
as

insanity.

to

AUCTION SALES.
MAINE.

F. 0. BAILEY & C0„

AUCTIONEERS

BV

Horse and Carriage Mart, on SATURDAY,
at 10.80 a. m., we shall sell 3 new Top Buggies, 2 new Phaetons, 1 Beach Wagon. 2d-liaud
Martin & Pennell Wagon, 1 Carryall, 1 Jump Seat,
2 Dump Carts, 1 Work Harness, 6 Driving Har-

AT

nesses, *c.

apr21d2t
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It is a fact that cannot be gainsayed
that we have the choicest stock of Black
and Colored New Spring Goods in the
city, including all the Novelties of the
season, in Combination Stripes, Checks,
Hair Lines, Plaids, Plains, Mixtures,
etc., with Fancy Velvets and Satins to
match. Also Black aud Colored Bead
Ornaments in great variety. Our goods
are entirely different from those seen in
other stores and our prices are always
lower.
We extend a cordial invitation
to every one to come in and see them.

J. M. I)YFR ft, RIL
inarSl

Congress

St.
eodtf

TRUNKS
AND BAGS.
Leather, Canvas.

Insurance

to

the Press.]

York, April 22.—The life insurance
report of Superintendent Maxwell has just
been published. It appears that of the new
business transacted in 1880 by the twentynine companies authorized to do business in
New York State, amounting to $448,014,242,
New

than one-fourth of the amount was issued by the Equitable Life Assurance Society.
more

SpringGoods!

511

[Special

Zinc, Aligator,

Accident on the Maine Central.
[Special to tlie Press.]
Bangor, April 22.—There was a landslide
near the Wilderness station, on the European & North American branch of the

Maine Central this morning.
The down
passenger train from St. John to this city
struck the mass of earth and rocks, and the

engine

was

badly

smashed

thrown from the rails.
The

Bridge

No

the Patent Wood Trank, the
strongest made.

two cars

one was

injured.

[Special

the Press.]

Falls, April 21.—About $800
of the amount necessary to make the bridge
free at Livermore Falls, has been raised
thus far. The remaining $200 will undoubtedly be raised in a short time. The heaviest
Livermore

subscribers for the bridge are as follows:
F. S. Richmond, $1C0; Umbngog Pulp Company, $1C0; Judge Knapp, $50;S.E. Perkins, $50; C. R. Noyes of Boston, $50. All
are strongly
in favor of a free bridge, and
almost every citizen has subscribed something in aid of this movement.
An Investigation

and

and

at Livermore Falls.
to

Asked For.

Biddeford, April 22.—Prominent citizens
of Kennebunkport have asked for an investigation of tbe cause of the fire which destroyed so much property in that village last
A jury has been empanneled, witweek.
nesses summoned, and a fire inquest will be
The fire started in the

week.

held next

skating rink, which had not been occupied
for several months, and various rumors regarding its origin are in circulation. The
rink was owned by George Wilson of Law-

197

middle
THE

Street.

WEATHER.

Washington, April

23.

The indications for Maine,New Hampshire
and Vermont are increasing cloudiness, followed by light rains,
winds shifting to

westerly, colder; by Sunday
LOCAL

warmer.

WEATHER REPORT.
Me., April 22, 1887.
17a m| .3 PN II) I’M

__PORTLAND,

Barometer.... 30.162
Thermometer. 47.o
Dewpoint.,30.5
Humidity. 63.0
Wind. NW

Velocity.:6
Weather.IClear
Mean dally bar...30.102
Mean daily ther. .68.1
Mean dally d’w pt.32.0
Mean daily hum... 47.7

30.082 30.073
eo.r>
47. a
34.0
,31.4
37.0
;53.0
S
W
11
7

Clear

iClear

Maximum ther....64.0
Minimum ther....37.2
Max. vel. wind... .12 8
Total precip.0

E. P. Jones, I’v’t 8. C., U. 8. A.

rence, and was insured for $1500.
Post Offices Discontinued.

Washington, April 22.—The following
Maine post offices were discontinued today:
Garcelon’s Ferry, Androscoggin county, and
Pratt’s Corner, Androscoggin county.
Fire at Skowhegan.
Skowhegan, April 22.—Thursday afteralarm of fire was rung in at Skowoccasioned by a blaze at Bailey’s oil-

noon an

hegan,

The fire started in a small
cloth w orks.
shanty used for boiling oil. The building
The crews were at work,
was destroyed.
and by hard labor the fire was confined to
the

shanty, although

IIallowell, April
Kennebec on Fast Day,

22.—The ice left the
much later than the
average. For the past hundred years, there
have been but five springs when the river
has been closed to navigation by ice at a
later date than this. In 1785 the ice went
out April 24; in 1813, April 26; 1843, April
21; 1850, April 28; 1854, April 25. The earliest years of opening were:
1806, March 15;

1871, March 12; 1878, March 10. Since 178S
the ice has left the river in March 28 times.
The average date would he about April 10th.
The snow and ice left so gradually this year
that no damage lias been done on the river,
and the pitch of water at no time has approached anything like a freshet.
Blaine in

atone time the destruc-

tion of the three large buildings seemed inevitable.

Supposed to be Drowned.
Bath, April 22.—James P. House, of Bath,
aged 60 years, a ship carpenter, has been
missing since 9 o’clock Thursday morning.
His hat was found on the shore near William
Rogers’ ship yard, and it is believed he has

He

drowned himself.
The Kennebec Free From ice.

and much
the body.

depressed.

deeply in debt
are searching for

was

Men

Murphy’s Life in Prison.
Augusta, April 22.—The case of the State
vs. Reuben C. Hall, the Gardiner liquor
dealer in which Deputy Collector Murphy
has been settled. The jury found
Mr. Murphy is coolly
the defendant guilty.
residing in jail, awaiting developments and
taking matters calmly. He had a large numof visits yesterday from his friends.
The prisoner has received numerous favors
He
in the way of ice cream, bouquets, etc,
appears happy, and dates all Ills letters
“Kennebec Jail.” His cell is a great source
of attraction to visitors, and all are desirous
of obtaining a peek at it.

Bath, April 21.—At a special meeting of
the Bath Board of T;ade today, the following resolution was passed, and a copy sent
to the chairman of the Inter-State Com-

room.

That the Inter-State commerce law, so-called,
approved by the President Feb. 4th, was specially intended to protect our national commerce
against the unjust and arbitrary discrimination in
rates for overland transportation, thereby affordlug salutary relief to the heretofore invaded rights
of navigation, and that the objective beneficial
purposes of the act will be neutralized and rendered abortive if the Commission construe the
words “in special cases, alter investigation by the
Commission,” in the fourth section, to warrant
them in holding the law in abeyance, not "in
special cases,” but for whole systems of transcontinental lines of railroad.

The Vatican is renewing its efforts for l)r.
to go to Borne.
Carroll D. Wright is to collect statistics re

McGlynn

garding marriage and divorce.
It is thought Govcrner Hill of New
would sign a half holiday bill.

York

The Inter-State Bailroad Commissioners
will meet in New York, Tuesday.
District Attorney Stearns of Boston, de
sires to resign on account of ill heath.
There is talk of introducing a total prohibition bill into tile Dominion Parliament.
It is rumored in New York City that Deputy Surveyor Wyatts is officially accused ol
improperly swelling bis income.
Congres man Payson of Illinois, has been
He thinks that the Democrat!
intervlewe.
will reuomii. tte President Cleveland-.
Andrew

Carnegie,

the

Pennsylvania

iron

king, was married Friday evening to Misi
Whitfield of New York. He lias given tin
bride as a wedding present a check for $500,•
fijo and tiara of diamonds.

merce

Commission

A

:

Challenge.

\VATEftvn.LE, April 22.—Mr. C. If. Nelson ef Watcrville, publishes tho following

challenge:

Having heard that Mr. Roland Gibson of .Mas-

sachusetts

owner

of the plantation

was

a

party to tbe scheme. While in Havana, Mr.
Sherman took occasion to congtatulate the
Captain General on the peace prevailing
throughout the island. When the Senator,
however, expressed a desire t« visit the sugar

plantations in the interior, the military
guard was sent as an escort and the entire
party barely escaped an unpleasant surprise.
DISGRACEFUL SCENE
In the New York Senate.-Lieutenant
Covernor
Jones
Liable
to
be

Impeached.
Albany, N. Y., April 22—A most disgraceful scene occurred in the Senate shortly
after noon today. A message was received
from Governor Hill in regard to his nominaturns for railroad commissioner. The Senate
refused to receive it, and the clerks declined
to read it, so Lieutenant Governor Jones
read it himself amid the most violent protests of the Republican Senators. As a result the Republican majority will try to have
the Lieutenant Governor impeached. It had
been rumored during the morning session
that the Governor would send in a message
reflecting on the Republicans for their repeated refusals to act on his various nominations to the railroad commission.
The routine business was nearly completed shortly
after one o’clock, when a motion to adjourn
till Monday night was made. The Democrats claim this was done to escape from receiving the message. In the midst of the
roll call the Governor’s private secretary,
Colonel Rice, hurriedly entered the room
with a roll of
paper tied with a blue ribbon.
The Lieutenant Governor annouced the secretary’s presence and rapped for him to proceed to the front with his message. The Republicans demanded the|roll call on the motion to adjourn be proceeded with. Half a
dozen of them were on their feet at a time,
the Lieutenant Governor rapping
incessantly
for order.
The sergeant-at-arms proceeded
with the private secretary to the centre of
the area, and their progress was stayed ten
minutes or more while the wildest confusion
all around the circle. The Repubcans demanded the roll call on the adjournment, the Democrats yelling at the top of
their voices to the chair to proceed with a reception of the message. 1’olnts of order
were made by the Republicans, but not recognized.
Lieutenant Governor Jones, after twice

Erevailed

the Republican clerk to read the
message, and being refused, sent down his
personal clerk for the message. The Republicans
denounced this proceeding and
shouted out “that the message is to the Senate, aud not to the Lieutenant Goveruor,
and you are laying yourself liable to extreme
discipline by taking it.’’
“Will you read it?” again asked Lieutenant Governor Jones of the clerk.
The clerk turned away.
“Why don’t you read it yourself?” shouted
a
Democrat. "Don’t fool with
’em any

longer.”
The Republicans again warned Jones that
he had no right to touch the message. Then
the Lieutenant Governor read the message
amid an uproar that prevented a word from
being heard. Members of the Assembly
pressed their way into the chamber to hear
what the row was about, and matters looked
so
threatening several ladies, fearing a
knock-down was imminent, hurried from
the room.
After the message was read, or the form of
reading had been completed by Mr. Jones,

there was a momentary lull, after which, on
demand of Senator Baines, the roll call on
luc

ijucmiuu

with.

nude very loud talk

as

to

what

a

year-

ling lie owns can do on a race course, 1 make him
tnis proposition: f will trot a colt I now own, the

age as his, in 1888, for a purse of $260 a
ride, and 1 will deposit the money now. If Mr.
Gibson does out care to lake tills, it is
applicable to any oilier colt owned in Maine of the
C. H. Nelson.
same age as his.
same

equally

Italy, Denmark ami Kouinania will not
take part in the Paris International Exhibi>
tion.

ui

ctujuuiiiiiiciiL

w»s

pruueeueu

As one after another was called, the
Sonators of both parties spoke with reference to the extraordinary scene that had just
occurred. The Republicans took the ground
that the
Lieutenant Governor had been
guilty of usurpation, unparliamentaiy conThe opinion was
duct, and an illegal act.
expressed, with various degrees of emphasis, that the only recourso left the majority
of the Senate was to have him placed on
trial by impeachment proceedings.
Before announcing the result on the motion to adjourn Lieutenant Governor Jones
started to make an explanation.
Mr. Pitts, president pro tem., objected.
The Lieutenant Governor began twice to

speak, but the Republican Senators began
leaving the room. Jones begged the courtesy
of the Senate to hearing an explanation, but
no attention was paid to the request.
He
stated if no explanation would be accepted
he would leave the matter in that shape.
The Senate he then declared adjourned till

Monday evening.

After the session the sense of the Republican Senators was almost
unanimous in

asking the Assembly to institute
impeachment proceedings against Jones. A
Republican Senatorial conference will be
held here Monday night to decide upon a
course to be pursued. The impeachment of the
favor of

Lieutenant Governor is

governed by

the Assembly is competent to prefer articles
of impeachment. The court consists of the
Senate and Court of Appeals sitting together
and a two-thirds vote of that joint body is
The Senate and
necessary for removal.
Court of Appeals number 39 together. The
have
23
of
that
Republicans
number, and
On a partisan trial as
the Democrats 16.
this would he the Republicans are not strong
enough to remove.
The Governor’s message opens with a recital of the Governor’s powers in the matter
of nominations, and with the opinion that
the Senate’s duty is either to confirm or reject nominations, and not “hang up’’ indefinitely. He then recites the various nominations for railroad
commissioners in the
action of the Senate, and the vain effort to
induce that body to go into executive session for the consideration of nominations,
lie notes and denies |the accusation that the
nominations were not made in good faith,
and intimates a similar lack of good faith on
the Senate’s part.
Helthen says: “I seek
by this communication to inform the Senate
that I respectfully decline to be placed in
any false position on one hand, or to do the
Senate any injustice, or discourtesy on the
other, if the Senate actually desires further
time to consider the nominations of Armstrong and Buckee, or is now desirous of
confirming them, 1 am anxious to oblige
your honorable body. If by a resolution or
in some other proper formal manner the
Senate shall communicate its desire or willingness to consider the nominations, or to
confirm them I announce to the Senate that 1
will cheerfully withdraw the present nominations, and retransmit the nominations of
Armstrong and Buckee for its favorable action. 1 await the pleasure of the Senate in
this matter.”
STABLES

Twenty-five
and Croat

BURNED.

or

More Persons Killed

Damage

to

Property.

Nevada, Mo., April 22.—A

terrific cyclone
the northern part of this (Vernonjeounty last night about 8 o’clock. Clouds
were plainly visible here
passing only about
eight miles from this city. The cyclone
seemed to come down Marmahoney river
from tile Kansas line dealing death and destruction wherever it struck. As far as can
be learned the first place it touched was at
Metz Township,
passing through Metz,
swept

over

Osage and Blue Mountain Townships,
f ences, houses, barns and everything in the
line of the storm, which was half a mile
wide, were picked up, rent into splinters and
cast down hundreds of yards away.
Trees
were torn up by the roots, over thirty houses
were destroyed and about fifteen persons
killed. Only a partial list of the dead has
yet been obtained, which is as follows: Mrs.
E. Shrout; Miss Shrout, daughter of Mrs.
Shreut; May Stover; J. C. Hawkins; John
There were
Miller and Mrs. John Miller.
five members of the Miller family, four of
whom were killed. A baby aged two years
was dropped in a yard and was found unhurt this morning. Parts of the Miller house
and the furniture were found strewn over
the fields for a mile from where th» bouse
formerly stood, lteliable news has only
uccu iccwveu xruiu

usdge

mjw

iiMiip

huu n is

thought the death roll will be swelled to over
twenty-five. A heavy gale passed over this
city damaging the Slethodist church and
other building, but none were seriously injured.
St. Louis, Mo., April22—A brief special
to the Post Dispatch from
Nevada, Mo.,
‘A terrific cyclone swept through a
says:
part of Vernon county last evening, doing
great damage to property and killing a number of people. Thirty houses are known to
be destroyed and fifteen persons are

said to

have been killed.'*

Cincinnati, April 22. -A tornado swept
through a portion of Kentucky, south of
Cincinnati this morning. At Paris, while a
violent rain storm with thunder and lightning was in grogress, a continuous rumbling
sound was heard which proved to be a tornado which passed in a few minutes, leaving a track 4C2 yards wide in which trees
'vere levelled and houses
unroofed.
The
roof of Turney, Clarke & Co.’s livery stable
was

carried across the

street

and

left

on

James Griffin’s residence, crushing it in.
Overbries tobacco warehouse was also unroofed ; Mrs. Herrick’s boarding house was
almost demolished; White’s distillery was
blown out of sight; several residences were
unroofed. The steep!* of the Baptist church
was left leaning in a dangerous condition,

heavy roof of the Paris Flour Mills
was badly wrecked.
At Saundersville, near
Lexington, the roof of the Commonwealth
Company’s Distillery and warehouse was
blown off. A heavy rain fell here nearly
all day, as well as throughout the Ohio Valley. Near Portsmouth, Ohio, Warren Carroll. who was on a raft in the Ohio river,
was struck by lightning and killed.
Little Rock, Ark., April 22.—About
three o’clock this morning a tornado originating in Indian Territory and moving almost due east passed through the country
four miles north and along the line of Little
Rock and Fort Smith railroad. It was between a quarter and a half mile wide and
near Ozark, Franklin county, began doing
great damage to trees, houses, and fences.
Farther eost, near Coal Hill and Clarksville,
Johnson county the damage was very serious
and many persons injured.
Four miles from Clarksville, this afternoon, at Turner, John Reed’s child, G. I).
Rowley’s daughter and a child of Mr.
Petty were killed. The loss to farmers of
buildings, fences, stocks and growing crops
is very heavy but it cannot now|be estimated.
and the

AN

IMPORTANT

INVESTIGATION.

Fraudulent Life InsurCompanies in Michigan.

The Work of
ance

Lansing, Mich., April 22.—The special
joint committee of five to investigate the
Mutual insurance companies fof the State
presented their report to the house this

morning,
rney nave exammea tne seventeen companies doing business in the State,
and the disclosures are of the most startling
and damaging character.
Nearly all of the
assessments companies were found to be
rotten to the core insuring anyone, no matter
what age or state of health or whether the
person insured knew of tiie transaction.
The testimony taken goes to show conclusively that e nin out of ten persons insured
in these companies had made no application,
nor were they aware such insurance had
been placed on their lives.
The insurance
was
generally taken out by some beneficiary
who forged the signature to the application,
paid thc,iassessinenfs, and pocketed the
money paid at the death. Among the evidence most important is the development of
the fact that the policies aro issued on
paupers in poor houses for the benefit of
superintendents of the poor. The investigation of the Standard life of Marshall shows
that two policies had been issued on paupers
for tiie benefit of Superintendent l'arkiss.
Heliad received $700 on one of his policies,
and $1,320 on another. One of these insured
by Parkiss was Mrs. Snow, aged 77 years,
who died within ten days.
The other was
aged 00 years, and died by a fall from a chair.
Another novel feature of the testimony developed tbe fact that doctors had been in the
habit of taking out grave yard policies on
the lives of their own patients. In many
cases companies have insured persons living
in Canada' Germany, England and Sweden,
simply that the agent and officers might reap
au assessment percentage and the beneficiary draw a policy.
THE YACHT CLUBS.

the pro-

ceedings provided for in the case of impeachment of the Governor.
A majority vote of

What the

English

Talking About
Coming Race.

are

in Reference to a

New York, April 22.—The World prints
interview with Mr. Tankerville Ciiamberlayue, owner of the yacht Arrow. Among
other things Mr. Chamberlayne is reported
to have said, “If Gen. Paine could see his
way to the making of the match with the Arrow on entirely different terms to those on
which lie would meet the Irex or other Engan

lish yachts, 1 wjuld be willing or anxious to
Mayflower
race; or I ain willing, if tbe
comes, to wait until she has sailed all her
engagements and then her season here, by a
Indeed if the Mayflowrace by tho Arrow.
er will cross, I will personally offer a valuable cap, either at ltyde or Portsmouth, open
to the world and no restrictions. 1 say with
authority that the Itoyal Albert Yacht Club
will offer a cup for an unrestricted race from
the South sea to Brambles, and return, in
August.
"I will also promise that the Itoyal Victoria and ltoynl Southampton Yacht Clubs
will offer cups unrestricted if the Mayflower
will corns over. I am on a committee of each
of these and will at once arrange for the offering of trophies. You see 1 aui anxious
to have the Mayflower here and so is every
English yachtsman. If 1 had a chance to
meet Gen. Paine I would put the matter to
him thus: If tiie Mayflower beats the Irex
without restrictions, whatever happens in
the Arrow match, lie would be certain that
under the same circumstances she would
win with far greater ease.”
Chamberlayne appears exceedingly anxious that tiie Mayflower should cross and
conversation
was very enthusiastic in his
about what be sincerely hoped would be the
successful ending to the efforts which have
been made to have the Mayflower visit English waters.
_

RAILROAD NEWS.
A Number of Valuable

Horses

Per-

ish in the Flames.

ber

Chicago, April 22.—James G. Blaine reno callers today. Walker Blaine said
his father was depressed over the death of
ids brother, and had made a special re<|UC6t
this morning that no cards be sent to his
CENERAL NEWS.

lutended as the scene of the outrage live
minutes before the outlaws appeared. It is

figured,

Chicago.

ceived

gentleman’s safety they left the plantation

asking

Showing for an
Company.

Cood

Carriages, Harness, &c.,
AUCTION.

22.—A

well arranged and tbe banditti were in sufficient force to capture Senator Sherman’s
party, but fortunately for the distinguished

thought the

TERRIBLE CYCLONE.

A

of Time.

and Raises the Country.
says
that a brutal murder was committed in Clinton, on the river road, four and one half
miles from tills village, Wednesday night.
The parties to tlie affair are brothers and
live together at their father’s house. The
father is Elvin Chase, and his house is the
first above Noble’s Ferry. The murdered
His
man Walter was at work in the house.

Excitement In France
Schnaebel’e Arrest.

Creat

pauperism, has always been a very difficult
question. It was very unsuccessfully dealt

Over

Financial Circles Much Disturbed by
Germany’s Action.

Differ-

a

FRATRICIDE IN CLINTON.

Fairfield, April 22.—The Journal

foreicn

have long desired.
The

ence

Mad Frank Chase Shoots His Brother

Interest of the former, bought several shares
of the Manchester & Lawrence stock in
Exeter this week, paying $225 per share, the
highest price ever paid. If rumor is true,
the Boston & Maine will get an entrance to
Manchester, which that railroad Is said to

New York, April 22.—A colony of boarding stables in a block between 23rd and 24th
streets east of Third Avenue was invaded by
fire early this morning. A blacksmith shop
adjoining the stables was the first to burn,
and the flames quickly spread to the stables.
Seven horses valued together at $3000 were
locked in a rear stable behind the blacksmith
shop. When their quarters were reached
they were all smothered and dead. They
liau apparently made a hard fight for life.
Due hundred horses in the stables of Solomon Meherbach adjoining the
burning building were thrown into a wild panic by tho
tire. They were cut loose and driven out but
many ran right; into the flames. Forty of
them were found very badly burned. Half
of them will probably have to be shot.
Thirteen were still missing at noon, but at
that hour three were found badly lamed in
an annexed district, ten miles from the stable. The horses were chiefly coach horses,
worth on an average $4C0. The total loss is

$30,COO.

_

Winter Still Lingers.
Cheyenne, April 22.—A severe snow
storm, accompanied by high winds and cold
weather, raged along the line of the Union
Pacific railroad between Ogden and CheyThe
enne all day yesterday and last nizht.
storm was especially severe on the steep
and
the
during
of
Laramie,
west
night
grade
and
the freight trains between Laramie
Cheyenne had to be side .tracked. Passenon
time.
are
running
ger trains, however,

Rumor About the Boston A Maine.
Concord, April 22.-lt is stated that the
Boston A Maine l’.ailroad has secured a_controlling interest in the Manchester A Lawthe
rence
railroad
purchase
through
A gentleman, reported in the
of stock.

Defeat of the Consolidation Bill.

22.—The bill authorizing
tiie consolidation of the Boston A Maine ana
Boston,

April

tho Eastern railroad met a signal defeat in
tho House of Representatives yesterday.
The vote was 35 to 109. This is remarkable
from the fact that the bill had the unanimous support oi me committee on rauroaas,
with one exception—Mr. Crosby of Pittsfield.
The debate occupied most of the afternoon,
and the result is so adverse that no attempt
will probably be made to reverse their action
at this session.

CENERAL NEWS.

Minneapolis, reby the flour manufacturers, all the flour mills of Minneapolis

If the striking coopers in
fuse the offer made to them

will shut down.
A. L. Bland, an ex-treasurer of Boston
Lodge, 3518 Odd Fellows, colored, has decamped with $400 cash belonging to the

lodge.

At the meeting of the G. A. K. Council at
Chicago, Friday, [resolutions were passed en-

dorsing the order of the Commander-in-chief
directing posts of the Grand Army to pay no
attention to requests asking posts to furnish
information regarding pension
legislation.
A freight train on the Grand Trunk railroad near Morrisburg, Ont., went through a
bridge yesterday morning, and the engineei
and firemen were killed and the brakemau
badly injured. Thirteen loaded cars were
smashed to atoms.
Secretary Fairchild has issued a circular tt
Collectors of Customs instructing them tc

question masters

of vessels over five tom
burden engaged in the capture anil transportation of hsh or other products of the sen
with a view of obtaining information re

garding the fisheries.

Charges Made That Bismarck Is
Trying to Instigate War.
Paris April 22.—The arrest of the French
Paeny-sur-MoCommissary Schnaebels ofafter
he had been
sellc by the Germfci police
s
frontier,
regarded as a
the
decoyed over
serious matter in official circles. M. Goblet,
the Prime Minister, and M. blourens.
until
Foreign Minister, were m conference
of determining
midnight for the purpose
what action to take in the premises, and
they again met tills morning to further consider the subject. The Paix says that the
of
government has demanded an explanation
I he French
the arrest from Germany.
the
occurrence
newspapers generally regard
as a direct provocation on Germany s part,
and exhort the people to be calm and not to
game.
play Priuce Bismarck's not
complain to GerThe government will

M. Schnaebels until
many of the arrest of
full inquiries have been made into the case.
The lntransigeant, of which Henri Kochefort is editor, is the* only paper that is rabid
The other
in its comments on the affair.
Paris papers are moderate in their references
to it.
Later despatches confirm the statement
that M. Schnaebels was arrested on French
territory. M. Flourens will await the result
of a minute inquiry on the spot oexore demanding reparation from Germany for the
arrest. The performance of Wagner’s opera,
Loheugrin, which was to have taken place at
the Eden Theatre in Paris tomorrow, has
been postponed, owing to the feeling that
has been aroused by the frontier occurrence.
Berlin, April 22.—It is announced that
the arrest of M. Schnaebels was ordered by
the Judge who had been conducting inquiries
into treasonable practices in Alsace-Lor-

raine.

Paris, April 22.—M. Sarrien, Minister of
Justice, has sent to the Procurator General

to assist the Procurator at Nancy in making
an investigation
into the arrest of M.
Schnaebels and report the facts in the case.

The Prefect of Meurthe-et-Moselle, the department in which Pagny-sur-Moselle is
situated, has arrived here for the purpose of
conferring with Premier Goblet in regard to
the arrest of M. Schnaebels.
Paris, April 22.—There Is tremendous excitement here over the Schnaebels affair.
The general belief is that Prince Bismarck
wants to create a situation which will render
war inevitable.
The French papers are unanimous in the
statement that M. Schnaebels was arrested
on French soil bv German officers, who took
him into custody. The Temps publishes a
despatch from Strasburg stating that the
German officials suspected M. Schnaebels of
having relations with persons in Germany
for the purpose of obtaining information
concerning military measures being taken
around Metz for the use of French military
officials.
The authorities of the Foreign
Office believe the German government will
make an explanation of the affair that will
calm the present indignation felt by the
French.
Men in political and financial
circles take a gloomy view of the situation.
Londoii, April 22.—The Schnaebels affair
is exciting wholesale comment and causing
much anxiety as to the consequences. Reports of the incident are still contradictory.
The French government is proceeding with
the circumspection. A full inquiry’ will be
made into Schnaebels’ character and doings.
He has held the appointment since tne
Franco-German war and the majority state
that he has been a model official.
London, April 22.—The debate on the
Irish land bill was continued in the House
of Lords this evening. Lcrd Salisbury, Earl
Granville and others participating.
The
Chancellor put the question. Lord Henman
also rose to speak.
The Speaker did not
notice him and the second reading was carried without division. When the House was
adjourned Lord Denman excitingly said:
“This is another case of cloture. I have been
treated in a most ungentlemanly manner. If
any gentleman doubts that I aui ready to
give him satisfaction.”
THE ASSOCIATED CHARITIES.
The Annual

Meeting

and Election of

Officers.

meeting of the Associated
held in Reception Hall at 4
o’clock yesterday afternoon and was well
The

annual

Charities

was

attended.

presided.

The President, Mr. W. M. Marks,
Mr. Marks read his report, which

follows:
PRESIDENT’S REPORT.
the eighth year of the
of the Associated Charities. March
history
ioth
i::__
..._n__
THE

This

meeting closes

held iu the

Mayor’s office, Mayor Butler presiding. Mr. J. P. Baxter presented the
needs of such an organization, and how it
would aid and assist all the existing charitable societies in their work, without in any
degree interfering with or superseding them.
Messrs. Wm. W. Thomas, W. S. Dana and
J as. P. Baxter were appointed a committee
to draft a constitution and by-laws, and re-

with from the famous Poor Laws of Elizabeth down to 1834. Then it was thought
that too much “out door" relief—that is, relief outside the workhouses—was furnished.
Honest labor was suffering from subsidized
pauperism. In the change which was made
out-door relief was much reduced and a sys-

tem of classification was adopted. Our own
law, while it recognizes the duty to supply
relief, gives relief only on application, and
even then it is not so imperative as to stimulate pauperism. In dealing with this question it Is necessary to draw a sharp line between those who will and those who will not
work. Of course the latter should not be
furnished with assistance in their sloth.
Those who are willing but unable to work
should, of course, be assisted, as should
those who are under temporary misfortune
and are without other means of assistance.
The law does what it can towards establishing a general line of responsibility as regards
relationship. The true way is for private
charity to supplement public relief, and to
make this effective there must be system,
and system is what the Associated Charities
are
striving for. Since the time of
Edward 111. indiscriminate alms-giving has
been discountenanced, it being at that time
the subject of statuary regulation. Sentiment
must be laid aside and first of all the principle must be recognized that those who will
not work must not be put on an equal footing with those who cannot work, or there
will surely be an increase of pauperism. One
of the important aims of the society should
be the preservation of self respect in tnose
whom it assists. Directing aright the aid,
encouragement, sympathy and criticism is a
most difficult task. Everyone is not fitted
for the work.
Air. Libby dwelt upon the advantages to
be derived from methods of furnishing temporary employment to those who are tem-

woodyard, where
might saw and split wood might be
made to suppert Itself, and a laundry had

unfortunate;
porarily
men

been found to answer such purpose for
in other cities.

secretary.

secretary’s

report.

Mrs. M. J. Lilly, the secretary, iu her report said that the work of the association
could not be represented by statistics, the
few figures given conveying little idea of the
results attained.Ninety-five cases have been
dealt with, nearly every one representing a
family so that the number reached would be
three or four times the number of applicants.
Many have been sent to the Association by
the Provident Society and a few by other
organizations, while many have been presentThe last
ed directly to the Association.
named class universally ask for work. In
most cases the plea is sincere.
In a few instances appeals have been made
as the result of Idleness and vice.
These appeals have served a good purpose in calling
attention to children who will probably be
removed from their unwholesome surround-

ings eventually.
The Board of Visitors now numbers nearher
ly forty, and theto secretaryan expresses
indebtedness
them,
deep obligation
which should also be felt by the whole community.
The work room gains ground as its value
becomes understood, but as yet it has not
been possible to increase the number ot its
employes above the thirty of previous
years. The quality of the work constantly
improves and over 10C3 pieces will be offered
at the sale early in May.
The secretary, in her report, speaks of the
pleasant relations between the Association
and the Portland Provident Society, the Sa
maritans, the Female Provident, the Diet
Mission, the St. Vincent de Paul, Portland
C'.ntnrnifir

,«rwl

tVlA Wnniflll’u rtiriation

Tom

llnion. A grand union meeting of
the charitable organizations of the city is
recommended.
Street begging is virtually a thing of the
perance

past.

Speaking of the work of the future the
secretary recommends systematic efTort to
furnish employment to the unfortunate, already established citizens, in all propel
ways repressing the coming of persons whe
mean to draw upon private charities and be
come paupers; to improve the sanitary condition of the surroundings of the poor; to
make some effectual effort to check drunk
enness; to increase the opportunity for man
ual training for both sexes.
addressee and election o»
tub
OFFICERS.

Hon. Charles F. Libby was introduced anc
delivered an exceedingly interesting and In
struotive address, going into the history o:
with the
the struggle of the English people
How to de* Justlj
question of pauperism.
the worthy am
by the two classes of poor,
unworthy, in such a way as not to stimulati

wom-

en

iiner air.

uuny

s

-uiss

auuress

l'uteis

gave several typical instances of the successful work of the Board of Visitors.
It was brought out by inquiry following
Mr. Libby’s suggestion as to employment to
be supplied, that the large disbursements of
the Horse Railroad were traceable in a
marked degree in the diminished number of
applications by men for relief.
Rev. Henry Blanchard, D. D.. urged in a
short address the great value of co-operation
and spoke in earnest praise of the work of
the Portland Fraternity.
During the meeting the old board of odicers
was re-elected with power to fill vacancies.

SUBURBAN NEWS.
SACCABAPPA.

There was a large attendance at the Odd
Fellows fair Wednesday, Thursday and Friday afternoon and evenings. The supper
and refreshment tables were liberally patronized. Members of the order and citizens
contributed generously toward making the
fair a success. In addition to the articles
donated previously mentioned, were a steel
plate engraving from Marcus Watson, a tapestry rocker. from Z. Blowin: another of

from John Fortin & Co.; tinH. Babb; confectionery from
Goudy & Kent, Portland; French bedstead
from A. J. Plummer, a lot of aprons from a
party of young ladies.
The art gallerv presented special attrac
tions. H. W. McCausland of Portland made
a fine exhibition of fancy embroidery, work
done on the Household hewing Machine, and
Master “Al” Parker presented a fine collection of stuffed birds.
Among other things
exhibited there were a silver tea set, one
hundred years old, loaned by A. P. Stiles;
horned toads and spider's nests, from California property of Moses Roberts, also Japanese and Chinese coins in large variety; oil
and crayon painting from the art students of
the village; portaits executed by Mr. Cole of
Portland, some fifty years ago. and the por
trait of Mrs. Darling of Portland, when 75
years of age. There was a grand display of
fancy needle work, including two handsome
silk quilks wrought by Mrs. B. F. Elwell aud
Mrs. WmiBabb, others by Mrs. Hesleton and
Mrs. Wm. Stiles. Other articles were a pair
of inaneila shoes, from Charles Clements; a
silver porringer, brought over in the Mayflower; spoons bearing the Mexican coat of
arms; China and Mexican knives and spoons;
a Chinese calling cards; table scarfs wrought
In silk and plush, by Mrs. Dunn, Andrews
and Heseltine; a plume from the South Sea
Islands, from George H. Andrews. The gallery was tastefully trimmed with flowers
and wall decorations.
The closing entertainment last evening
consisted of readings by Mr. Fred W. Adams
of Portland, assisted by Miss Maud Hawkins,
singing by Miss Edith Lane and Miss Jennie
Anderson, both of this village; piano duet by
Miss Anderson and Mrs. A. F. Murch of
Cumberland Mills. The gross receipts from
the fair and entertainment up to Friday
morning amounted to $225. The members of
Naomi Lodge are highly satisfied with the
result of weeks of planing and dilligent
ame material
ware from J.

labor.

Fast Day was observed in the usuel manThe game of base ball drew a large
ner.
crowd to the grounds. There were three run
aways on the street, causing slight breaks
and bruises.
The snow is fast disappearing, very little
The
to be seen in and around the village.
streets are becoming dry and dusty. Large
are
of
noticeable
green grass
along
patches
Ult* mie ujl

me ituiiuau uu tuc

sunny

siu**.

K.

port

at a future meeting.
On the 19th of November of the same year
the committee reported a draft of a constitution, which was adopted.
On the 21st of January of the following
year the first board of officers was elected:
Mayor Walker, President; Messrs. J. P.
Baxter, W. W. Thomas and Prentiss Loring,
Vice Presidents; Mr. Philip Turner, Secretary, and 39 Managers representing the different churches and various benevolent societies ; arrangements also being made for
districting the city and selecting visitors.
It was also deemed desirable that a statement of the aims and objects of the association should be prepared and published for
general information. Mr. Baxter was requested to prepare such a statement, which
when published was largely the means of
commending the association to the confidence
and sympathy of the public.
During the following years Messrs. J. P.
Baxter, Woodbury S. Dana, Prentiss Loring
and |Kev. Dr. Dalton
have
successively
served as presidents.
Mr. Turner after one year’s service as
secretary resigned, being succeeded by Miss
Anna H. D. Evans, who faithfully served
for five years, being succeeded by the present incumbent, for whose
efficiency and
kindly, charitable spirit we will bear cheerful testimony.
I would recommend that during the coming year the various districts be revised, and
such information as might be useful to the
visitors in their work lie published in connection therewith, as the need of such suggestions Is greatly felt and the publications
of the Association for this purpose have
been for some time exhausted.
For a report of the work during the past
year and its special features and importance,
the report of the
reference is mnde to

»
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THE STATE.
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
Mr. I. S. Wilson of Livermore Falls
pop corn up 22 inches.

has

HANCOCK COUNTY.

Ellsworth Bay was open to navigation
Friday.
At 3 o’clock Thursday morning of last
week the house, ell and barn of Mrs. Flora
E. Johnson at North West Harbor, I)eer
Isle, were entirely consumed by fire, with
nearly all their contents. The tire caught on
the roof the ell, from sparks from the chimmade much headway when
ney, and had
discovered. Mrs. Johnson was sick abed,
and she and her family bad barely time to
Loss about
escape in their night clothes.
83,003; insurance, $1,000. Other dwellings
were close by, but they escaped uninjured.

BLANK OR SOLID SHOT.

also

Portland Schooner Hattie Maud Fired
at by Erigllah Cruiser Vigilant.
Little

Plucky

The

SOMERSET COUNTY.

Commencement exercises will soon occur
The class is the largest
at North Anson.
ever graduated, consisting of 12 members,
eight ladies and four gentlemen. The follow
ing programme will be carried out: Lecture,
by C. eT Cate of Lewiston; subject, “Types
ol Character’’; Saturday evening, April 23d,
in the Free Baptist Church. Sermon by
Rev. C. E. Cate, Sunday, April 2-Hh, in the
Universalist Church. The commencement
exercises will be held Friday evening, April
29th, in the Uniyersalist Church.
A little child of Frank Forsythe of Mayfield

was

burned to

death

noticed by its mother, who
of boiling hot water, it

last week.
was
ran

Un-

carrying

a

up behiud
ier at the same instant that she turned
quickly, striking against the child and spilllug the water upon its stomach and head. It
lived but a few nours.

{tail

Colby

University.
The Sophomore prize declamation occurred
at the Baptist church, Wednesday evening!
April 20. The music was furnished by the
Colby Quartette. The following was the
programme:
Eulogy on General Gurfleld.Perkins
Nelson 8. Burbank.
Our National Defences.Hale
Henry W. Tappan.
Sentiment ol the South During the War.. ..Vance
Frank E. Nye.
The New South.Grady
Henry W. Frye.
Oration at Harvard.Lowell
Edward F. Stevens.
Kentucky Belle.Woolson
Minnie Bunker.
The Signs ol the Times.Brown
Fred V. Matthews.
Address to the Maine Cavalry.Kilpatrick
Abram

Wyman.

Tbe Ride ol Jennie M’Neal.Carleton
Hattie M. Parmenter.
Influence of Poetry In War. .Robertson
Henry B. Woods.
For the gentlemen tbe first prize was

awarded to F. V. Matthews of Woodford’s;
the second to E. F. Stevens of Waterville.
For the ladies, the first was awarded to Hattie M. Parmenter of Watervill«;the second to
Minnie Bunker of North Anson.
ucain ui

m

wt*iiiuj

wii«rviv-i»*

[North Berwick News.]
Eldress Mary A. Gillispie of the Shaker
Society at Alfred died April 15th, of pneumonia. She was born in Portsmouth, N. H.,
June 9th, 1829. She was taken to the Shakers
in Canterbury when but a childv At an
early age she manifested those religious

traits that marked her later years. \> lien
but little more than a youth she was placed
assistant eldress in the Novitiate order.
Twenty-seven years ago she came to Maine
to act as one of the ministers for the societies
in Alfred and New Gloucester. During al
these years she has been an able minister ol
the truth, her life emphasizing her teachings
A woman of uncommon ability. Her heart
was so filled with love for all humanity that
the many friends outside of the society whe
became acquainted with her will share ir
their •bereavement and unite with them in
mourning the departure of so able a minis
ter, so loving a sister, and so true a friend.

Vessel, However,
Safety.

Reaches Eastport In

Blank or Solid

Not Known Whether

Shot Was Fired.
Sr. John, N. B.,April 22.—Correspondence
from Grand Marian says that, on the 12th
Inst., the Canadian fishery cruiser Vigilant
carried away her foretopmast while pursuing
the American schooner Hattie Maud. The
cruiser fired a shot or two after the Hattie
Maud to make her heave to, but she paid no
heed to the signal, and continued to East-

port.
The latter does not state whether blank or
solid shot was fired.
A great many fishing vessels are about the
mouth of the Bay of Fundy looking for bait,
and the commander ef the cruisers has his

watching them.
[The Hattie Maud is owned by Lewis,
Chase & Whitten of this city.—Ed.J
hands full in

The

Opening of

the Season in

r. I., 2 b.
1. f.
Hatielil, 3 b.
Schoeneck, 1 b.

city

There was
Thursday [most auspiciously.
tlie largest crowd present that ever attended
a game in this city, the number coming but a
few short of 4000. The field was so crowded
with
spectators that the players were
obliged to run over the people almost to
field the ball. The grounds were in good
condition taking into consideration what
they were only a few days ago but were
still rather soft and hindered the players
somewhat in their base running.
A large
lot of sand had been dumped and spread
over the muddy places and rendered them a
stand in.

comfortable for the spectators to

played a march and the club proceeded to
the newly erected flag-staff and there hoisted
the pennant won last
season.
Underneath
was raised
the
American
flag,
the band playing the “Star Spangled Banner" as the two were unfurled to the breeze,
the crowd joining In an uproar of applause.
Tlie pennant is of red bunting, 15x20 feet in
size, and has in letters of white the words:
PORTLAND
CHAMPIONS
86-87.
After raising the flags the club went to
their positions on the field and commenced
practicing. The first ball thrown to Schoeneck was one high and to one side, but he
took it with his left band, and followed up
the catch with so many more difficult ones
that the spectators went nearly wild over
him. Hatfield as one of the old favorites
was the recipient of much applause.
To say

that Manager Spence was well received
would be putting It mildly, as the uudience
expressed their appreciation of his efforts in
an earnest manner as soon as he appeared
ou the field.
The new men were closely
scrutinized and appeared well under such
circumstances.
The game was called by Umpire Barton a
few minutes before 3 o’clock. The Bowdoins
presented as their battery Moulton and Boutelle, tlie former doing excellent work in the
box. The Bowdoins are much stronger than
last year, their outfield being noticeably so.

A.B. K. B.H. 8.B. P.O. A.

Andrus, r. f.
Dickerson, Lf.
Quinn, p.
Small, p.
Hatfield, 3 b.

8
6
4
2
6
DuflyXc. 3
..
3
Thayer,
Shoeneck, lb. 6
Davln, c. f. 5
Lufberry, s. s. 6
Spence, 2 b. 4
Barber. 2 b. 1

2
3
2
0
2
1
1
1

61

1.1

0
1
0

3
3
3
0
2
1
2
3
2
1
1
0

2
1
0
2
0
1
2
4
0
2

16

21

2

2
0
0
1
4
2

14

0
0
4
3
3

0
o
O

A. B. K.

Houle, lb.
Williamson, r. (.
Talbot, Lf.
Freeman, 2 b.
Boutelle, c.
Dearth, c. f.
Pendleton, s. s.
Cary, 3b.

Ill,

1

6
6
6
4
4

K.
1
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
O

A. B. B. B.H. ». 1U F.O. A,

B.

f. 4
f. 4

Jacoby,

c,

Marr. r.
Beach, s. s.
Lynch, 1 b.
Simon, l. f.
Gray, 3b.
Bitman, 2 b.

3
3
3
3
3
Haley, c. 3
Profilers, p.. 3

i

O
0

10
1

1
o

0
o
0
0
0

0

2

1

0

1
6

0
0
0
O
o
0
O
o
0

2

7

1

24

16

O

1
l
0
0
0

1
0

0
0
3
O
0
3
2

0
3

0

2
2

3

Innings.12345678
Portlands.0 oooo 3 30— a
Syracuse Stars.0 0020000—2
Earned runs—Portlands, 5; Stars, 1. Two-bass
hits—Andrus. Schoeueck, Thayer, Marr, Simon.
First base on balls—Thayer, Lufbery. Barber,
Duffy, Beard, Bltiuau.Orothers (2). First base
on errors—Portlands, 2; Stars, 2.
Struck sut—
Portlands, 1; Stars, 3. Passed balls—Thayer,
1; Haley, 1. Left on bases—Portlands, 8; Stars,
3. Hit by pitched ball-Hatfleld, Thayer.
Total
base hits—Portlands. 18;
hours. Umpire-Barton.

9.

Stars,

Time—2

today's game.
The game today will be with the Colbys,
and will be called at 2.30 to allow them to
go home on the evening train. The team is
made up as follows: Goodwin, pitcher and
captain■ Larrabee, catcher; Gilmore, first
base; Wagg, second base; Roberts, third

base; Pulslfer, shortstop; Gibbs, Bradbury
and Meguier in the field.
FIB8T GAME OF TUG COLBYS.

The Colbys played their first game of the
season at Watorville on Fast Day with tha
Maine Central Institute nine, in the presence of between ten or twelve hundred peoAt the close of the seventh inn'ng the
ple.
score was

the

pitcher

10 to 2 for Colby, when Goodwin,
and captain, wishing to test the

nine in the field

a

little, suited his delivery

to the occasion. The new Freshmen basemen showed up well.
The Pittsfield, however, run their score up to 8, and at the
end of the game the score was: Colbys, 13:
v.

A

diiu

IChlUrUt

and Prof. Smith were among the

•even.

At
At

Pittsburg—l’lttsburgs, 10; Hamiltons,7.
Washington—Torontos, 12; Washing-

tons, 8.
At New York -New

City,

10.

At New

Yorks,

21;

Jersey

Haven—Yales, 10, Buffalos, 8.
YESTERDAY.

GAMES

At

Philadelphia-Philadelphia*, 11; Athletics, 8.
At Brooklyn—Brooklyns, 9; Baltimore*. 5.
At Manchester— Manchester*, 33; Bowdoins, 9.
At St. Lonls—Cincinnati*. 8; St. Louis, 3
At Boston—Bostons, IS; Buffalo*, 9.
At Lynn—Lynns,
; Brown University,
lour.

At

Newark—Newarks, 11, Bridgeport*,

9,

NOTES.

Tbe Lincoln Academy Uasa Ball Club
the Damariscottas at Damariscotta
Victory perched on the banners
Thursday.
of the bamariscottas, 17 to 12.
Hilton

played

pitched

well for the

Academy boys.

In Thursday’s Boston Blues-Boston game,
Claire pitched on Burnham’s team, and was
hit for 20, with a total of 28 actual hits, and
gave three their bases on balls. Madden
for Boston, and was hit for only four
pitched
bona tide hits.
Oxley Is one of the catchers for the new
Boston Union team organized in Boston.
The Lynns have released Tebo, Wilson
and Stevens, pitcher, first baseman and
fielder, and have signed Spill of Beverly
and Murray of New Bedford. The former
will play third and the latter first base.
William A. Morton is the new pitcher
signed by Lowell. lie is from Philadelphia.
The reporter* havo to thank the management for a good place to watch the game.
It was a thoughtfulness on their nart that is

appreciated.
Catcher Boutelle,

of the Bowdoins, is a
brother of Congressman Boutelle.
Dearth played a fine game in the field for
the Bowdoins, Thursday.
In fact their

1*

4

B. P.O. A.

IS.

o
6
0
0
2
O
10
3
2

2

key furnished with every score, If they have

g.

0
0
2

30

6

0
6

8

l
0
0
0

6

4
0
2

o

1
3

27 12
7 8 0

o
3
2
8
_

Small and Thayer were the battery for Portland, and the former pitched a game which
surprised his strongest supporters. The
Stars have the reputation of being a very
strong team in every respect, and on their

played some fine games and did
But yesterday they
heavy batting.

have

able to hit Small for only three bona
fide hits, four of those scored against him
being for bases on balls. The Stars did their
ha

0
1
2
0

27

o
0
2

hnf

O
0
0

16

It was a splendidly played game
and one in, which the Portlands showed
themselves to have tho right stuff in them.

him

24

fielders all did well.
The scores published abeve are the official
scores and are kept by the new rules. While
there are several things that
might be
changed with some benefit it seems tbe best
a*
us
to
score
rules
they stand
by
long
way

1

Stars.

cntHu

1

2

0

0
1

4
3

There was a good attendance yesterday at
the game between the Portlands and Syra-

Iwial

15

17

36

STBACVSE STABS.

1

O
0
1

4

0
0

0

4010000

3

1

0

4
4
4

Innings.1_2

l

GAMES THURSDAY.
At Boston—Bostons, 18; Blues, 2.
At Lynn—Lynns, 12; Syracuse Stars, C.
At Manchester— Manchester*. 28; He solutes of Boston, 1.
At Philadelphia—Athletics, 8; Metropolitans, 0.
At Louisville— Louisville*, 14; Clevelands,

Portland .4 4 0 0 2 3 1 0 1—is
Bowdoins.O 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0— 6
Earned runs—Portlands, 0; Bowdoins, 0. Twobase bus—Andrus. Dickerson (2), Quinn. Scbueneck (2). Davln. Boutelle. Three-base lilt—Freeman.
First base ou balls—Andrus, Quinn, Dully,
Thayer, Williamson, Cary. Hit by pitched ball—
First base on errors—Portlands, 4:
Davln.
Bowdoins. 3. Wild pitches—Moulton, 2. Passed
balls—Thayer, 1; Boutelle, 1. Left on bases—
Portlands. 10; Bowdoins, 7. Time—1 hour. 66
Double
minutes.
play—Freeman unassisted.
Struck out—Portlands, 4; Bowdoins, 2. Umpire
Barton.
PORTLANDS, 6; SYRACUSE STARS, 2.

some
were

Duffy, r.f. 1

(»
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
O
a

3
O
10
3
4
8
0
0
0
4
2
12
0
6
4
3
0
O

l
0
0
2

l
3
1
2
2
1
10
1
0

1
1
0
1

0

0
2
0
2
0
1
2
1
10
1
0

(uawcuiivo,

BOWDOINS.

Moulton, p.

3

2
1
0
0
0
0
0
o

Mrs.I’epper

PORTLANDS.
__

2

110

spectators.

The Portlands were to play alltheir men, but
Burns was lame, and it was not deemed advisable for him to play. Quinn pitched the
first four innings, with Duffy as catcher, and
was very effective, only two safe hits beine
made on ms delivery.
Small, with Thayer
as catcher, finished the game and was less
effective. The Bowdoins scored only in one
inning, however, the sixth, getting all five of
their runs. Two bases oa halls, two hits, a
wild thiow, fumble and muff were the cause
of them. With the exception of this inning
tlie Bowdoins could do nothing.
The Portlands opened well, Andrus leaning off with a two-bagger to left field, and
Dickerson following with one of the same
sort. The Portlands fell off a little in batting towards the latter part of the game, but
the Score shows that they did excellent work
with the bat. Quinn hit the ball for a home
run, but it struck a tree and bounded inside.
Barbour took Spence's place on secoud in
the sixth inning.
The team, as a whole, created a very favorable impression. They are heavy batters
and excellent base runners, and their fielding was excellent for such a condition of the
The impression was that they
grounds.
were a little too weak in the box, but the
game Small pitched against the Stars yesterday will tend to show that Manager Spence
has some idea of what he is about iu that direction. It is a little too early yet to judge
all the men, but it was plain enough to see
that Mr Spence's assertion that he had a
strong team was well grounded.
Following
is the detailed score:

trip

6
6
3
4
Davin, c. t. 4
Thayer, c. 3
Lufbery.s. s. 4
Small, p. 4
Barber, 3 b. 3

Dickerson,

29

Previous to the game Chandlers’ Band
gave a concert of an hour, and the fine music
It rendered passed the time away very
quickly. The Bowdoins appeared on the
grounds a short time before the hour advertised for the game and were greeted with
applause. Their uniforms were blue and
white and the club presented a tine appearon tlie field.
After they had practiced a
short time the Portlands made their appeared and were greeted with round after
round of applause. They marched in two by
two, headed by Manager Spence, and looked
fine in their new uniforms.
The band

cuse

PORTLANDS.

Andrus,

POBTLANDB, 15; BOWDOINH, 3,
The base ball season opened in this

more

?;ame.

Port-

land.

little

came

grounds. The umpire was unquestionably
right in his decision and the Stars acted very
foolish in leaving the field.
They played a
fielding game, Gray making a beausplendid
tiful stop and throw to third base.
Following is the score:

BASE BALL.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The semi-annual session of the Grand Division of Sons of Temperance of the State
Maine will be held in Waterville,
of
Wednesday, the 2Hth instant, commencing at
10.30 o’clock in the forenoon.
Excursion
tickets will be sold for one fare the round
trip on the Maine Central Railroad.

ball.
Andrus scoring. Dickerson
In but the Stars claimed Barber
was in the way of the man who was trying
to field the ball, and so Barton sent him hack.
This left Hatfield on second and Dickerson
on third.
Schoeneek then dropped a clean
hit to left field bringing both men in. Davln
followed with a hit ana stole second, Schoeneck suing out in a attempt to do the latter,
and Thayer w as struck by a pitched ball and
took first but Lufbery went out on a liy to
second nnd ending the run getting for tho
Two of these runs were earned mak“g I've earned runs for Portland.
Stars
were able to score only in the
.The
fourth inning. Beard got his base on bails
and was put out at second on Lynch’s sacrifice. A two base hit by Simon
brought
Lynch home and then Simon went to tlilrdt
on a put out and came home on a passed
ball. With this exception they could da
nothing. Second base sceiued to be a bad
place for them, Thayer throwing out two
The latter put out
there and Small one.
ended the game at the close of the eighth ininning. Afarr started to steal third and
Small threw to second and by good right had
him out. But It was close ana the umpire
allowed him to stay there.
He foolishly
tried it again and got caught and the umpire
called him out. Tne Stars were being punished so badly that their courage had all left
them and they refused to play and left the

passed

a

ttraa

imnl-hiinilAil

and then

our

readers wont have

to

have

a

set of rules.
Tbe Bowdoins had a delegation of their
Thursday who
friends iu the audience
cheered them on by their applause.
The Tufts College nine will make a Maine
trip week after next, playing at Brunswick
a

..

ana

Watervllle.

Barton umpired both games well and with
little more experience will make a good
umpire. The Stars couldn’t rattle him although they tried all their tricks on him.
A* far as the interest in the games are concerned the new rule* work well.
Several of
the scoring rules are rather foolieh but they
will probably be changed after a good trial.
The Buffalos will be here next Monday
and Tuesday. Oalligan is with them.
In the seventh inning yesterday Barber
got something in his eye and was unable to
continue with the game.
Andrus came in
from the field and Duffey went out In his
place to finish the game.
a

HOW JOHN CAME DOWN.
The

Internal Revenue
Open for Public

now

Record*

are

Inspection.

[Ellsworth American.]
The facts are as follows:
Several days ago a young gentleman In this
city received a letter from Gardiner asking
him to call at the office of the Collector of
Internal Kevenue, examine the record* and
procure a list of the names of those who had
paid the special tax required of retail liquor
dealers. He called aud requested to see tha
records, only to have his request refused by
Collector Kedman’s clerk, on the ground that
as a public officer, he would not be justified
in doing what might occasion a reduction in
the collections of uis office. The young man
then called on the agent of the asaociated
press and asked him to visit Mr. Kedman’a
office and see if he would not be allowed to
examine the records. Accordingly the agent
called and claimed the right to examine tha
records under the provisions of section 3240.
Tha
which was read in full to the clerk.
clerk made reply that instructions had been
received at that office from the Commissioner of Internal Kevenue at Washington, that

throughout, anil while the Stars were talking their loudest he was coolly putting balls
over the plate that fooled their batters every
time. Thayer supported him in good shape,
having one passed ball, and all the club
played finely, but two fielding errors being
The Portlands batted
scored against them.
strongly, eleven of the fifteen hits scored being bona fide hits.
The Stars put in for a battery Crothers
and Haley. The former is a good imitator I tvs
I nnf rairurit that
Inur
mlmnavae
of Con Murphy, and in fact the whole team
conformity therewith would interfere with
A
seem to have adopted the latter’s tactics.
The associated
the business of the office.
more disagreeable lot of players it is hard
press agent inquired bow the public inspecwork to find in one team, and their continual
who
those
had paid a
of
names
of
the
tion
growling and attempts to rattle the Portlands
special tax under the internal revenue laws
were as disgusting as their attempts were fueould interfere with the business of the oftile. The Portlands played a steady game,
fice, and the clerk replied in substance that
however, and In the sixth InniDg they blazed
if the names of those paying a special tax
away at Mr. Crothers in such a manner that
were made public, many would fail to renew
his voice gradually died away for the time
the payment of their tax. and so the revenue
Andrus opened the inning by a
being.
Dicker- of the government would be diminished.
beautiful two-base nit to left field.
The agent again requested the privilege of
son went out on a fly to centre field, and
examine the records that he might ascertain
Hatfield took first on a hit to right field.
who had paid a special tax for the sale ot
Schooneck then followed with a two
lu Gardiner, but the reqnest was perbagger to left field, which sent An- liquor
to
third- emptorily refused by the clerk.
and
Hatfield
home
dms
The agent then departed, but afterwards
Davinwent out on a fly to left field and after
met Collector Redman on the street, who,
the ball settled in the fielder’s hands Hatfield
told him to call
started for home and reached it safe. While after a brief conversation,
the next morning and he would allow hll
the Stars were attempting to put out Hatbe examined.
Accordingly, on
field, Schoeneck had reached third and came records to
the following morning the agent. In compahome on Thayer’s two bagger, I.ufbery got
an
Ellsworth
with
clergyman, called at
his base on balls but was left there Small go- ny
Collector Redman's office, when the records
ing out on a fly to short stop. These three were
for
the
produced
the
In
seventh
inspection of the viai*
earned.
Inning
runs were
Barber got his base on balls and went to tors.
The
that
Colloctor Redman now
point
second ou Andrus’ hit but was caught napmakes is that the act of his clerk is In n >
Dickerson followed Andrus
ping there.
sense the act of the principal and that ho
with u hit advancing the latter to second.
(Redman) is in no way responsible for the reThen Hatfield was bit by a pitched ball and
I
fusal of his clerk to produce the records.
All were advanced on
the bases were full.
...>o
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We do not read anonymous letters and comrauulsstious. The name and address ol the writer
are la all cases
Indispensable, not necessarily lor
publication but as a guarantee ol good taltli.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.

Two great conundrums:
commerce

law,

and the new

The Inter-State
base ball rules.

Halifax proposes to erect a monument to
Sebastian Cabot. Although lie discovered
n continent, it is said that no monument has
ever been erected to his memory, and that
a small Island off the cast coast of Newfoundland alone hears his name.
Just before polling day the Dominion government paid out large amounts on account
of works at St. John and other places, without authority of Parliament, and settled
up

claims for land taken for the St. Charles
branch railway, which had been held in
abeyance for five years. The Liberals contend that this money was paid out and these
railway claims settled at that time to influence the elections.
Since capital punishment was abolished in
tliis State there have been two murders. As
one of the murderers immediately proceeded
to execute capital punishment on himself,
and the other is probably of unsound mind it

hardly be claimed that these crimes
show that the abolition of the gallows is promotion of capital offences. They do show,
however, that insane people should be sent
to a lunatic asylum, and not be permitted to
roam at will.
can

of comforting rumsellers by some
remarks on prima facie evideuce. It is difficult to see, however, how it can console a
rumsellcr to know that the Supreme Court
of Massachusetts has sustained an act of the

cuses us

Legislature of that State very similar to the
act passed by our Legislature declaring the
payment of a special tax prima facie evidence that tlie person paying it is a seller of
intoxicating liquors.
The bill authorizing the Boston & Maine
railroad to buy the Eastern met a signal defeat in the Massachusetts House of Representatives Thursday, by a vote of 36 in favor
to 1*9 against. This is substantially the
same bill that was overwhelmingly defeated
by the Maine House when it first made its
appearance and was afterwards carried by a
practically unanimous vote. Perhaps the
Massachusetts House may experience a
change of heart as radical and sudden as
that which belell the Maine House.
The Toronto Mail,

government organ,
after pointing out that the Dominion debt
lias increased $26,000,000 during the past year,
declares that the government has been spending too much money, that it must retrench.
$39,000,000 has been the average annual expenditure for several years, though only a
few years ago $21,000,000 was declared by
the finance minister to be sufficient. Sir
Charles Tupper is going to introduce some
reforms next year, andtiie Mail expects good
results from them.
a

If the arrest

and imprisonment of the
French commissary at Metz was by order of
the German government it would certainly
show that Germany was trying to provoke
France into war. But the trutli probably is
that the arrest was the work of some over-

than the Liberal majority in Nova Scotia.
On the same day Premier Fielding spoke for
nearly an hour in support of a resolution demanding from the Dominion government
for material improvement In the
Province’s financial and commercial arrangements, and threatening secession unless such
aid should be granted. The galleries and
lobbies of the Assembly chamber were
crowded with eager listeners, who vigorously applauded all expressions favoring repeal.
That the sentiment of Nova Scotia is now
overwhelmingly in favor of leaving the Canadian Union is certain. Could there be
any more natural result, if 'these weak Maritime Provinces should essay an existence
independent of the rest of Canada, than an
appeal for admission to the Union of the
States. The question which the New York
Sun would have the great political parties
ponder may be, not whether the whole or
parts of Canada may be acquired, but whether

they

CURRENT COMMENT.
THAT LIBEL OX PAItNELL.

A Full Line of

given

\

*

THOMAS

water for drinking or medicinal purposes
should have, viz, purity.
Nature furnishes but rare examples of aham u

way puic

wami.
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buried alive.
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regret that they did not choose careers in
civil life. This is a fact quite generally understood. In response to Congressman Boutellc’s widely disseminated announcement in
the Fourth district, but one candidate has
presented himself for recommendation to the
Naval School at Annapolis.
If it were generally believed that the naval service afforded a promising opportunity for a desirable
career, it is not conceivable that there should
be In all|the counties of Penobscot, Aroostook, Piscataquis, Hancock and Washington,
hut one young man, with ambition and confidence enough to present himself as a candidate for Annapolis. There is no doubt that
these disadvantages in the service of the
government are as well understood by the
men in the navy as by those
outside. It
may be that here lies the reason for the lamentable deaths of so many young officers.
“Which of the great political parties is go
ing to be the first to make the peaceable acquisition of Canada a plank in the platform?” is a question asked very ostentatiously by the New York Sun. The indications now are that before many years a portion at least of Canada may be willing to
come without great efforts at acquisition on
the part of any great party. A resolution
has been actually introduced in the Provincial Assembly of Nova Scotia, favoring annexation to the United States. Thursday
afternoon Jeffrey MeColl, a Radical Liberal,
introduced the following:
■Resolved, That if this House, after using all
enorts possible to
keep the expenditure of tills
within the receipts, shall have failed to

Si;,vLwh?.'J
aPflnn«t»n ^ ®.sk
\)?w
t!

matter should be submitted to
th«
*
to a repeal of the union.
as
l,a the government of the
United
8 state of ,ll8t Union
wh
ch is no
wmcjilsnodoubt
our ultimate commercial oes-

di1'1,1111 UB.88

'* °
no pro,pect th*t such a
resolution will be passed
by the present Assembly by whom it is treated rather as a
laughable matter. But Mr. MeColl is an
avowed annexationist and
thoroughly in

n^1UrM

earnest.

And he goes but

a

step farther

WITH

THE HOUSE FURNISHERS,
desire, through the columns of this pa-

per, to auuouuce to all our customers
and those in need of House Furnishings,
either in

of.

No

cure

wineglassful

DYSPEPSIA AND

or

poison

to

NEW

YOU

DINING ROOM FURNITURE,

US.

CHAMDER

ADVERTISEMENTS.

‘‘Good morning neighbor Gusset."
“None of your business!”
“Why man, what’s the matter
with your temper. Got a splinter in

FIND

CAN

^

a

"It’s

an

SOMERS,

-

The Hatter,

plate glass gave it a
glory, the odd price
fancy, and I bought it—

sort of subdued

thought I did—but soon found
that the shirt had bought me, body,

tions that a four

253

-

MIDDLE STREET

economical,

feed it out to

DIRECTLY OPPOSITE HEAD CROSS STREET,

it

cmt.

but

!i] cent,

per bottle.

Druggists pronounce it the best selling medicine they have. Sold everywhere. Beware of
counterfeits and imitations. Tlie genuine only
prepared by, and bears the name of,

NELSON & CO.,
Jet) 15

MASS.

BOSTON,

rT&StIXst,2aor4tbpnrm

company’s extract of meat
Liebig
For Improved and Economic Cookery.

no

connection whatever

company’s extract of
Liebig
Tile Finest Meat-flavouring Stock.

Soups,

Sauces

ap23

meat.
USE it

company’s extract of meat.
Liebig
Efficient tonic in all
of Weakness and
cases

Digestive Disorders.

company's extract of
Liebig
Highly recommended
Nightcap
of

meat.
Instead

as a

alcoholic drinks.

company's extract cf meat
Liebig
genuine only with lac-simile of Baron
across

To be bad of all Storekeepers, Grocers and
Chemists, Sole agents for theUnited States
(wholesale only) C. David & Co., 9 Fenchurcli Avenue, Londou, England.
b

dJawlyS

MDSE FREE.

f

e

COE,
has his

2d.

the FREIGHT on goods.
All Freight
charges on everything bought from us
will nave to be paid by the purchaser

when It arrives at its destination. We
shall be pleased to hear from all our
customers, or from any new ones that
wish to patronize us during this month,
and can assure them that we have the
largest stock in all kinds of House Furnishings to select from, now carried east
of NEW YORK, and that persons who
are desirous of
FURNISHING their
HOUSESin whole or in part, cannot find
a better selection of

as

easily

as

a

Specialty

agreeable paradox pefection that
some people you and I know claim
for themselves, but mechanical perfection.

of Children’s Goods*

Each larger size, is not only
larger neck, but the body, sleeves
and all are larger.
4th.

459

Peirce A. and Edward Somers are with
NEW

SHOES!

“Suppose

a

customer does

not

“Then Staples sends the shirt to

Full line off the celebrated Hanan Cordovan
Shoes, Waukenpliast, Button and Congress.

him by mail

$1.50

Youths'

express, postage

“Does he sell any other grade of
“Yes! The

good

as

as

‘Bonauza,’

at 75

$1.00.

cents,

other dollar shirts ?”

The “Revilo” at 50 cents,

better

than many 75 cent shirts.

“Give

P. S.—Mr. J. Ycal Prince, who for the
past
twenty years has been employed in the shoe
store off Samuel Bell, and late with F. B. Libby, can hereafter be found at our store.

or

shirts?”

LACE.

Boys' $1.25;

or

expressage free.”

$2.00, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50 SHOES L\ ALL STYLES.
Men's

DAVIS & CARTLAND,
lio. 210 Middle

Street, Portland, Me.
eodtf

GOLDEN

AND

delivery wagon, and all goods bought
can be
delivered free ;u a moment's
Will send to Cape Elizabeth, Cumberland
Mills, baccarappa aud Deering free.

CENTS

BROWN
and Mouse are the very latest colors, am!

eod

_

TO CONTRACTORS.
Sealed proposals will be received by the Trustees of the Maine Insane Hospital, Augusta,
Me.,
until 12 o’clock M., MONDAY, May 9tli, 1887,
for building the extensions to the Chape!
building.
Plans and specifications may be seen, and all Information obtained at the office of the Superintendent at the Hospital, and at the office of G. M

Coombs, Architect, Lewiston, Me,
Proposals to be left witli Dr. B. T. Sanborn.
Sup’t, at Hospital. Augusta, Me. The Trustees
reserve the right to reject any or all proposals.
JAMES WEYMOUTH,)
K. A. THOMPSON,
j Committee.
„Bull<BVK
E. T. SANBORN,
)
Augusta, Me., April 19, 1877.
ap21dl4t

TRENT TILES
Price

Low.

Portland Cement Pipe and Stone Co.,
J4 rinmB,., PorUa.d.

COE,
lie will present a base ball or harmonica with each
Hat or Cap.

PURSE SEINES, &c.
We invite Fishermen to use the STOW
NETTING for Purse Seines, its third
year, and is universally substantially
endorsed by all who have used it; light,
saving two hands, strong as the heavier,
quick to throw and quick to hall. Also
the Iladley Sardine Seines and Traps.

GLOUCESTER NET & TWINE CO.
GLOUCESTER.
Boston Office,
a!,lu

90 Commercial St.
eod&wSw

The Hatter,
has them, with Brown B'ues ami ralts of new

197 Middle St.
NEW PORTO RICO

MOLASSES
4oaT®«if Good Grocery Molasses.
Ex Schooner F. D. Hodgkins, from Hnmacoa, P. R., now landing, and
for sale by the Importers,

TWITCHELL, CHAMPUN
•

LIBRARY FURNITURE,

me

his address again.”

STAPLES,
Middle Street,
June, of Free, Portland, Me.
HORATIO

|

^
apria

e<xl3t

E. B. & B.
We
case

offer To-day one
of 42 inch, STRICT-

ALL

WOOL, Brocade
Grenadines, in good line

& CO.
apr20-lw

This is a BARGAIN and
needs no comment from
us only to say the usual
price of these goods has
been one dollar per yard.

EASTMAN
COASTING

MINSTRELS!
A Trade Mark that requires no detailed description of special features, containing as it docs
which is Great, Grand. Pure, Good
everything
and Refined in the Amusement World.
This gigantic confederation of Mirth Makers,
under the personal management of

J. H. HAVERLY.
Positively new departure In Minstrelsy. Presenting an absolutely New Programme.
Tickets—Reserved, 50 and 75 its.; admission 35
cts. On sale at Stockbrldge’s Music Store Fast
Day morning at 9 o’clock.
apr20dtd

THE GREAT HAWAIIAN VGICANO
This Panorama describes a circle of 90 feet by
11 in height, and la a realistic picture of the largest
Volcano In the world, at .Ylecwaaieo Hall, Aftrruoou and Kveaiag, romuacariag
April
IN.
apri8dlw*

I.

Sraphs,
goods.

Remember we have never made any
EXTRA CHARGE for the FREIGHT we
have prepaid, but have always considered we were selliugthe goods more than
the cost of the FREIGHT CHEAPER
than any COMPETITOR In the STATE.
This was always an item worth considering, and we are sorrv to be compelled
to discontinue, but unaer existing circumstances have no other way out of the
dilemma.
Our stocks were never more
complete than at present, and SHARP
BUYERS should take advantage of this
month and buy all the goods they reRemember there are points
quire.
where It will cost you from $3 to $4 on
Chamber Sets, which now costs you
nothing. RESIDENTS of ROCKLAND
and VICINITY, we would respectfully
refer to the ROCKLAND STORE, where
we keep a nice line of samples.
We
would also refer the residents of BAR
HARBOR and VICINITY to our STORE
there, where they can make selections
which will be filled promptly and in
good order. And to those who are living
routes

traveled

hv

Write

Tor

Photographs,

Cuts and

Respectfully,
servants,

the public’s

obedient

us

Samples.

diw

VESSELTfOR SALE.

GRAND

E. S. HAMLEN & CO.,
PORTLAND, ME.

aprZO-U

C. P. CORSETS.
Spring

just received our
assortment of this

favorite orana ot

corsets,
and now offer them in
both White and Colors at
VERY
the
LOWEST
MARKET PRICES.

dt(

BY

—

Grand Canton Ridgely No. 2, P.M.
Tuesday Evening, fyrfl *N.

qoatP

wajJE > ^ y T(^—
WHITTEN AND STAFF.
^

o'/'b.

by Chandler’s Full Band

at ArraBC.rn.Btu
Major F. L. Moseley,
Major F. E. Haikell,
Capt. c. F. Tobie,
Lieut, Chas. Falnc,
Lieut. W. E. Klammer,
Chev. J. M. Mtudley,
Chev. i. K. Ferry.
Rec.ittiBB « auamiii..i
Col. Fred K. Farrington. C»L t lias. D. Clark, Col.
I .■■■miller

GtlUatt,

Col. Cbas. W. Foster, Major Fred E

Haskell, Mater K. Y. Barber. MaJowF. E. UcklorU.
Major Geo. ft. Cloudman. Capt. t.
.Mb 1m,
Cummings. P. U, R,, _C. JC. i.add, F.
tjf}
Dyer, T. Ji. k., J. M. Bead, P. G. It., Jo*hirafjuvft,
P. G. K., H. F. Cox, P. G. K., J. Henry Crockett,

P. G. K., I. F. Clark, F. G. B., B. C. Htone, P. G. B.,
Milton Higgins, F. G. U., Chas. H. Rich, P. G. K„
Will. H. 8rnltti. P. G. R., C. H. French, P. G. P.,
E. A. Gray, P. G. F.

Tickets, admitting Gent and Ladles,

...

uaucij> uvRcm,

«

siiiruj

wiiaiMRIU,

$1.00

«

ou

Reserved Seats, extra,
.,
.35
Doors open at 7 o’clock. Band Conceit 7.45 to 8.45
Reserved Seats, first two rows In gallery, on safe
at Stockbrldge’s Music Store, Friday morning,
April 22, at 8 o’clock.
Tbe committee kindly request all ladles participating In tbe dance to remove tbelr bats.
dlw
apao

CITY HALL,
April 28th.
CLOSINC ENTERTAINMENT
Illustrated Lecture by JOHN L.

STODDARD
(Id place of Stanley. 10th Stockbridge)
HIBJECTi

KID GLOVES. Egypt and the Nile!
50 dozen Ladles’ Mous. Suede Gloves,
8-Button length worth $2.00, for $1.00.
50 dozen 5-Button Emb. Snedes worth
2.00, for $1.00.
25 dozen Pinked Tops Emb. Kids In
all the new Spring Shades,worth $1.25,
for 65 cents.
25 dozen Ladles’ P. K. Kids, Emb.
Back, worth $1.75, for $1.25.
50 dozen Gents’ French Kid Gloves
worth $1.75, for 65 cents.
22 dozen 14-Hook Emb. Kids, worth
$1.50, for only 90 cents.
To give all or oar castomers the benefit of the low prices we shall limit the
sale to one pair to each customer.

TEMPLE

Tickets SO and 75 cents; now on sale at StockStore. Halt tare on M. C. R. R.
on G, T. R. R.ap33dtd

bridge’s Music
Late trains

VAUCHN

STREET CHURCH
Is to have a

ORAND

Instrumental and Vocal Concert
With

Congress St.,

DEEDING BLOCK,

•

PORTLAND.
codtt

marl'd

WATERBIJRY

READI.VUU,

™HTada» Evening,

Colombia

April

ATKINSON
& CO.
COR. PEARLAND MIDDLE SIS.

Bicycles

1

for Cumberland, Androsoog
oin and Sagadahoc Counties.
If you want tbe best get the Columbia. They
lead In workmanship, ease lor climbing bills, safety going down hill, strength of material and for
durability In every way. Nine years of expert*
ence bas proved their superiority.
New ( >u
log.- Free.

SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER.
This Is a new safety Bicycle that combines tbe

advantages of the

-WATCHESCLOSING OUT SALE.

and

Star and all the other safeties,
bas the graceful appearance of an ordinary
are going

Bicycle, Price ewly N7.VM. If you
to buy a wheel of any kind call at

C. H.
feb23

I have

a

LAMSON'S, 177 Middle St.
dtf

large quantity ol Waterbury Watches
whtch|I sell

Kerry boy

nfford I*

can

bay*

oar.

__eodtt

The BfM Tahir and Dairy Malt
offered

to

the

ever

pablic.

Unequilled lot Dryness, Whiteness. Purity & Strength,
-AT WUOLESALE BY-

HOWES, HILTON & HARRIS,
tel>8

Mole

A|eale

for

Ask your grocer for It.

Hlaiao.
eodSm

NOTICE.
Wanted, the public

to know where they will get
the full value of their money In

We wish to call attention to the fact
that our Combination Suits, both Cotton
and Flannel, are made to order, and eat
from measure.
The garments are made from white
and scarlet, all wool, heavy and light
merino, gauze and cotton.
The merino aud wool salts are nn*
shrinking. We warrant irood flttingr
and comfortable garment*.

M. E.

FAIRWEATHER,

No. 8 Elm Street.
m>E

utt
__

BUSY AS BEES!

THE NEW ENGLAND DYE HODSE
Has Removed to New Quarters.
Sew Djre Works hare been erected on
Ocean Street, Deering, with the inos'
Modern Improvements for ail kinds of

GARMENT DYEING ANO CLEANSING.
Woods Called For ansi Delivered.
Please leave j our orders at the

Cut Flowers, Funeral Desips, Bridal OFFICE, NO. 551 CONGRESS STREET.
PORIL IKD. .VIE.
Boquets, Bedding Plants, &r.,

COPELAND

AT

&

—

BRACKETT’S,

FLOKISTS,

Manager.

fly.

FOK 1887.

Kid Glove Store,
463

QUARTETTE

OF HOWTO*.

DARRAH’S

THE HURON
Table and Dairy Halt

•

DRILL,

£ASTMAN gROS. & JjANCROFT Stockbridge Course.
Thursday Evening,

509 Congress Street.

•

EPTION,

Conceit and Ball!

J. S.

We have

maria

ISAAC C. AIM!,

P1,

and Orchestra.

A. M. WEN I WORTH

PORTLAND.

Inquire of

O.

nnr

Mr. W. A. KIMBALL, will Hnd it convenient to call on hint and leave vour
orders, as he has one of the finest lines
or samples of HOUSE FURNISHING
GOODS ever sent on the road, and will
take great pleasure In showing the

goods.

0,

Concert before and after tbe Lecture by the cele
brated

in the country, and as we said before,
we shall PREPAY the FREIGHT on everything sold by us to any part of NEW
ENGLAND until the 1st day of May,
1887.
Consequently it behooves every housekeeper who is thinking of new CARPETS, or any FURNITURE of any description, to either write us for photoor, what will suit ns very much
etter, come to our store and see the

the lines of

—

Vivid Memories of

HALL FURNITURE,

on

WITH ITS

—

Fiery Caldron of Burning Lava

Music

—

Will be sold low.

Original Tla*todoii

MAJOR-GENERAL

Portland,

aprie

H AVERLY’S

A Big Drive atDarrah’sJhe Largest Sale HALCYON DAYS IN THE ORIENT.
6lorlous Reproduction of Egyptian Scenery.
of Kid Gloves Ever Offered in the State.

colors, at the very low
price of 39 cents yard.

styles.

197 Middle St.

FURNITURE,

of

COE.

If you buy your Boys’ Hats of

KITCHEN

25th.

THE BEST COMPANY IN THE W3RL0.

—

FURNITURE,

shirt.”

live in Portland.”

HEAVY

FURNITURE,

SITTING ROOM

“Well, Mr. Wristband, you make
good case; guess Staplesjglves
you a commission for bragging
about his Senator Shirt, don’t he ?”
“No, but he gives me (for 81-00) a
comfortable comforting, well fitting

us.

FURNITURE,

DINING ROOM

out a

eodtl

Night Only, Monday, April

iITY HALL,

apll

other makes of shirt.”

Street, Clapp’s Block.

al)lti

CHAMBER

It is longer in the body than

5th.

One

—

INTEREST ALLOWED OX DEPOSITS
eodtl
lelO

PARLOR FURNITURE,

The workmanship is perfect, absolutely perfect, (not the dis-

SOMERS BROS.,
Congress

owu

197 Middle St.

CARPETS,

produce.

They fit the form

CITY HALL.

EXHIBITION
and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

City, County

timely warning. Therefore, please read
and do not forget that on and after the
1st day of May we shall not PREPAY

are

can

TRUST COMPANY
First National Bank Building.

3rd.

$2.50 HAT

at his store

feblU

SETS,

any article that goes to famish a
house, that on the 1st day of May we
shall DISCONTINUE our practice of
PREPAYING the FREIGUT on all goods
sold by us.
We are driven to this because we cannot ilnd out what the new
rates will be on and after April 5th. We
feel, however, that it will be against us,
as the freights will be higher than hitherto, and while we are anxious to sell
goods at the lowest possible PROFIT,
we cannot pay higher rates of FREIGHTS
than we have been doing, without ADVANCING the PRICE of onr GOODS,
and we cannot do this without giving

your flesh fits your bones.

notice.

Very

They

that looms

LADIES

Hatter,

Hearths of all Patterns.

PORTLAND

DINNER SETS, TEA

made of the best
Cotton and Linen for shirt making,

;|P12

The

‘Senator Dress Shirt’ of the

a

label.

IEB1G COMPANY'S EXTRACT OK MEAT.

Juu2G

street

“Whatprice?”
“At Horatio Staples, Middle St.,
junction of Free, Portland, Maine.
Price gl.OO and cheap at that.”

i

ink

Washington

a

vintage of 1887."

aud Made Dishes.

Liebig’s signature In blue

to wear a yearl-

“Whereat?”

with any other hat store.

company’s extkact of meat.
Liebig
Only sort guaranteed Genuinb by Baron

for

lobster

goat, then buy a Senator.”
“Senator goat?”
“No!

W. II SOMERS has

CARPETS,

“Well,

A POWERFUL REMEOY.

r.

year old

ing lobster’s shell.

1st.

CURES Pain*, External and Internal,
RGIJRVEN dwelling*, Coo traction* of
• he
TIiimcIcn, Nlifiuc** of the Joint*.
IIEALN
IIrnInch, Nrald*. Rum*, Cut*,
Crack*, and Nprntche*. (Ke*t Stable Remedy in the world ) C* REN RheiiraaiiMm,
Neuralgia, Hoarirnei*.
Nore
Throat,
Creup, and all kindred affliction*.

UmI

the sensa-

“What about the Senators?”

eodist2dor4thpnrm

A LARGE BOTTLE.

have, trying

would

all.

“Get rid of your swindling shiit,

We make

And

253

-

shorter

jau20

Recital

Tickets 60 cts., now on sale at Stock bridge’s.
apr!8dlw

or

44 cents, the

temper, disposition'and
I know now exactly

eodtl

was

I saw it in a store window marked

tickled my

MTKEKT, Partlaal.
anldtl

Jaul3

Utah

a

SHURTLEFF,

194 MIDDLE

Securities, suitable for
Savings Banks and Trust
Funds constantly on hand.

Senator then.”

a

“Senator! no,its more like
Mormon delegate.”

We call them

but as emphatic one. By their
timely use you will prevent Dyspepsia and
Indigestion, and cure Sick Headache. If
already suffering, use D. K.’s as you would
any confection (they are agreeable to the
taste), and you will be relieved. Price, 50
cents a box (trial size, 25 cents). Sent anywhere in the U. S. by mail on receipt of price,
by DOOLITTLE & SMITH, 24 and 26 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.

Bath.0a A 4s
Maine Central. .7a A Si
P. A O. B. B....8S

Bock land.«s A 4 a
No. Pacific Uotd..«a

Choice

RUGS,

hustled together by a disreputable
cyclone to spite somebody.”
It can’t be

-

V°“,Sn_

Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.

LAMPS,

exas-

“What make of shirt is it?”
“Make! It never was made, it

ported English Tan Color Hats, at

denee ln-

^

BANKERS

MATTINGS,

irritating, atrocious,
peration, it fits me like a hoop skirt
on a new born baby.”

.;;.

a

SETS,

f

'Taint my temper, its my shirt.”
“What’s the matter with your

and

significant name.

de^W-

WOODBURY & MOULTON,

“

The Largest and Best Line of Fashionable
Silk and Stiff Hats.
Also the Im-

WOODBURY, from his own private formula,
used by him in bis practice for 43 years, as a

DYSPEPSIA KILLERS,

,merest allowed on

January 1.1884.

SETS,

PARLOR

■

it?”

INDIGESTION,

speedy cure for DYSPEPSIA and
INDIGESTION, as well as HEARTBURN, also for the removal of ACIDITY
OF THE STOMACH.
He calls them

AdaU.i.a Gdeal*.
April 26 and 2«.

»P23“it
ST.
CHURCH.

proprietors ot
VOOB’A nASVA:i, or BAU.BOADW,
Execute orders »t *** *****
B){e lnNew
York aud London- KaUway Bouda a specialty-

ARETAS

shirt?”

but Just a little lozenge, compounded under
the personal direction and supervision of that
distinguished physician, Du. MARK R.
sure

J.J#,

ai

CHE8TNUT

**

N*.

LIQUID

of trash

SATURDAY, APRIL 28.

Gaate called

Formerly Organist and Musical Director Alexan
dra Palace, London, Eng., and Musical Examiner in the University of Glasgow.

45 tV.ll-l1 aTBKET,S««

codtl

Leading Manufacturer and Retail Hatter,

Thu combination of which you'know nothing

Colbys vs Portlands!

FREDERIC ARCHER,

STOVES AND RANGES,

SPIRIT.
NO

BASE BALL!

Robert F. Somers* Co. will give a Silk Hat to
player of the Portland club that will make a
home run on the home grounds In a league gam'.

CO.,

Anson.4s

ALCOHOL.
NO

im

any

_roBiAU!BT_

&

or

__

v

IS

SOMERS

oumigs

at Falmouth Foreside on the coast of Maine,
and the spring in the Red Sea, off the coast
of Arabia, that bubbles up through the surrounding salt water, are the only natural
waters yet discovered in which may not lurk
disease and destruction to the human family.
Tlie learned Sir Henry goes on to say that
tlie unknown and unsuspected reptile stowaway, swallowed weeks or months before in a
glass of impure water, is no doubt the cause
of the numerous cases on record of inanition
and apparent death; and he cites the case of
a young girl personally known to
him who
died, apparently, and remained cold and
lifeless until put in her coffin, when her
mouth opened and a small snake some six
inches long appeared. A French doctor who
had attended to the case
was fortunately
present, and drew the reptile out with las
fingers, thus rescuing the girl from being

"

C'O.Tl I.'VGi-BUFFALOS,

Merchants’ National.
85 Shares First SatlonalofBath.
38 Shares Richmond national, »
mond, Me.
8 Shares

tebio_————

ap23

The Bath Board of Trade thinks it sees in
the inter-State commerce bill a chance for
the revival of American shipping, and has
sent to the commission a protest against the

tu.*

Due 1»04.

Bank Stocks.

—

X

■%

J.

permanent lodging to a snake
the hospitable whale gave to Jo-

nah.
The widespread alarm caused by the well
authenticated fact that such is often the case
has given a great impetus to the trade in
mineral waters, the most of which contain
more elements of injury than the embryo
snake, and lack the one essential quality that

were several Republicans. The act proposed
to limit the number of rumshops to one to
every 500 of population. Under the present
law when a town votes for license the mayor
and council can license as many shops as
they see fit. It is notorious that in some
towns so ready have the authorities been to

ture and not the past that troubles them?
Promotion is very slow in the navy, so slow

IN THE

more

than even

We are sorry to see that the Massachusetts
Senate has rejected the high license bill aud
that among the Senators who voted against it

while

Housekeeper

STATE OF MAINE.

Traveling Bags Received To-day.

232 Middle Street.

anyone in illness who drinks alcoholic beverages, says, nevertheless, that the only water which is perfectly safe to drink is natural mineral water. In the shape of a wriggling worm, invisible to the eye, even when
held to the light, and only to be detected by
the microscope, a W'ater drinker may have

support people.

taking the prescribed course on the Swatara.
To begin their profession these men
have
had the best training that the government
can afford.
Have they had too much training, too much brain work ? Or is it the fu-

1MJ*

B. A. Atkinson h.w.pmsoh&co.. Organ

R. F. SOMERS & CO,

_

TTanmcliipa

College at Greenwich, England, took his own
life on the eve of his
graduation; and it is
but recently that Cadet Ridder, also a
graduate of Annapolis, blew his brains out

Portland 8*., Do®
Portland 8a., Due 1»»4Portland 8a., Due
Portland 6a., »« l*
Portland Water to. 6a., »u |89l.
5s>
IJIddeford and Saco Water

By the Ce ebrated Ne» York Organist.

[Torouto Globe.]
The Rochester papers are making a fuss
about the quantity of Canadian silver in circulation in the United States. Canadian
silver is not such a great nuisance in the
United States as American silver is in Canada. for the Canadian is the nearer to the face
value. Each country should keep its silver
to itself.

district without detriment to the public interest*. Such consolidation might leave Collector Redman and his deputies out in the
cold, but then it is not the business of the
government to maintain needless offices to

What is the matter with the young men in
our navy? Lieutenant Danenhower, with a
record behind him to be proud of for the remainder of his life, has killed himself at Annapolis ; but a few days ago Lieutenant Galewood shot himself on the Norfolk
boat;
hardly more than a year ago Cadet Scliock, a
young Pennsylvanian, who had shown so
much ability that our government had sent
him to complete his education at the
Royal

—

KEEP THE SILVER AT HOME.

there will bo little for a collector of
internal reveuue to do and the district can

suspension of the long and short haul clause.
Navigation interests quite generally over the
country are opposing any suspension of this
provision, arguing that the competition of
the railroads with them in the past has been
unfair. But it is not the representations of
the railroad interests or the navigation interests that should decide this matter.
The effect of the strict enforcement of the provision on tiie mercantile, industrial and commercial business of the country should be
the controlling consideration in the matter.

TO

—

Saturday Evening, April *3,

WINDOW.

THE

IN

[Tacoma Ledger.]

ness

license the traffic that a rum shop has been
established on about every corner. This bill
proposed to abate in some degree this scandalous condition of things, and it ought to
have become a law.

WORKMEN

The people of the United States will learn
to their sorrow before the next Congress assembles that the inter-State commerce law'
was the worst bill that has been passed in
twenty years.

Most of the work of the internal revenue
officers in this State has
been heretofore
looking after the special taxes of liquor sellers.
If the new State law has the effect that
its friends expect of abolishing the rum busi-

You’

$7 SILK HAT $5
Every
$3.50 STIFF HAT 3.

WASHINGTON TERRITORY.

Evils of Water Drinking.
New York Graphic.
Sir Henry Thompson, the great English
teetotaler physician, who refuses to treat

vh'mkhk.vi'm.

-%

IMPORTANT “BONDS-

don Times.

A WAIL FROM

flSASC**1'
--

Perhaps the author of the Morey letter has
been doing business at the oitiee of the Lon-

sanctioned by the German government than are the outrages along the Rio
Grande by the United States and Mexican
governments.

tha

FUKNITITBK.

From the above heading it will be seen that you save $2 by buying your Silk Hat from us. Also a saving
of 5b cents on the best Stiff Hat, and on all grades cheaper the same reduction Is given. We are able to
make this difference in price from the rest of our neighbors on account of being manufacturers. Our
competitors are Hatters in print. We are manufacturers by placing

anted.

are w

no more

with

avdkbtimkihkntm.

measures

zealous underling, and will be repudiated oy
his superiors. The feeling along the border
is very bitter, and probably this affair was

P.nnsftlirintpri

new

3S8

Congress Street,

opp.

City Hall,

Portland,Je.

—
a

II I—.1.111

——

THE

do bag...26 OOS27 00
roller*..4 60*4 76
clear do.... 4tt«i>» Sack'dBr'u

PRESS.

car

SATURDAY MORNING, APRIL 23.

26*4%

Provisions.
Winter Wheat ,Patents.6 ZB® 6 60 Porkflab.
Backs...10
00®19 60
Abyssinian Church—Rev. J. G. W flsoh, pas' Cod. IP
Clear ....18 6o®19 00
qtl—
8®rvlce of worship with presetting at 3
76
Shore3
Large
50*3
Mess.10
00*16 60
o clock.
Sabbath school at 4.30. Young People’s
Large Bank3 00*3 25 Beetmeeting at v. Sunday School Concert at 7.30.
Ex Mess. D 50®10 00
Small.
*
Church or CHRIST—Rooms 6 and 6 Brown’s
Pollock.2 7 5® 3 GO
Plate.... 10 60® 11 00
Block, Services 10.30 a. m. Lord’s Supper,
Uaddock.1 60*2 00
Ex Plate II 6o®12 00
» p. m. Prayer Meeting 7.30 p. m. Everybody
Hake.1 26® 1 76 LaraTubs p t»..7s/*
welcome; seats tree.
Herring
®8c
Scaled IP hi. IP®20c
Tierces....
Church ok thk Messiah—(Univeralist)—Rev.
&Hc
No 1.13*loc
Pails-8 £8*40
M. Crosley, Pastor. Services at 10.30 a. in. and
Mackerel p bbi—1886. Hams ;|9ib....l2Vi®lS
7 p. m.
Shore is.21 60*26 00
do covered. .iay2®l4
Congress Square Church_(First UniversalShore 2s. 12 60*15 00
Oil.
is!..) Rev. Henry Blanchard, pastor. Services
Med. 3s.
Kerosene—
10.30 a, m. Subject of sermon, "The UnlversalSnail
*
Port. Ket. Pet. 6 Vi
GOd-”
OMlcerll,"f
Sunday 8cUool
Produrr.
Watir White. 7Mi
Cranoerrles—
Pratt :.AstT,*»bbl. 11V*
Congress street M. E. Church—Prayer
Maine— 8 00*10 00 Uevoe’s Brilliant. 11 Vi
meeting at 0.30 a. ni. Preaching at 10.30 a. m.
CapeCodll 00*12 00 Llgonia.,. S
by the pastor. Sunday School at 1.30 p. m. At. Pea Beans...1 iifta.1 75 Silver White. 7
Medium....1 05*1 70 Centennial. 8
Theme, "The Fatal End.”
?,.D,Pieachiug.
Children and Youths’ meeting at 6.30 p. m.
Herman mdl 60*1 70
Raisins.
Yellow
First Baptist Church—Rev. A. K. P. Small,
Eyes.l60®166 Muscatel... 1 90®2Vi
potatoes,
bush,
D.
2 26®2 76
60*60
W.
LondonLay’r
Preaching at 10.30 by Rev. F.
D.,nastpr.
St Potatoes 3 00*3 60 IQnduraLay. 9
Farr
ol Biddetord. Sunday school at 12 M. Prayer
®io
onions
3
00
76*4
Valencia.
7 @8
at
meeting
7.00 p. m.
Bermuda do 2 25*2 60 |
Sugar.
First Free Baptist Church
(Plymouth.
lated ^ tb.6Vi
Congress St. Rev. J. M. Lowden, pastor. Preach- Turkeys. *10 igran;
I Extra C. 6Si
*)T Rev. A. T. Dunn at 10.30 a. m.(Sunday School Chickens.16*18
Fowls
Seeds.
.14*10
at 12 M. Prayer and Social meeting at 7.80 p. m.
Geese.14*16 IRed Top....*2 ®»2Vi
First Parish Church—(Unitarian)—Congress
I Timothy 8eed2 06@2 10
Street. Rev. Thomas Hill, D. D„ pastor. Services
Choice
4 60 'Clover. 8Vi812Vio
at 10,30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m.
Choice eating
6 oo
them.
4 50 Vermont_l6Vi®16
First Presbyterian church.—Williams’ Russets
N.Y.
tactoryl6Vi@16
Hall. Congress Street. Sunday School at 2 p. m.
Sage.16Vi®16Vi
Services at 3 p. m. and 7.30 p. m. by pastor.
Holier.
Evaporated Vlfcl4*l6c
Free St. Baptist Church—Rev. A. T. Dunn,
l.emone.
Creamery & lb. 24®26
pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. in. and 7,30 p. m.
Palermo.4 00*4 50 Gilt Edge ver.... 24S26
Sunday School at close of morning service.
Messina.4 25*4 60 Choice.20*21
Good.10®17
Friends’ Meeting.—Oak St.| Services at 10.30 Malagers....
a. m. Prayer meeting 7.30 p. m. All are Invited.
Store.14@16
Orange**.
h
6
00
Florida.
4
50
Kggi.
Gospel Mission—Prayer meeting at 9.00 a. inG 00*6 60 iEastern extras...13814
Valencia
Sabbath School at 10.80 a. m. Rev. A. T& Western. .13*14
Can
Messina
and
PaI
Dunn (pastor of Free Street Baptist Church) will
lermo *> bx. 3 60*4 00 I Limed.
preach at 3 p. m. Mrs. 8. F. Pearson, will conduct the evening services. Bent’s orchestra will
I Foreign Exports.
lead the singing.
LIVERPOOL. ENU. Circassian—37,674 busli
High Street Church—Services at 10.30 and
wheat 26,704 bush peas 1867 bags flour 407 bills
7. Sunday School at 12. Evening lecture, "The
apples 26 eases leather ICO do splints 10 do maMartydom of John Huss.”
chinery 72 do shoes 465 do bacon 40,000 do oat
New Jerusalem Chvhuh, New High St.—
meal 766 do butter 96 cs meats.
Rev. Howard C. Dunham, pastor.
Divine wor8AGUA. Sclir Isaiah K Stetson—843 empties.
ship and Preaching Sunday Morning at 10.30
o'clock. Sunday School at 12 M. All are welRailroad Receipts.
come.
PORTLAND. April 22, 1887.
Pine Street M. E Church.—Rev. C. J. Clark,
Received
by Maine Centra! Railroad—For Port
Preaching at 10.30 a. in. followed by the
and|29cars miscellaneous; merchandise; tor con
acrainent. Sunday School at 2.30 p. m. Young
people’s ineetiug at V.lBp. m. Prayer meeting at neciiug roads 89 carsl miscellaneous merchandise.

Sunday

Services.

nt

CHARLESTON,: April 22,1887-Cotton firm;

middling lOVic.
MEM PHIS,April 22,1887.—Cotton steady ;mlddliag lOVfce.
MOBILE, April 22,1887,—Cotton nominal;mlddllBg lOVsC.

Baldwins

10.30

Crain Quotations.
Received daily, by private wire, by II. N Pinkham, broker. 9 Exchange street. Portland. Me:
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

Closing.

Opening.

Lowest.

Closing

Mav.
38%
38%
38%
38%

Lowest.

Closing.

41%
41%
41%
41%

40

46%
June.
29%
29%

Julv.
29%

29

29Va
29%

29s,8

29%

received

are

Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. 107
New York and New | England Railroad.
60%
do oret
C. B. & Q.

144

Wisconsin Central.
Flint & Pere Marquette Railroad com
do pref.
Wisconsin Central. 2d|serles.

26%
33%
99

66*i

leiepuoue.

Hen

California Southern Railroad.. 67%
Mexican Central.
16%
Mexican Central 4s. 63%
Wisconsin Central pret. 46%
Boston Si Alban) [Railroad..... 216%
231
Boston & Maine.
Boston Water Power Co.
7%
Eastern Railroad pref.138
Eastern Railroad.137
9%
Boston Land Company.......

Lee transactions at the Stock Exchange aggr •zated 340,047 shares.
touowmg are le-day’s quotations of Govern
ment securities:
United States bonds, 3s.100
New 4s, reg.129%
New 4s, coup..129%

New4%s, reg.110%
New 4%s, coup...110%
Central TaciAc lsts ..116%
Denver ti K.;Gr. lsts.121%
Rrie 2ds.
Kansas PaciAc Consols.107%
Oregon Nav. lsts.110%
Union PaciAc list.116%
do Land Grants

do Sinking Funds.
The following quotations of stocks are received
daily by H. N. Pink bam, 9 Exchange street, Portland, Me.:

Clos-

Open-

lng

ing
sales.

headache, biliousness, impaired appetite land
feeble, troublesome stomach, are all and speedily
set right by this matchless regulator and invigorant. The mineral poisons, among them strychnia
a

April

sales,
20.

Y. Central.113%
Lake Shore. 94%
N.

Erie.

34%

Canada Southern.. 61%
Northwest .119%
St. Paul. 91%
Omaha. 62%
Union PaciAc. 61%
Central PaciAc.
Western Union. 76%
Oregon Trans. 34
Delaware, L. & W 137%
Delaware & H.104V*
JerseylCentral. 81%

and

nux vomica, are never safe tonics, even in
infinitesimal doses.
The Bitters answers the
purpose more effectually, and can be relied upon
as perfectly safe by the most prudent.
Fever and
ague, kidney troubles and rheumatism yield to It.

113%
96%
36%
61%
119%
92%
62%
61%

Open- Closlng
lng
sales, sales.
April 22.
113% 113%
96%
96V*
34%
34%
61%
61%
119% 120%
92

92

62%
61%
01V*
CO%
40%
40%
76% 76%
76%
33%
34%
33%
138% 137% 138%
104% 104% 104%
81 %
82%
81%
4 6 Vs
46%
46%
Heading.! 45!
30%
32% J31%
Hocking Valley.— 31%
29%
29%
Northern PaciAc... 29%
30%
61%
61»/*
North. PaciAc.prf..; 62%
62%
65%
PaciAc Mail... 67% 66%
66%
Missouri PaciAc.... 10.8
10«% 108% 108%
32
32%
Kansas & Texas... 32%
.'12%
68
Lousisviile A N- 68V*
07%
69%
0«%
New England. 61%
60%
62%
Richmond &W.<F.. 40%
41%
40%
40%
Con 'Gas Go........ 86%
86%
86%
85%
Oil. 63%
63Vs
62%
[02%
52
Norf. & W. pref... 52%
61%
o2%

Father—Work with a will, my boy; It Is the only way success is obtained.
Son—Never fear, father, about that. I am going
to be a lawyer, and if I don’t manage to get more
out of a will than the heirs, then I shall be greatly disappointed, that’s all.
The best medical writers claim that the
successful remedy for nasal catarrh must be non
irritating, easy of application and one that will
by its own action, reach all the remote sores and
ulcerated surfaces, The history of the efforts to
treat catarrh during the past two years obliges us
to admit that only one remedy lias completely
met these conditions, and that is Ely’s Cream
Balm. This safe and pleasant remedy has mastered catarrh as nothing else has ever done, and
both physicians and patients freely concede this
fact. The more distressing symptoms quickly
yield to it.

Now York

Mining

Stocks.

[By Telegraph.]
YORK,April 22 1887—Tlie following are

NEW

closing quotations

for mining stocks to-day:
llomestako.15

Ontario.24 50
Quicksilver. 6 25
do prererred.30 60

Stubblns—Who was that sandy haired fellow
lust now?

Standard.1 12%

Crabber—That? Oh. that’s my bosom friend.
S.—Y'our bosom friend?
C.—Yes, he makes my shirts.

Santiago.

4 80
Colorado Coal. 44%
Bulwer. 1 30
Best & Belcher. 7%
Con.Cal. & Va. 14%

It Is an Established Fact that consumption can be cured; but it is far better to prevent
the cruel disease from fastening itself on the system, by the timely use of a remedy like Dn. Wis
tab’s Balsam or WildChebby, which will
speedily cute a cough or cold. Consumption often
yields to its great power.

California

Mining

Stocks.

(By Telegraph.)
SANIFKANCI8CO,April 22,|1887.-The|tollow-

lng are closing oAlcial quotations ol mining stocks
to-day:
Best&Belcher. 6%
4%
Mexican.

She—O Clarence 1 if I were only sure that yeu
wished me to be yours for my own sake and not
for my wealth!
He—Be assured, my dear, I have an utter disdain for money; if you were once mine I’d—
spend your money ‘right and left.’

Kiivnirp.

5%

Sierra Nevada.
Crown Foint.
Fotosi.
Hale & Norcross.
Union Con.
..
Yellow Jacket.

J'/a
6%
7%
644
244
7%
oys

Chicago Cattle Market.
By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO, April 22, 1887—Cattle market—receipts 4 S.000 {Shipments 3000; strong and higher;
shipping steers at 4 75 a.5 26; Stockers and feeders 2 90S4 3();eows, bulls and mixed 2 00®4 00;
bulk 2 76@3 10; through Texas grassers 3 40.
Hogs—receipts 18,000; shipments 650; market
lower; rough and mixed at 6 00®5 40; packing

a druggist's store the other day,
attention was called to something new for the
of coughs and colds, which we were informed
was having a wonderful success wherever tried.
The druggist explained to us the secret of its re
markable efficacy: The new preparation is s
compound of lactart (the pure acid of milk) aud
honey, audits effectiveness isowlng to the won
derful mucus-dissolving power of lactart, and the
well-known soothing and healing qualities of hon

Stepping into

our

cure

and

shipping

VK.W

Nothing bette

steadv; sales 16,200 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 30®3 10; superiint
Western and State 2 70®S SO; common togooi
extra Western and State at 3 2033 66; good tc
choice do at 3 70®5 10; common to choice Whitt
wheat Western extra at 4 G0®4 80; fancy do a
at 4 86®6 10; common to good extra Ohio at 3 2<
®6 00; common to choice extra St lands at 3 2o«

ANQJOMMERCIAL,

PORTLAND, April 22,1887.
Transactions coutioue moderate with a stead
market iu most departments. Flour is unchanged
Wheat is (inn and higher a
and llrmly held.
the West. Provisions quiet and steady. Fres
Beef is quoted as follows: Sides at 7@7V4c;bin<
quarters 9gl0c, tore quarters 4>A@5>4c, round
with flanks at 7®8e, rounds 8, rump loins at 113
llgl2e, rumps 1 l®12c, rattles 4a4Vkc, hacks a
0tt@7c, chucks at 4v*®5c. short rib cuts 10<
Mutton 8,g9e. Seeds firm and in good deman J a
unchanged prices, ex ept Alslko, which is lc^
114c higher. Sugar steady. Fresh Fresh in goo 1
supply and easy. The Liverpool m»rk<*t wa
lower to-day lor Cheese at 63s Od.
<

€4tati».

Com.fi«»a6C
;
1
i

>

Minnesota

extra

good

to

prime

a

4 60a4 75; choice to double extra do at 4 80,
6,05.1 including 3,900 bbls city mill extra 4 61
®4 70; 900 bbls line do at 2 30®3 00; 3900 bbl
superfine 2 7033 30; 800 bbls extra No 2 at 3 2'
66; 4800 bbls winter wheat extra 3 20n6 10
7001 bbls Minnesota extra 3 20®6 06. Soutbcri
flour quiet; good lo choice do at 4 00a.5 00. lh
Wheal—receipts 28,000 bush
flour Is easier.
exports 287,162 bush {higherjsaies 128,000 bush
No 2 Spring nominal at 93; No 1 hard 95395Vic
No 3 Red at 9644c; No 2 Red at 9344®U3%e li
elev; No 1 Red at 96%c; extra Red 9544c elev
No 1 White at 9514c. Bye quiet. Burley dull
Corn dull; receipts 9,360 hush; exports 9,07
bush: sales 42,000 tiu; steamer 4944c elev; No
at 49»49V4c elev;Yellow 61c. Ouls unchanged
receipts 19,000 buslr.exnorts 695 bush; sales 84
OOO hush :No 3 at 31c; White do at 37c; No 2 a
3444c; White do374433744c; No 1 White 38e
Mixed Western at 36®37c; White do at 38®42e
Wliite State 40c. Uoftee—lair Rio nominally a
1644c. Sayar dull ;C 4it,4®444c;Ex C 44434*14c
White Extra C at 4'/»(ij5e; Yellow at 444343*,!? i
oft A at 5y»: Mould A 644@6 13-16c; standard
S’*4c; granulated 5 llle®544c;Confectioners
at b 9-163544 c ;cut loaf aud crushed 64436 3-10
Dowdere<r5%36c .Cubes at 644c. Ft-tr oleum ;
umted»t68c. Tallow firm. Fork is steady an
more active, mess quoted at 16 00®16 26 for ol i
16 50® 17 00 for new. Beef dull. I>nrd lower
Western steam spot 7 2544. closing 7 46 a 7 474s ;
refilled for Continent 7 00; 8 A 8 00,58 06. Bn
flhoeao firm.
ler quiet at 125,26c.
Frrixhtii dull; Wheat steam Id.
CHICAGO. April 23, 1887,-Tlie Flourmark(
quiet: Winter patents at 4 2534 60; Souther I
I Winter 3 76®4 OOJMichlgau aud.Y^isconsiu wit

f3

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

lots—66®6

4G5®5 30;

by Telegraph.]
YORK. April 22 1887-Flour market13,OcO pkgs; exports 3754 bbls aud 33,

6|10; patent

.Moal. bag lots. .54®fj
Oats, cur lots....4()sa4
Oats, bag lots....42®4
Cottonseed.
I car lots..26 00&26 E

at

receipts
634 sacks;

coughs, colds, hoarseness, and sore throat. It is :
sovereign remedy, and no family can with safet;
be without a bottle of Lactart and Honey in tin
house.”

Hiiiti Mud
I

35®6G5; light

Domestic Markets.

lias ever been devised for children Says Mr. F
A. Blaisdell, of Boston: “I desire to add my test!
inonial to the merits of Lactart and Honey fo

The following are to-day’s closing quotations
Drain. Provisions, &e.:

at6

skips at 3 00®4 CO.
Sheep—receipts 3700; shipments 1000; steady
wooled 3 003.4 76; shorn at 3 00®3 70; Western
3 6034 70;lTexans 2 60® 4 00.1-Hintis 4 403,5 00

cy. me communion oi a sweet anuasounoi
the cure of throat troubles has been tried Iron
time immemorial, and in the Lactart and Hone;
tills principal is found in its most effective form
Tlie taste of the new remedy is simply delightful
and its curative effect is testiffed to by the thous
unds wlio have tried and are now using it. In ;
climate like ours, where coughs and colds are si
eternally prevalent, a remedy such as Lactart am

name

and

address is

on

each

SPRING SUITS!
For Men, Youths, Boys and Children.

sole.

PORTLAND,

ALE THE LATEST STYLES OF

M. G. PALMER.

NECKWEAR and COLLARS and CUFFS

W&Snrm3m

At LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

FRED R. FARRINGTON,

run-down,” debilitated
For
worn-out.”
school teachers, milliners, seamstresses, housewomen generally.
over-worked
and
keepers,
Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription is tho best
of all restorative tonics. It is not a Cure-all*
but admirably fulfills a singleness of purpose,
being a most potent Specific for all those
Chronic Weaknesses and Disease peculiar to
women* It is trpowerful, ger ral as well os
uterine, tome ana nervine, and imparts vigor
#nStrerigth to the whole system. It promptly
cures weakness of stomach, indigestion, bloating, week back, nervous prostration, debility
and sleeplessness, i t either sex. Favorite Prescription is sold by druggists under our
Hvc. wt irnntee. See wrapper around bottle.
Price $1.00, or six bottles for $5.00.
A large treatise on Diseases of Women, profusely illustrated with colored plates and numerous woodvcuts, sent for 10 cents in stamps.
Address, World’s Dtfwgnsary Medical
Association, (kv‘I Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
RECK HISADACflF, Bilious Headache,
and Constipation, promptly cured by
Dr, Fierce’s Pellets. 25c. a
by druggists.
d&wnrmcTli
ImHi

FROM OCR CORRESPONDENT.

Boston.

April 22—Cld, sell A & M Carlisle, Reville, for

Philadelphia.

MERCHANTS’ XSCHANGE.
Inst, shin David Brown.

llnnof.ni-s‘4

Underwear.

Gentlemen’s

Agents for

Boothbav—

McGilvery, New York for London.
Ar at Liverpool 21st. slilp Coin T H Allen, Mer-

rlmau, Ban Francisco.
Sid fin Queenstown 21st, skip R R Thomas,
Nichols, Hull.
Sid fm Bahia Mcli 18, barque John R Stanhope,
DeWtutcr, for New York.
Sid fm Glbara about 10th inst, barque Beatrice
Havener, Havener, New York; lOtb, sell Mima
Belle, Thompson, do.
Ar at Arroyo, Fit, 12tli inst, brig Morancy.Wass
Boston.

Tli© Olotliier and Furnislier,

Furnishing
Goods at Kock Bottom prices.
Examine the Graud Mogul Ovthe

erall for railroad men,
Overall to buy.

white

and col-

ored 10c. Handkerchiefs at 5c.

I

best

Several

new

lines of Clent*' fan-

cy Shirts just put in stock.
35 dozen 35c. Celluloid Buttons

10 cent Woolen Hose for 22c.

nt 15c. a pair.
30 doz. 23 cent Braces for 13c.
NOTE—Money refunded if goods
35 dozen #1.00 Buckskin Alovr*
are not satisfactory, if returned
tat 7 5c. u pair.

uninjured.

46

GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS.

Exchange Street

46

GRAND AISnNTOTTPJOEavrEaMTP.

MIDDLE

208

and

spacious store,
an

entire

new

and have bought for
stock of

& COLLEY,
46 Exchange Street.
!
BOYS

DEANE

__

PORTLAND,

ME.

!_BOYS

eodtf

OYS’
SUITS!

WILL OFFER FOR ONE WEEK

Entire Stock of Robe Pattern Dress Goods!

Hearing
positive

large

and can therefore offer to the public lower prices than have been ofered in the State. We have all the new PATTERNS of PARLOR
SUITS in Snlton, Embossed Plashes, and Hair Cloths, and a full line
Patent Rockers, Easy and Fancy Chairs, Book Cases, Hall Stands,
Sideboards, Mirrors, &c. Chambers Sets in all the new styles and
PATTERNS, BLACK WALNUT, CHERRY, ANTIQUE OAK AND
PAINTED.
Spring Beds of every kind, Mattrasses, Hair, Soft Too,
Bear in mind,
a full line of Housekeeping Goods.
and
Feathers,
these goods are all fresh and new and will be sold at bottom pricoa.
Call and examine our goods and prices before pun-hasing.

TURNER BROS.

Senses of Taste,

A

We have leased the

BARGAINS.

cash in dead of Winter, and put in

SPECIAL NOTICE.

estorcs tin

quick Kclicf

ST.,

ap»

Heals theSorcs,

A

GREAT

_

iS^RESS]H',,,d'—Uay*

Last lot of Silk Warp Henrietta 95 cents, worth $1.25.
_
Job lot Black Goods 75 cents, worth $1.00.
One lot Combination Dress Patterns at cost.
One piece 23 incli Black Silk $2.00, regular value $2.50.
Last two pieces $1.25 Black Satin Khadanie at 95 cents.
One piece 24 inch Kliadame $1.50, regular value $2.00.

Cure •

Two pieces Khadanie 75 cents, regular value $1.00.
Black Chautilly Laces in all widths, just received direct from manufacturer, to be sold at about wholesale prices.
Latest Patterns in Dress Trimmings at popular prices.
New invoice of Centemerl Kids, the most popular Glove in this country
New line of Embroidered Kills at $1.00.
Special Bargains in Hosiery and Underwear.
Special atteetiou Is called toour Corset Department,to which we have
just added the celebrated “C. B. a’ la Spirite” Corsets, equal
to the best French hand sewed at much less prices.
Full assortment of Wraps, Jackets and Newmarkets at close prices.
Extra values in Jersey Waists and Jackets.
Imported Turcoman Table Covers $2.00.
Deinorcst Sewing Machine $*9.50, equal to any $55.00 machine.

Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 19th, ship Benj F Packard, Waterhouse, Queenstown.
Cld 20th, ship Louisiana, Oliver, Seatle.
Ar 14th, ship Kennebec, Bruce, San Pedro, in
tow, to repair.
Ar 21st, ship

4 TO

14 YEARS.

PRICES.

AT IMPORTERS’

A particle is applied Into each nostril and h
agreeable. Price BO cents at Druggists: bv mail •
registered, fiO cts. Crculars free. ELY BROS.
sepveod&wlynm
Druggists. Owego. N. Y.

St Mark, Nichols, New York.
APALACHICOLA—Ar 20th, sell E It Herriman
Wood. New Orleans.
PORT EADS—Sid 20tli, scl. Addie Jordan, (fm
New Orleans) for Bosloo.
PENSACOLA—Cld 21st, sell T W Dunn, McFarland, Philadelphia.
FERNAND1NA— Ar 21st. barque Isaac Dodge,
Gaul, Boston; sch Carrie 10 Woodbury, Bryant,
New York.
Ar 20th, sell Charlotte T
JACKSONVILLE
Sibley. Bartlett, Belfast.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 19th, sch Standard, Cram,
New York via Savannah.
TYliEE—Ar 21st, sell Lizzie Wilson, Chadwick,
Boston.
CllARLESTON-Ar 20th, sch JJ W Morse, Wy-

ways In stock.
50 dozen each,

All kinds of Gents'

HOTEL.

FALMOUTH

UNDER

Memoranda.

Fishermen.
Sid fm Newport 20th, schs Augusta E Herrick,
Mauds, and Electric Flash, southward.

Celluloid Collars aud Cuffs, al-

0

CREAMBALl

Sch Endora, (of Ellsworth,) Bonsey, from Bluehill for New York, with granite, went ashore 16tU
in Blueliill Narrows, amf remains, with keel broken and leaking badly. Discharging.
Vineyard-Haven. Apl 19—The cargo of lumber
of sehr Charter Oak nas been transferred to tlie
sclir OlUe Elizabeth.
Seatle, April 12-Capt McNeil, of barque Bnoeli
Talbot, from San Francisco, confirms the report
of the loss of ship St Stephen. In the recent gale
off Cape Flattery, Cant McNeil says lie saw the
ship go down, but could render uo assistance, as
be nad all be could do to take care of liimself.
Victoria, BC, April 13—It Is believed here that
the ship St Stephen has not foundered, notwithstanding the report from Seattle. The ship lvanhoe, which put Into Fort Fownsend 2d lust, was
thrown down on ends during the gale of tlie 1st
and remained down, and was probably mistaken
for the St Stephen.

for 35c.

Ac., just put in stock.

fitmifure

LARGE AND ELEGANT LINE OF

J. & T. COUSINS, New York.

mailC

in the

DEANE & COLLEY,

OVERCOATS

SPRING

“Waukenphast.”

WISCASSET. April 21—Sid, sch Charlie Buekl,
Pattersou, Nassau, NP.
April 22—Ar, barque Megunticook, Hemlugway
Boston, in.
Sailed, sells Coquette, Orne, and Niger, Adams,
Boston.
SACO, April 20—Ar, scb Jas R Talbot, Crocker,
Portland; Jordan L Mott, Gregory, New Yorlt.
April 20-Cld, sells Oliver Dyer, Emerson, Wilmington, NC; Emily A Dennison, Coleman, for

FROM

TOM prices.

Flannel

#1.35 Hathaway Shirts for <»Nc.
#1.00 Petersburg Shirts for 7.1c.
Best 1 ply 30c. I,ineu Collars 3

The

season.

of

.A-INTID

Ladies who are iu search of a handsome and at the same time comfortable walking shoe should try our
“Waukenphast.” They are the only
genuine ones made. They are made
in 11 widths, and their perfect fit,
ease and durability have made for
them a far famed reputation. They
never
lose their shape, will not
wrinkle,and are as easy as an old shoe.

Made from Sawyer's Woolens.
ine unless marked Sawyer's.

Jl’one genuStrictly all

Wool. Prices 23 per cent less than they have
ever been offered in Portland.
$2.00, $2.30
and $3.00 saved

on a

suit.

—

lie,

Wiscasset.

Sid 2lst, schs Mary L Alien, Willey, for Fernandina; Rebecca R Nickerson,Wilniiugton, NC, andi
Boston.

NORFOLK—Sid Hist, brig Addie Hale, Nichols.
Ncwburyport,
BALTIMORE—Ar 20th. sell 1! It Wood side

Reed, Boston.

Cld 20tli, sell Andrew Adams, Adams, Providence.
Sid 19th, sch Win T Donnell, for Boston.
Sid 20th, sell Cassie P' Bronson, for Portland.
Ar 21st, schs Chas H Haskell. Silsbee, New Ha
veu; Julia A Ward, Knowles, Portland; Marti*9
A Holmes, Burr, do.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 19tk, sells G B McFar
land, Strong, Sagua; J Whltebouse, Hart, Vlual
liaven.
Cld 20th .sch Edw P Avery, Hawley. Boston.
Cld 21st, sens Augustus Hunt, Hall, for Boston i
Jennie Lockwood, Poland, for Galveston; Anital,
........

Swcel uad Hour.

I

Our

last

CLOTHIER.

I

Arrived.
John H Cross, Rowley, Darien—lumber to
Deering, Richardson & Co.
Sell Nannie T W, terman, trom Virginia—oysters to Freeman & Atwood.
Sell Ralph Siunett, Piukham, Philadelphia—
water pipes to Portland Water Co.
Sell Louis Mouette, Hallock, North port, LI.
Sch Emma, Littlejohn, Boston.
Sell Two Brothers, Dodge, Boston—salt to John
A Emery & Bro.
Sch Boxer, Barter. Boston.
Sell Oregon, Lloyd, Boston—salt to Lewis, Chase
& Whitten.
Sch A F Kimball, Kimball, Boston.
Sell Helen McLeod, Bryant, Boston.
Sell C V Minot, Hathaway, Marblehead.
Sch New Boxer, Collin. Cape Porpoise.
Sch Julia S, (Br) Odell, St John, NB—lumber to
Mark P Emery.
Sch John M Plummer, Orchard. Western Banks
rudder disabled.
Scb Daisy. Hodgdon, Tremout.
Sell Kieiizi, Chatto, Sedgw ick.
Sell Emma, Sparrow, Rockport—lime to L C
Cummings & Co.
Sell Snepardess, Tibbetts, Rockport—lime to
L C Cummings & Co.
t' Cleared.
Sch 1L B>Metcalf, Foesett, New York—Berlin
Mills Co.
Scb Laura Brown, Milligan, l’arrsboro-Ryan &

us

city.

22.

14.

by

assortment

Shirt*.

dozen

300

Fine line of Neckwear, Jewelry,

Black Worsted Suits in 4 button
and
Albert
Prince
: Cutaways,
Sacks, always in stock at BOT-

|

sold

pair.

best Hose (or the money

NOW OPENINC.

Arrived.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, Boston for
Eastport and St John. NB.
To Ryan
Barque Carrie E Long, Park, Boston.
& Kelsey.
Brig Acadia. Morrill, Boston.
ScliC A White, Tripp, Baltimore—coal to Boston & Maine HR.
Sch Mattie J Alles, Crockett, Raritan—day to
Portland Stoneware Co.
Sch George Savage, Lewis, Boston, seeking.
Sch Geo H Davenport, Steele, Boston.
Sell Ernest T Lee, Boston.

Scli A F Kimball, Kimball,

j

ures.

Man Wants a Tonic
When there is a lack of elastic energy In the sysshown
tem,
by a sensation of languor and unrest
in the morning, frequent yawning during the day
and disturbed sleep at night, Hostetter’s Stomach
Bitters, Infuses uuwonted energy into the enfeebled and nervous, endowing them with muscv
lar energy, an ability to repose healthfully, and
Nervousness,
digest without inconvenience.

Tliestrup, from Matanzas for North of Hatteras.
lat 38 4o, Ion 75 10, sch Welaka, from
April l‘J,
for
Hatteras.

N Blake.

NEW YORK, '•Apr' 22
1887.-Money on call
Ms Men easy, ranging from 4 to 6; last loan at
4.
Prime
offered
mercantile paper
at
4%, closing
Sterling Exchange Is talrly
at 696 per cent
dull and
to
Arm.
Governments
and
active
steady
steady to Arm. Railroad bonds quiet and general
closed
The
stock
market
quiet and
ly steady.
generally at small fractions above opening fig-

pairs

a

| IRA F. CLARK, IRA F. CLARK, IRA F. CLARK, IRA F. CLARK,

Spoken.
April 16, lat 26. Ion 80, barque 8 K Bcarse,

maeineTnews.

THURSDAY, April

at 11 cents

Short Pants to age 15.

—

At Matanzas Apl 15th, barque Alcz Campbell,
Bunker, for Philadelphia.

NSSck^David Sprague, Titus, Westport,
North

New York Stock •RdMonoy Market.

notice:

in

Uni

CANNOT or WILE NOT be UNDER
SOLD.

|

Fine

OO dozen 20-cent Seamless llose

|

If you spend any money
Nobby line of Pauls just put in
F. S.
this season for Clothing without stock.
tirst visiting OHr store, you will
We have by far the best assortmake a mistake, as we shall lead
If you
the van in lo» prices.
ment of Clothing we have EVER
watch
us i
doubt this statement,
HAD.
through the season and then
Call aud examine.
judge for yourself.

.,

—

,,.3

19

1 '.i:

at

$0.00.*

North of
April 17, olf Charleston, brig Waubuu, Welch,
from Sagua for Boston.

[.u

only $10.00.
170 $12.00 and $10.00 Suits

:

Philadelphia.

Sch

Atch..

“Yes. sir,” replied Bobby. "She said that if
you didn’t take any there would be enough left
over for to-morrow.”

Mich.straight

July.

dallv:

pie?”

-ruit'K.a HO<%'.->
*'.pri»c and
XX Hpri«nr..4*K)'©4 26
Fateut Spring
Wheats. 2»wa60

82%
82%

40%

[By Telegraph.]
The tollowlng quotations ol stocks

□"And don't you know why, Bobby?” said the
minister, who was dining with the family, "your
mamma doesn't want you to eat a second piece of

l!,w

83

Boston Stock Market.

___

X

82%

40

Jpentng....

ters.

;

July

June.

Highest...
lowest.
Closing.

There is no one article in the line of medicines
that gives so large a return for the money as a
good porou strengthening plaster, such as Carter's Smartweed and Belladonna Backache Blas-

*«»

29%
29%

OATS.

Art in New York:
Mrs. W. (coming down.)—It is delightful this
year/
Mrs. L. (going up)—Many interesting pictures?

f tflMT'
HuiK'rniiL' *®*id

29%

29 y8

June.
83%
84%
83%
83ya

83
GOK.V.

....

Opening....
Highest....

Why don’t you try Carter’s Little Liver Pills?
They are a positivejciire for sick headache, and
all the ills produced by dlsorcred Liver. Only
one pill a dose.

FINANCIAL

se*ts

FRIDAY, April

July.

29

29%
28%
29y«

May.
84%
84%
84;

Opening,...
Highest.....

offensive/'

national boon.

June.

28%
28%

*>00 $25.00 New' and Nobby Suits
in Four Button Cutaways and
Sacks at $20.00.
300 All Wool $15.00 Suits ut

PORT OF PORTLAND

WHEAT.

“Yes," remarked Dumley, confidentially, to
Featherly, “I'm having a hard (hie) light with

a

41%
41%
41%
41%

Closing.
Friday’s quotations.

but I expect to (hie) win.”
liquor,
“I think you will, Dumley,” was Featherly’s encouraging response, “if you keep on taking the

Honey is simply

May.

BUgnest..
Lowest.

WIT AND WISDOM.

spoke to

Moon

OATS.

Vaughan Street Church.— Kev. D. W LaLacheur, pastor. Prayer meeting at 10.30 a. m.
and 7 p. m. Sunday School at 1.30 p. in. Services
at 3 p. m., by the pastor, Kev. D. W. iLeLaclieur.
West Congregational Church—Preaching
by pastor, 8. K. Perkins, at 10.30 a. m. and 7.30
p. m.
Williston Church—Kev. L. H. Hallock pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. ni. by
Kev. Dr. K. B. Webb of Boston. Sabbath School
at 3 p. m.
Young Men’s Christian Association—
Farrington Block, 439 Congress St. Young Men’s
meeting at 9.15 a. m., conducted by Walter Atwater. Subject, “How can 1 Influence Young Men
for Good?” Boys’ meeting at 4.30 p. m. Gosnel
meeting at 7 p.m. Leader A. B. Merrill. The public are cordially invited.

you

39%
39%
39%
39%

38%
38%

Closing.

m.

man

Higb water
Sun sets. 6 34

July.

June.

387 s

Lowest.

St. Lawrence St. Cong’l Church,—Rev.’
Wright, pastor. Rev. IJ. B. Wheelwright
will preach 10.30 a. id. and the pastor at 3 p. m.
Sunday school at 1.30 p. m. Social service at 7 p.

pictures:

81%

1IOUU3,

Amboy

J uly.
81%
82%
81%
82%

8314
81%
83%

38%

23
23
27
27
27
27
28
28
28

MINIATURE ALMANAC.APRIL 23.

June.

May.

Opening.
Highest.

A. H.

.—vn, luc

Hammonia.New York..Hamburg ...Apl

CORN.

Second Parish (Congregation a n) Church,
Congress, Cor. of Pearl St., Kev. C. H. Daniels,pas
tor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. and 3 p. m. Sunday School at 1.45 p. m. Social Service at 7 p. mt

ti

Manhattan.New Vork..HavSiVCruz Apl

WHEAT.

a. m.

rars.

Sarnia.Portland....Liverpool....Apl

Wednesday's quotations.

Lowest.

FOR

Call and see our Elegant Line of
Spring Overcoats and compare
prices with any store iu the city.
Wepay CASH for our goods and

250 $15.00 Indigo Blue Suits at
only $10.00 each. These Suits are
made in both Single and Double
Breasted, willi Detachable Buttons and are warranted Indigo
Blue, or $10.50 with an extra set
ol Grand Army buttons.

At Buenos Ayres about Mch 17, Darque Auburndale, Webster, from Portland, forKosarlo.
At Baracoa 14tli. sell Wide Awake, Wlngfleld,
for New York 2 days.
At Cienfuegos 14th, barque Shetland, Haskell,
for Delaware Breakwater; brigs John U Crandou, Pierce, disg; Cora Green, l'hilbrook, do; sell
Maud, Kobinsou, do.
Ar at Cardenas 14lh hist, sell Belle Hooper,
Gilkey, New York; Grace Davis, Dyer. Portland.
Sid 15th, brig Elizabeth Winslow. Oakes, New
York; sch Falmouth, Clark, Philadelphia.
Ar at Matanzas 14th, sell Wm Hayes, Hayes,
Pensacola.
Sid loth, barque Eliza J McManemy, Dodge, for

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

...

3CU flUUIti U

_

Foreien Ports.

LONDON. April 22. 1887.—Consols 102 9-10
for money and 102% for the account.
LONDON, April 23, 1887—D. 8. 4V>S, 112% ;
4S, 132Vfe<
LIVeBPjOL, I April 22, 1887.—Cotton market
dullt; uplands 5%d; Orleaus at 6 11 ldd; sales
7,000 biles; speculation and export GOOJOa'es.
L1V KRPOOL.Aprll22.:i887—Quotations—Winter Wheat 7s®7s2d;ISprlng wheat Os 10<lffi7s;
Club wheat at 7s lldaSs.
Corn—mixed Western at 40s Vid; peas 6s. Provisions. #-.c. Pork
at 67s 6d; bacon at 39s Gd for£shortclear Cliease
at 63s Gd for American; tallow 22s 3d for American ; lard 36s.

FROM

IClll,

READ!

LOOK!

Singapore Mcli 14, ship William McGlivery,
Dunbar, for New York, ldg.
Passed New Anjler Mcb 7th, ship John T Berry,
Watts, from Manila for New York.
Ar at Departure Bay 7th inst. barque C O Whitmore, Thompson. San Francisco.
Ar at Nanaimo 7th inst, ship Harry Morse.Murpby, San Francisco.
In port 8th, ship Shitram, Woodside, for San
Francisco, cargo completed.

By Telegraph.]

Servia.New York..Liverpool... Apl
ltbyulaud.New York..Antwerp
Apl
City of Rome.New York..Liverpool ...Apl
Celtic.New York..Liverpool ...Apt
Alvo.New York..Kingston
Apl
Saale.New York..Bremen
Apl

l-uuiu l-'VJ l.-l

HOUSE.|

PRICES THAT CAIOT BE BEAT!

At

European Markets.

_

Opening.
Highest.

*** »

CLARK’S CLOTHING

Portland.

_

gastor.

Mav.
83%
84%
83y«
84%

41C

Keceipts—Wheat 39,000 hush.

NEW ORLEANS, AptU 22,1887.—Cotton firm;
middling lOVfcc.
SAVANNAH, April 22,:i887. Cotton Is dull;
middling lOVfcc.

—

.HIAC'ELI.AMEOUM.

Cutting, Heed,

Cates, tor Sierra
Wilmington, NC.
Leone;
Ar 21st, brig Stockton, Allen, Azua; schs Gardiner 0 Hearing, Rogers, Baltimore; K C Alleu.
Meaiiy. Philadelphia} Amite T Hailey. Marsou,
Port Johnson; Napcy J Hay, Fountain, do; John
BracewelL Munroe, HoboEen; Win 11 Archer,
Youug, Kondout; Ada Ames, Adams, Kpndout;
Ida 1fin I son, Collins, Rockland; Josle Hook, Ticket!. Portland.
C Id 21st. baruue Mcguntleook, Hemingway, for
Portland via Wiscasset, (and sailsd in tow.)
Ar 22d, schs W 11 Allison, Kcnnlston, Philadelphia; Ada Barker, Rogers. Amboy; Addie Sawyer, Cook, do: Palatka, Cliaples, and Charles E
Sears. Allen, Port Johnson; Julias Bailey, Poole,
Klizabetlmort; Minstrel, Brown, Wiscasset; HS
Boynton. Perry, Rockport; Orlzon, Lewis, Bath.
Cld 22d, sells Lewis Kiug, Faruham, and Irving
Leslie, Hagerty, Latnolne.
PLYMOUTH—Ar 21st, seh Jennie Greenhank,
Webster. Amboy.
SAL EM—Sailed 21s, schs Helen,fin Kondout for
Portsmouth; Eva Adell, Buck's Island for New
York; Ernest T Lee, Boston tor Calais; F A Pike,
rlo for do; Lulu, and Amtrald, do for do; Ida L
Kay. Light of the East, Nellie Eaton, and Sarah A
Blaisdefi, do for do.
Also, schs Louisa A Boardman, from Calais for
New Yolk: lfvue, Portland fordo; C B YVood,
Sullivan; Win Uuren, Calais for do.
Ar 21 st, schs Am Chief, Handy, New York; Geo
A Lawry, Handy, Port Johnson; Manila Junes,
Hunt, do.
NEWBCRYPORT—Ar 21st, sch Fortlaud Packet, Gardiner, Boston.
POKTSMOCTH-Ar 20th. sch Helen, White,
Kondout; Commonwealth, Kenney. Rockland.

Keceipts—Flour, 7,000 bbls; wheal. 75.000
bush;corn 22,it «i bu; oats;02,0u0bush ;rye 1,000
bush; barley, 13,000hush.
Shipments—Flour, 7,000) bbls: wheat, 4,000
hush; corn, 11,000 hush: oats, 71,000 hush: rye
2000 bush, barley 12.0)00 bush.
ST. L0U18. April 22 1887.—The Flour market
Is quiet; XXX at 2 Kite2 90; family at3 15®
3 26; choice at 3 66®3 Oil; fancy at 3 75o.3 85;
extra fancy at 3 90a4 00; patent at 4 2o®4 50.
* oru.
Wheat is higher; No 2 Ked at ®80%c.
firm. Oats quiet but firm at 28®_28V4e. Lard at
87 87V4@8 oo. Pork—old mess 16 00.
Receipts—Flour, 11,000bbls; wheal, 15,000 bu,
corn -24,000 bushd oats, l.OOOjlmsli; rye, 4,000
bush. barley 0,000 bush.
Shipments—FlourRl (Kiohhls; wheat G.OOMbn;
corn,9,000 bush ;loats 0,000;bush ;rye 0,000 hi sh;
barley 0,000 hush.
DFTK01T,Apri221. 1887—Wheat-No 1 White
83VS>c;Micli Ked84%c; No 2 Ked 84Vie. Corn

....

■ I.

A

brigs Jano Adeline,
B?'U120tli,
Edith. Turner,

at 1 18.

*1215°Ctrlne

Portland Liberal Fraternity meets In
Good Templars’ liall on Comiress street, at 10.80
m. Subject lor discussion: Kesolvedt “That
Spiritualism Is true. The public are cordially in
vited.
Portland Spiritual Temple.—Good Tern-?
Hall, 357^ Congress St. Lecture and tesis
plars’
by Dr. F. H. Koscoe of Providence, K. I. Afternoon admission free.
1’reblr Chapel—Sunday School at 2 p. m.
Preaching by thepastor at 3. Monthly temperance meeting at 7.30.
The public fare cordially
Invited.
Reform Club—The Temperance Reform Club
will hold a meeting in their ball, corner of Congress and Temple streets, tomorrow evening, commencing at 7.15 o’clock. The public are cordially
invited.
Second Advent Church, Union Hall, Free
Boutelle
of
street.—Preaching by Kev. L.
Chelsea Mass., at 3 and 7 p. m. Sunday School at

BOSTON-Ar 20tli, seh Emma

00; choice to fancy Minnesota patent
60; soft Wlieat patents at 4 oi>®4 26;
Minn, bakers In sacks al 3 00«3 26. Wheatlls
firm; No 2 Spring at 82%®88V4c; No 2 lleil at
83%e. Corn fl!i*i<>r No 2 at 38*4q. oats steady;
No 2 at 27*4®2/%c. Bye—No 2 al 67c. |Barley
—No 2 at 69@60c. Provisions—Mess Pork 20 60.
l.qrd lower at 7 <>7Mi; dry sailed shoulders u 00 a
Whiskey
G 10; short clear sides at 8 15®8 20.
ter 3 GO®4
at 4 25 a4

lots..2060®21 00
do bag...21 00®22 00
roller.4 76*600 Middlings. 20 00®22 00
clear do....4 *6*460 do bag lota,* 1 oy®23 00

stone ground. 4
St Louis si'gt

—I

Small,St Marys.

Ar at Delaware Breakwater 21st, brig J F
re, Bradley, Havana for Philadelphia; sch
Orbetou, do for do.

MetIsaaic

PERTH AMBOY—Sid 20tli, sells Fannie AGor
Welch, Brunswick; Florida, Gilmore, Rose
ville for-.
Sid 19th, sells Carrie L Uix, Ilix, for Rockland
Carrie Belle. Seavey.-.
NEW YORK—Ar 20tb, schs Alice Montgomery■,
Lavender, Cardenas 16 days; Georgie. Coffin, di0
14 days.
Below, schs Scotia, and Grace Webster.
Ar 21st, barque Vilora H Hopkins, Blood. Bris
tol, E; sells Edward Waite, from Cardenas; Hopbam.

~

nayues.

wisrassci,

ji «

vwnw«,

press, Norfolk.

22d, barque Emita, Strout, Matanzas; sell
Welaka, Cottrell, Arroyo; John CGregory, Killei„
Clenfuegos; Meyer & Muller, Perkins. Havana.
Ar

Cld 20th, barque Martha P Tucker, Smith, fronn
Nuevitas; brig Amy A Lane, Emerson, Ponce1 *
Onward, Bunker, Barnstable; Ella A Warneir>
Holbrook, Mayaguez.
Cld 21st. brig Harry Smitli, Weeks, Sagua; scl11
Mary B Judge. Magee, Port Limon.
Slu 20th, ships Ben] Sewall, for Singapore; lr
!'
vincible, for San Francisco; brig Motley, Nuev *'
tas; Atalaya, for Clenfuegos,
Fassed tlie Gate 20tli. sells Magnet. Hoboke h
for Beverly; Appbia & Amelia, Port Johnson fu
Boston ; Christina Ellsworth, Port Johnson fu
Jonesport; Brave, do lor Boston; Ella.Atnbo J
for Portland Carrie L Hix, do for Salem.
Passed the Gate 21st, sells 1) Sawyer, Hoboke P
for Salem; Douglass Haynes, Newburg for Gard
ner; Willie Martin, Amboy for Brighton.
NEW 11AVEN-Ar 18th, sch Nathan Eastei1
breok, Vesper, Baltimore.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 20th, scus Harvard H Hiavey Bickford, Sullivan; Reno, Colbeth, Mach la!
Duroc, Anderson, Klizabethport; Sea Bird, Mi
Mullen, eastern port.
Sid 20tli, schs Frank O Dame, Rogers, Balt
and Melville, Hate)
more; Juulelta, Thompson,
■

_

Nellie F Huntley,
KAr 21sL sells
York; Sea Pigeon,

Machlas;

l

Er

I.awry, New
Sid 21st, sch Flora A Sawyer, Freethy, for No r-

l0NEW BEDFORD—Sill 21st, sch Annie Lee,Coli
20tb, schs Franconl
^VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar
Ne
for Boston; H L

Curtis,
t alker, Georgetown
York for do; J Kennedy, Weeliawken for Calat
(and all ailed.)

!

„„
sell Lottie, Creighton, rhomaston.
KDGARTOWN—Sid 20, sehs Robt Snow. Sno
Ellzabethport for Rockland; Lady.of tUe Oceai
do for Bath; John Braccwell. Mumoe, Hoboke
for Boston; Nancy J Day, Fountain, New Yor
for—.

488

apis

CONGRESS STREET.
_

d&wlynrm

feb28

This Plastei
directly upon tli
muscles and nerves of th
back, tbe seat of all pair
FIIK ALL
Lung Troubles, whethe

acts

local or deeply seatei
this plaster will De foun
to give instant relief b
between
shoulder blades.

applying

th

Mil A UP.

i FINE

FORMOSA TEA!
45 CENTS PER POUND.

Mp-For Kidney Troubl e
Rheumatism. Neuralgh i.

Pain in the Side and Bac
Ache, they are i» certai
and speedy cure,

j

HASKELL & JONES.

The gratifying success attending our Tea sale last year lias again induced us to offer our
customers a bargain in Fine Tea. We have lately purchased a large Invoice id EXTRA
FINK FORMOSA Just Imported. The quality we guarantee equal to auy 60 cent tea sold
In this city. It Is strong, heavy bodied, and has a rich, aromatic flavor. It bears a large
amount of water, and Is economical on account of Its strength. It comes packed In 6,10, 30
anil 45 pound chests. The 5 pound chests belug very cuuveulent for small families. In order to close out this lot within the next few weeks we have made the extreme low price of

—

In Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency for the County of Cuniberlan
State of Maine.
April 14, A. D. 1887.

45 Cents Per

Insolvent De

We call

mil IS is to give notice, that outlie fourteen! h
1 day of April, A. 1). 1887, a Warrant 1 ?
Insolvency was Issued by Henry C. Peabod;
Judge of the Court of Insolvency for said Counl y
of Cumberlaud, against the estate of said
LEWIS J. PATRICK, of Gorham,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petitle
of said Debtor, which petition was filed c
the fourteenth day of April, A. lJ. 1887,1
which date Interest on claims Is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by sa
Debtor, anil the transfer and delivery of any pro p
erly by him are forbidden by law. of
said Debto
Thai a meeting of the Creditors
[•
tn prove Iheir debts and choose one or more a
signees of his estate, will be held at a Court of I a111
Court
Room,
Probate
be
hidden
at
to
solvency
Portland, on the second day of May. A. D. 188 7,
at ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above wr
ten.
H. R. SARGENT,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of I
for
of Cumberland.
salu
Countv
solvency

Spring Overcoats
style and workmanship
or

Pound..

We Will furnish Samples bv mall or upon personal application to any one
to Duy in quantities.

CEO.

s

C.

585 AND 58
aprl 2

~

In the

SILK HATS.

wishing

to

COE,

565 Cong

i

PRICES

IN OUR TAILORING

Reduce Stock.

apris

t,, Under C. A. R. Hall.

we

Ulw

superi-

keep abreast of the times, and show the latest
styles and finest quality of goods to be obtained in
the New York market.
Shirts Made to measure at Prices from $18.00 to
$42.00 per dozen.

show a

DEPARTMENT

greater variety and finer quality of Foreign

and American Woolens and Worsteds than ever before, to which we invite the inspection of all in want
of good goods at fair prices.

HASKELL &

MORRISON & CO., Jewelers,
■

are

we

Jewelers
Great Bargains for the balance of this month. Watches, Jewelry and
Silver Wrare given away. Call and register your name free for the
Presents that we give away_ every month to onr easterners.

Ar 21st.

confident

IN OUR MEN'S FURNISHING DEPARTMENT

MOHMSON^Co.,

You can have the shape of your head taken 1
the French Conformetor, anil get a fashionat i«
Silk Hat made for 83.4)0.

Suits,

we feel

to any ever before offered in this market.

Grocers,
eod2"

City

large stock of fine
which for material,

our

prices.

CONGRESS, AND 235 MIDDLE STREETS.

LOWEST

aprl6&22

to

These garments are of the finest imported fabrics
and are cut and made up in our own shop by our best
workmen and under our own personal supervision,
so that they are in all respects equal to custom
made clothing, and we offer them at much lower

SHAW & CO.,

Wholesale and Retail

special attention
and

is the best bargain ever offered on tea. We guarantee the quality
ouailtv
J considered this
w
aud In case of dissatisfaction will refund the money.

tor.

1 197 Middle St

1887.

A 60 CENT TEA FOR 45 CENTS.

l*AI,V«.

Sold by druggists for 2 5
cents, or five for fl.
Trade mark patentei *•
Mailed on receipt of prit •
by «co. C. Goodw in A Co., General Agent i.
feb22eod8mnrm
Boston.

Tn case of LEWIS J. PATRICK,

r-___
and

Lancaster

I

»pJ

Building, 470

JONES,
Dongrcss

Street.
«***

THE

INTER-STATE COMMERCE.

PRESS,

RUPTURE CURED.
March 20, 1880.
About nine years ago I was attacked with a severe cuttlug pain in my left side.
I screamed at
times with agony. No remedies availed until 1
placed an Ai.ro. K s Plaster over the scat of
paiu. I wore the Plaster teu days, tho pain decreasing every day until I was cured. My daughter was ruptured Just above the navel when only
three months old. She suffered until she began
to walk. The treatment of physicians appeared
only lo aggravate her case. I procured an Allcock's Porous Plaster and cut It lu three
pieces. One I applied over the rupture. It acted
perfectly. At the end of teu days I wished the
place with a Uttle alcohol and put on a fresh
piece. I used afterwards two more pieces, and
after forty days the child was
entirely well. I
have never found any Plasters
equal to All<;oc*'sR. W. Heap.
—

rAiin».!n„
--o

Engadine

Woodsville.
Whitefield.
Scott's.
Dalton..
South Lancaster...
Lancaster.
Groveton Jc.

d&wlw
See

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
was

received

ANDliOSCOQQIN COUNT!.

Napoleon Lavigue vs. Lewiston Mills Co.
Rescript by Emery J.-The plaintiff was in llie
employ of the defendant company and was oper-

Greensboro.

East Hardwick....
Hardwick.
Wolcott...
MorrlsvtUe.
Hyde Park.
Johnson.
Cambridge Jc.
Fletcher.
East Fairfield.
Fairfield.
Sheldon...
Sheldon Jc.
East Higligate.

haying

ly Injured.

were

Highgate.

alleged against the defend-

an ton.

ant company at the trial constituting
negligence
on their part and as causing the
plaintiff’s injury
1. —An imperfect gear,from an old
which
break,
would have become known to the defendant company upon sucli careful inspection as they were
bound to make.
2. —A11 imperfect arrangement at the
upper floor
by reason ot
the iron material of the gear
was weakened by repeated blows from
trap
door during the operation of the elevator.
3. —The absence of all
appliances
whatsoevei
for cheeking tile descent of the
cage In case of the
breaking of the machinery.
There was some little evidence lu support of the
llrst two matters named, and also much evidence
til* other way. The third named matter was
fulls
proved aud practically admitted. The defeuduni
company made at the trial two answers to thii
third
of negligence.
X.—T hat none of the appliances in use in good:

vyliicli

T...

uvuuv

a

3i >

each 31

Philbrook, the Watcrville contrac
on the Union depot to bi 1

tors, are figuring
built in this city.
C. A.

Brown, Esq., lias in process of erec
handsome summer cottage at Delam 1
Park, Cape Elizabeth.
The steamship Circassian of the Altai
line sailed for Liverpool Thursday afternoon
with a full cargo and a number of
passena

meeting of the Commercial Trav

tiers Association will be

held at Iioom 6,
Brown’s Block tomorrow
evening at 7.3C
o’clock. See advertisement.
Capt. A. Sprague and Mr. J. L. Killmei
have begun to ascertain how much
support
may be expected for the proposed
steamship
line between Portland and the Kennebec.
Ilie fourth in the series of Mothers’
meetings under the auspices of the Woman’s
Cbristian Temperance Union, will be helc
in tiie vestry of the Free street church at ;
p. m. tomorrow. Teachers and all interestec
are invited to be present.
Fires.

The house of Mr. W. II. Field at West Fal
mouth was destroyed by fire Thursday fore
noun.
A defective chimney is thought tc
have been the cause.
The barn connected
with tbe house was slightly
damaged. The
buildings were insured for 81000 in the
Orient of Hartford at the agency of W. D.
Little A Co.
The alarm from box 24 Thursday afternoon
was for a fire in the ell of house No. 341 Congress street, occupied by Mr. Woodbury
Curtis, and owned by Lorenzo Taylor. The
fire caught around a defective
chimney, but
was confined to the room in which it
originated.
The damage probably amounts to
8100 on tbe bonsc.
Nothing else was damaged.
and John H.
in Hussey’s

Sound for duck, which are very

plenty

this

spring. They had one double-barreled gun
w ith them, which burst,
capsizing tbe boat
and throwing its occupants into the
water,
where they paddled around some time before
they were picked up. It was a cold bath.
The cottagers are getting ready for the

oiwl T1

r. ...1
---

•"■"O

sending
Bangor.

a

postal card to the postmaster of

At the first election of officers for the new
and prosperous city of Schuyler,
Neb., on
April 5th, Mr. John E. Arnold, formerly oi

Union,

chosen city clerk. He was on
both the citizens’ and labor tickets, and his
election was very nearly unanimous.
Major John E. Blaine, paymaster U. S. A.,
brother of James G. Blaine, has died at Hot
Springs, Ark. in 1868 he was appointed to
the quartermaster’s department in the
regular army, but resigned that position two
Since 1875 he has been payyears later.
master, with the rank of major.
Capt. E. Dean, of the revenue cutter Woodbury,has been ordered from Eastport station
to the lakes, with headquarters at Detroit.
Lieut, Simmonds has been ordered to the
station at Galveston, Texas.
The crew of
the Woodbury have expressed formally their
regrets at the departure of their old officer.
It is understood that Mr. Harry Andrews,
the talented Rambler of the JLewiston Journal, will shortly sever his connection with
that paper, and establish one of his own. It
is to be hoped that he will not
go out of the
State of Maine to find the field that will certainly profit by his venture.
G. Morgan, Fryeburg; J. L. Killmer
and
A. Ottensoser, New York; n. C.
Robinson,
D. L. Stevens, D. G.
Dunbar, M. H. Quigley, E. E. Coiuee, and L. A. Worcester, BosI.
F.
ton;
Elden, Waterville; D. Allendorf,
Albany, N. Y.. and the Syracuse Base Ball
Club were among the arrivals at the United
States Hotel yesterday.
Rev. Marion Crosley, Chaplain of the
Grand Lodge of Odd Fellows, was orator on
occasion of the dedication of the new hall of
Mount Battie Lodge at Camden. The address is reported as having been a very interesting and eloquent one, and gave much
valuable information in regard to the principles, objects and workings of the order.
Mrs. Hannah B. Berry, of Unity, widow
of Alfred Berry, has just received a pension
of 815 a month and back pay amounting to
83,882.50. The back pay is believed to be
the largest any person in this couuty has
ever received.
The pension is granted on
account of John F. Berry, Mrs. Berry’s
sou,
who served as a lieutenant in the late war.
On the second day of April, Mrs Ann Harnlen Severance died in the Sandwich Islands.
Mrs. Severance was the widow of a Maine
man, Hon. Luther Severance, who was one
of the early proprietors of the Kennebec
Journal.
Mrs. Severance had made her
home for many years with her
son-in-law,
was

n
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An Increase of

daughter

Pay,

Tiie Portland Horse Railroad Company
has increased the pay of all the men in their
employ $5 a month.and will increase the pay
by $5 more within six months if the earnings of tiie road warrant the second advance.
The men asked for an advance of
$10. but after a very pleasantly conducted
conference accepted the offer of the comA few months ago the company
pany.
made a reduction of the hours of labor.
Under the new scale the men will average
$45 a month.

n___«
IIUO

The company has recently put in some fine
goods in new fabrics for spring that attract
considerable notice. See the windows.

Ridgely.

The drill squad of Canton Iiidgely is doing
good work and their exhibition at the ball
complimentary to Major General O. B. Whitten and staff, will be something novel. Tim
tickets for the ball may now be obtained of
members of the committee. Heserved seats
are for sale at Stockbridge’s.

Experiences of

a

Man with a Carden.

Boston, April 22.—Every year gardening
is becoming more and more of a popular
amusement among all classes, in city and

and country. Both
find it a healthful

Hatters.

Sudden Death.
Yesterday morning at about 4 o’clock Mrs.
William Lynch was found dead in her bed
at her home, No. 03 Washington street.
Coroner Dennis Tobin, who was called,
deemed an inquest unnecessary. The death
Mrs. Lynch
was caused by heart disease.
leaves a husband and one son.

uiaiouai ui

wiio was one of the
most respected citizens of Augusta.

Com-

Somers Bros.,
Somers Bros., 459 Congress street, Clapp’s
Block, are making a specialty of children’s
bats. They have just received Ja very nobby
line of them, comprising the same styles as
can be found in a New York store.
Now is
the time to take the little ones and have them
fitted. They are also making a
specialty of a
93.50 stiff hat.

is

ladias and gentlemen

pastime.

An

amusing

illustrated article on the experiences of a
family with a small garden will be among
the coutents of tomorrow’s Boston Sunday
Gloise. It is warranted to make everybody

laugh.

Shooting Accident.
Last Tuesday Harry Varney a young man
nineteen years of age, accidently discharged
a pistol he had in his hand and badly lacerated one of his fingers.
A lad named Willie Paine living at No. 275
Cumberland street, while handling a pistol,
Wednesday afternoon, shot a bullet into his
hand making a painful though not dangerous
I

|

wound.

Laura E. Ullkey.
A. Tenant’s
Ilarbor, April 7, Isaac B. Welt and
Hattie M. Carlton, both ot Ht George.
In North Appleton, April 10, Herbert A. Sproul
and Florence AL Hilton.
DEATHS

theme was the observHe was followed in re-

pastor’s

05

With trimming* to match. Issued by us for the Hr*t time to-

day.

3

SILK TALL HATS

[The funeral of the late Helen C. Ilsley will
Like place this afternoon at 2 o’clock, at her
late residence, No. 19 Grove street.

manufactured in

Who Commands
Canadian Cruisers.

Biliousness

the

adventurous skippers do not cross the threemile limit.
The visit of Capt. Scott was a
short one, and he stayed only from noon,

until the time of sailing of the St. John
boat.
The commander of the Canadian navy is a
stout man^ of medium height, apparently
about sixty years old.
Ills face wears a benevolent expression, and his eyes, as he
talks with you, twinkle good naturedly from
behind a pair of spectacles. Ilis black beard
is streaked with gray.
Attired in a suit of
black broadcloth, of clerical cut, and wear-

Dyspepsia and Malaria
“I had been sick for several years, being troubled chiefly with dyspepsia and malaria.
I bad
medical attendance hut only grew worse, until one
day in February my wife bought me a bottle of
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which seems to have entirely
cured me, as I have not been troubled by any ailment since taking it. I consider It a very valuable medicine.” John Euskine, Chilllcothe, Ohio.
“1 have taken not quite a bottle ol Hood’s Sarsaparilla and must say it Is one of the best medicines for giving an appetite and regulating the digestive organs, that 1 ever heard of. It did me a
great deal of good.” Mbs. N. A. Stanley, Canastota, N. Y.

ing a silk hat, the captain looks more like a
clergyman than a naval officer.
Capt. Scott said, when approached by a
reporter, that he was not allowed by his government to

make any statements to newspaper men, for the Canadian papers had so
distorted the facts told to their representa-

Hood’s

tives, that tlie government was quite unable
to recognize its own utterances. The Cap-

Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for >6. Prepared
by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass

IOO Doses One Dollar.

tain said that his visit to Portland was not
in any way connected with public matters.

aprl

to meet his daughter and accompany her to St. John on the steamer.
Adding that he must not be quoted, the
Captain departed for the wharf to take the
steamer.
come

dtkwlYnrm

sick mm
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MUSIC AND DRAMA.
llAVERLV’S MINSTRELS.
There was a good advance sale of seats
for the performance to be given by Haverly’f 1
Minstrels in City Hall Monday evening. An
exchange says of the troupe: “Haverly
who is the doss minstrel snowman cf tne 1
continent, has spread himself this season ir 1
the make-up and equipment of his new organization. It is by all odds the best minstrel performance that has ever been produced in this city.
It is just what Col
it to be—a grand minstrel
Haverly advertises
Tl,
11

Positively Cured bj
tStcsc Lattie Pills.
They n!so relievo Dfo

trosr- i'
i •: :
-ii-r;

m

Dyspepsia,

and Too
A perv-’y lor Dizzii..i'r.uFea, Drowsiness. 3>ul Taste in the
Month, Coated Tongue.
1* a in in the Hide, &C.
They regulate the Bov
Jcls ml prevent Constt
to take.
Nation and PileiTTho
-v
4!) in « vini, Purely Yec*
Duly one pill a
©table. Piico 23 cents. uvl'iitt?>yinaHfo! Jl Ao.
.:on

•:

Dunlap tc
The first morning alter using it my flesh (Iliad
In returning thanks to you for my miraculous
no skin only on the end of my nose, was a pink
cure of eczema or salt rlieum, 1 deem it advisable
color. Next day It was kind of white, and I
to give you a detailed account of my case, and
on the sores without It being
»8 there Is, and
always will be a prejudice against I could place my hands two
weeks I could stand
advertised remedies, you have my consent to pubpainful. In about
1 was so weak, but my
walk.
lish tills testimonial, and all Imiuiries, by letter or
straight, but not
In person, I will cheerfully answer. I do this that i sores were nearly well. Then I commenced the
and In three
people who go on year after year paying out large use of the Cuticura Resolvent,
mass of
sums of money to tucompeteut physicians and redays I was worse than ever. I was one
soles of my
head
to
the
of
the
my
ceive no cure, or even relief, or end in filling a
top
pimples from
were painful would not do Justice
be
to
case,
as
was
feet,
they
say
may
nearly
my
grave,
premature
Induced to make trial of the wonderful CtmcuKA to the case. In from two to four days they burst
and left a small scale which dropped off and lelt
Remedies.
the spot pure and the skin white, and as near as
At the age of three months a rash made its
I ean judge I was cured in about six weeks to
appearance on my face. A physician was called,
he said teething was the cause, he prescribed
eight weeks, and up to this date (i. e. from Janbeen
some cooling medicine, but the sores spread to my
uary, 1879, to January. 1887) I have not
sick in anyway, or have had the least signs of the
ears and head. Another M. 1). was called. He
I have an excellent
on me.
disease
it
called
the
reappearing
to
know
all
about
case,
professed
best of health. My limbs
‘‘King’s Evil,” and prescribed gunpowder, brim- appetite, have the very
are straight, supple, and strong. I have been exstone, and lard mixed into a salve, but the disease
without the least
weather
sorts
of
all
to
with
It
posed
continued. Thev could not do anything
signs of the disease yet. The only difference I
Another prescribed borax water and Hour;
skin
Is
finer, softer and
is
that
did
rue
find
in
my
myself
another, linseed poultices. None of them
not so liable to get chapped as is other persons.
any good at all, but made me worse. The disease
not
will
doubt
No
believe this aland
many persons
continued unabated; it spread to my arms
most improbable story, many will think It grossly
legs, till I was laid up entirely, aud from continual
them
a bit If they do,
I
don’t
blame
conexagerated.
sitting on the floor on a pillow my limbs
but to satisfy themselves, they can call or write to
tracted so that 1 lost all control of them, and was
above Is
have
written
what
I
out
If
and
find
Hit
me
utterly helpless. My mother would have to
me out aud into bed.
I could get around the true or not. There are many persons who can tesI
received
cure
have
wonderful
tho
to
by your
house on my hands aud feet, but 1 could not get
tify
..11
,..wl
«/.
anPt rtf llrpg«.
Cuticura Remedies.
for
thank
cure.
let
me
my
or
fallen
you
Gentlemen,
again
inggown. My hair had all matted down
W. J. MCDONALD.
off, and my head, face, and ears were one scab,
3732 Dearborn 8t.,
time
all
the
and I had to have a towel on my head
Chicago. III.. Jan. 30,1887.
In the summer to keep the flies off. My parents
consulted a prominent physician and surgeon here
In Chicago (the other pnysictans before mentioned
were of Duudas and Hamilton, Canada), he said
Nothing Is known to science at all comparable to
he could do nothing for me, that the chances were
the Cutiouba Remedies In their marvellous propthat I would grow out of it, or that it would
ertied of cleansing, purifying and beautifying the
strike inwardly and kill me In time. He wanted
skin and in curing torturing, disfiguring. Itching,
to cut the sinews of my legs so that I could walk,
diseases of tue skin, scalp and
scally and pimply
but I would not let him, for if I did get better 1
blood, with loss of hair.
would have no control of them.
the
Cuticuba,
great Skin Cure, and Cuticuba
The disease continued in this manner until I
Soap, an exquisite Skiu Beautifler, prepared from
was seventeen years old, and one day In Januarr,
and
Resolvent, the new
it.
Cuticuba
externally,
1870, In the Chicago Tribune. 1 read an accouut
Blood Purifier, internally, are a posltivN cure for
of your medicines. They described my case so
skin
blood
form
of
and
disease, from pimevery
exactly that I thought, as a last resort, to give ples to scrofula.
them a trial.
Sold everywhere. Price: Cuticuba, 50 cents;
When 1 first applied the CimcunA, I was all
Soap, 20 cents; Resolvent, $1,00. Prepared by
raw and bleeding from scratching myself, but
the Potteb Dkuo and Chemical Co., Boston,
when I applied it I went to sleep almost Immed(ST'Send for "How to Cure Skin Diseases,” 64
iately, something 1 had not done for years, the
pages, 50 illustrations, and 100 testimonials.
effect was so soothing.
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THREE SPECIAL BARGAINS
IOOO Blue

WILL.

New Goods and Latest

Styles.

; Ceiling

(Pastorale..
| Marche Hongroise.
Greet
Prelude and Fugue (G minor) .J. S. Bact
Overture—“Kuy Bias”. Mendelssolu
a

!

b

Part Second.
Gavotte (Mignon).A. Thoma:
1 Concert Fugue in D.Frederic Archei i
Air and Variations (Septuor).Beethovet
Overture in 1).\v. V. Wallaci
F'antasia. Welj
Marche Cortege (La Heine de Saba).Gounoi
RUGGLES STREET QUARTETTE.
The Ruggles Street Quartette gave a de
lightful concert in City Hall Thursday eve
a

I

b

ning which

was

enjoyed by

a

large audience

per suit. Call and examine.
800 Men’s and Young Men’s All Wool Suits, in
all regular sizes, at only $6.00and 88.00per suit.
Cents’ and Young Men’s fine Black English
Whipcord 8uits,in Sacks and Four Button Frocks,
elegant goods, only 820.00 per suit.

[ORING, §H0W & HARMON.
_

CONGRESS STREET METHODIST.

These officers have been chosen for the
Sunday School of the Congress street Methodist church:

Superintendent-Linosay

B. Griffin.
Assistant Superintendent—Walter Alwater.

Secretary—Edwin Boothby.
Treasurer—John H. Montgomery.
Librarians—Walter laird, F’rauk Smith, Howard Leighton.
Chorister—John H. Montgomery.
Organist—Miss Anuabelle Shaw.
PINE STREET METHODI8T.
The annual meeting of Pine street Methodist Sabbath School was held on Fast Day.

The secretary’s report was as follows: Number of officers and teachers, 30; number ol
scholars, 224; total 254; average attendance
for year, 120; volumes in library, 587; scholars admitted during the year, 41; amount ol
money raised during the year, $245.29.
One
feature of the school is a class of deaf
mutes, and they are making encouraging
progress under the teaching of Miss Eva
Waterhouse.
The officers elected for tho

CLAPP’S

CHESTNUT STREET SUNDAY SCHOOL.

At the annual meeting of the Chestnut
street Sunday School, Thursday, the following officers were elected:
Superintendent—Frank B. Clark.
Assistant Superintendent—E. S. Everett.
Secretary—E. T. Burrowes.
Treasurer—T. F\ Homsted. I
Librarian—Etta A. Files.
The school contains 621 members, of whom
65 are officers and teachers. The average attendance for the fifty-two Sundays of the
last year, has been 361. an Increase of 11

Superintendent—V. Richard Foss.

Treasurer— K. Turner Hatch.
Librarian—Wm. C. Nelson.
YEARS

OLD.

An Eventful Business Career.

Not many houses in any line of business
in this country can show a business career
extending over a century. The drug firm of
Hazard, Hazard & Co. is one of a half dozen
Its business
notable examples in this city.
was established in 1780, and since 1821 members of the Hazard family have been promiThe firm’s name
nent in its management.
has juft been changed from Caswell, Hazard
& Co., but the partners and management remain tlie same as for years past. The business career of the firm has been marked by
Integrity in the treatment of customers and
They have two
consequent prosperity.
places of business in this city, one at the
corner of Fifth-ave. and Twenty-fourth-st.,
and the other at the corner of Sixth-ave. and
Thlrty-ninth-st. At both places a system of
checks and revision is in vogue in the compounding of prescriptions, by which there is

are

entirely

new

and the

prices

Lace

THREE SPECIAL BARGAINS

price $8.00.
187 Boys’ All Wool Suits, dark mixture, warranted fast
colors, aud very durable for Boys 14 to 17 years, Jacket,
Vest, and long Pants, only $8.00 per suit, usual price for
same quality $12.00.
91 pair tine all new Spring Style Trousers for Boys and
Voting Men at $3.50, $4.50 aud $5.00 per pair.

STRICTLY

and cold water, bath room, etc.; the land is varied
and contains a side hill facing the South, being
unexcelled for early gardening, a charming running brook passes through a portion of tile land;
also a tine orchard of about 150 trees. For particulars euquire of N. S. GARDINER. 4(1 Ex28-1
cliangc St.

255 MIDDLE STREET,
W. C.

in the Thompson
Middle St.; ground
flour and a good, dry, and well lighted basement
on three sides, making it one of the most desirable
rents in the city for Jobbing or wholesale business
of any kind. Enquire of H. E. THOMPSON, No.
23-1
104 Brackett St.

Exchange

WANTED—A
housework,

ap23

rent
119

St._23-1

J.

Attention Commercial Travelers.
meetingot the Commercial TravA SPECIAL
elers’ Association will be held at ltoom No.
B.

Brown’s Block. Congress street, SA I UItDAY
EVENING, at 7.30 o’clock. Every traveling man
m the city whether a member ol the Association
or not is requested to be
present as matters of
great importance to Commercial Travelers will be
brought before the meeting.
apr23dlt
J. H. DOW, President.

ro'im

with alcove; also square
HIGH STREET, froiu

good girl for cook and genera
WANTED—A
housework; pleasant place, good ages,
and

in.___23-1

miles from Portland.
Press Office.

Wf ANTED—plain sewing to do at home. Ad
if
dress SEWING, 21 Mechanic St., Wood

fords.

23-1

; PRESSED

w

a

a

long situation

for

reliable girt; twenty-five
Address IIOl'SKWOItK.
23-1

a

TO RENT—Lower tenement

No. 20 Casco St.
23-1

HAY
—

our own

$9.50 PER SUIT
Throughout the

long

season as

as

they last.

Men’s First Quality Middlesex Blue Suits
—

$10.00 PER SUIT.
Each and every suit of

guaranteed

ALLEN

our own

manufacture,

all Wool and

and

AND

&TCOIVIPANY,
STREET, PORTER OE PLUM.

ap23_

CO.

cents.

Crepe Cloth for sash curtains and fancy work. Cream, Yellow, Pink, Blue aud Heliotrope at 15 cents yard.

AND

STRAW

—

We shall open to-day, twelve new styles In Nottingham Lace
Curtains of our own importation and In designs which have never been shown in Portland.
These are all decided novelties and
reasonable in price.

POULTRY SUPPLIES.

apr23

_

_dime

Building lots on Western
Promenade and DauIortU, location elevated
and sunny ; unobstructed view extending from the
Islands and Ocean to the White Mountains. For
particulars apply to N. S. GARDINER, No. 40
Exchange St.
H A I, K—Choice

_23-1

l.EAMK-Iu Cane Elizabeth, one and
one-hall mile from City Hall, an excellent
farm ol about U6 acres, well adapted lor a milk
farm. The house aud out buildings are in good
order: barn for stock, 100 feet in length. BENJ.
23-1
SUAff, 48 1-2 Exchange St.

FOK

LAP ROBES.

u

hare imported a very handsome wide Broadcloth in geuuuiue wool dyes, guaranteed not tolfade.
This we will make up
ne

to order for

are

Indigo.

DRAPERY DEPARTMENT.

dt{

Ready

manufacture at the unprecedented
low price of

Fifty pieces of Printed Scrim, suitable for cottage, chamber
or common sash curtains, at 5 cents per yard.
Twenty-live pieces very handsome Imitation Madras at 12 1-2

Goods delivered in aay part of Portland or
I Woodfords free of charge.
C. B. DALTON & CO.,
•27 Preble HI., Portland Me.

FOK

m a

l.KT—Front

all of

OWEN, MOORE &

Manager.

our

LACE CURTAINS.

for general
good eapable girl must
be a

room. Inquire at 153
9 to 12 a. in., or 2 to (1 p.

days offer in
Department

100 PURE ALL WOOL SUITS

204 MIDDLE

PORTLAND, MAINE.

WARE,

small family,
good cook and laundress. Apply between 7 and
9, evening, at No. 289 CONGRESS 8RRERT.
fit©

PRICEI

CLOTHING CO.,

com-

view of Portland, witli about 10
manding a
of land; the buildings are nearly new, house
has 9 rooms, slate roof, modern conveniences, hot
acres

13©

ONE

Boston & Portland

KALE-A flue residence at Cape ElizaFOK
beth, about one mile from the city,
lino

K KALE—A stock of ready made clothing
and gentlemen’s furnishing goods, must be
closed out by Wednesday. April 2i, 1887. For
information inquire of J. 11. FOGG, Assignee, 85

$9.50 PER SUIT.

lOO Buys’ Indigo Blue Knickerbocker Knee Punt Suits,
sizes for Boys 4 to 11 years, only $5.00 per suit, usual

apr2Bdtd

KIMBALL._23 tf

AT-

-AT

CHARLES J. CHAPMAN, Mayor,
RICHARD K. GATLEY, )
VIRGIL0. WILSON.
HORACE H. KICKER,
THOMAS McMAHON,
Aldermen,
WILLIAM H. SMITH,
William m. marks,
HERBERT (i. BRIGGS.
HENRY W. HERSEY, City Treasurer,
GEO. 0. BURGESS, City Clerk,
Licensing Board ol the City of Portland.

WANTKO—Having

%

—

--

BOYS’ CLOTHING

Is

renewed my lease of the
MeCobb House, No. 112 Free St., and newly furnished it throughout, I can now accommodate a few more boarders, also a few table board-

AT?-

We shall for the next 30
Made Clothing

BLOCK,

UST

UU

A SPECIAL SALE

3t

ft

1007.

C. I.

WARE,’ Manager.
°

Fancy Shades.

apr23

hereby given that the Licensing
Board, of the City of Portland, will meet at
the Aldermen’s ltoom. City Building, on MONDAY, the second day of May, A. D. 1887, at 7.80
o’clock p. m., for the purpose of receiving petitions, ami graining licenses to Innholders and vlctualers, who may then ami there apply therefor.
Given under our hands this 22d ,lav of Anrii a

crs.

Street, Portland, Me.

W. C.

»p23

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.

To Innholders and Vietualers of the
City of Portland.

LET-One more
TOBlock,
No. 117 and

255 Middle

•

CITY OF PORTLAND.

L>.

BOSTON & PORTLAND
CLOTHING CO.,

by the yard.

Madras Lace in Plain and

BROWN.

NOTICE

STRICTLY OIC PRICK.

_

Nottingham

Spring Styles!

FlItST BAPTIST SUNDAY SCHOOL.

Secretary—Wm. H. Dixon.

styles

—

previous.

The following officers of the First Baptist
Sunday School were elected Thursday:
President—Rev. A. K. P. Small, D. D.
Superintendent—Frederic Brunei.

of the

reasonable.
The assortment consists of Ecru, Suede, White,
Tan, Nankeen, Cream, Oak and White, White and
Tan, Blue and Tan, Red and Orange, Blue and
In the fancy colorings the quantity is
White.
limited.
We have also

aP23eodtf

ell.
Second Assistant Superintendent—E. E. Cheney
Secretary and Treasurer—M. T. Doten.
Librarian—Geo. A. Cushman.
Committee on Library—Mr. H. F. Thompson
Mrs. N. 8. Fernald, and Miss Eva Walerhouse.

107

~

Many

461 COMESS ST.

Superintendent—A. A. Nickerson.
F'irst Assistant Superintendent—Fred G, Mitch-

Assistant

edo2m

New Store!
New Goods!
SIGN GOLD BOOT.

ensuing year are:

from tneyear

Nottingham Lace Curtains.

BROWN.

present at the theatei

SCHOOL ELECTIONS

OPP. [’RUBLE IIOISE.

aPr"3

The Dalys have lost none of their power oi
making people laugh and Vacation is brightei
than ever before. There were two large and

SUNDAY

a

Employ.

TIIK PALT’S.

Thursday.

Their Own Importation of

Specialty.

Messrs.
Emerson and
Ross are in Our

1

ON

MONDAY, APRIL 25,

Estimates and Competent Workmen
Furnished.

The selections of the quartette and the readings by Miss Brown were alike pleasing anc
Mr. Dobson, the banjo player, was received I
with such Ifavor that he was repeatedly recalled.

amused audiences

Decorations

OPEN

“Middlesex” Suits, in all the regular
a genuine bargain, at only SIO.OO

sizes, for Men,

ORGAN RECITAL.

lends itself in a way that would not havi
been thought possible twenty-five years ago ;
Mr. Archer is a master of his instrument,
His registration is free, his combinations
dictated by the best taste and judgment, anc
his execution facile and brilliant.
The following will be the programme:
Sonata In U minor..'..J. A. Van Eykei
Clock Movement.Haydei

>

o

entire performance.”

This evening, Mr. Frederic Archer, the
organist, will give a recital in Chestnul
street church. Tickets maybe procuredai
Stockbridge’s. The New York Sun speaks
as follows of Mr. Archer:
Mr. Archer’s selections are of the most
varied character, yet all melodious and at
tractive, belonging to that freer class o: '
music to which the organ of the present daj

Co.’s Celebrated Hats
of N. Y.

MERRY,

E. B. & B.

_____

nil

ful and the jokes are as fresh as dewdrops
and bright as sunbeams. The audience wai
kept in a roar of laughter throughout the

factory over

AGENT FOR

I smore general at this season than at any other.
The bitter taste, offensive breath, coated tongue,
sick headache, drowsiness, dizziness and loss <4,
appetite make the victim miserable, and disagree
able to others. Hood's Sarsaparilla combines the
best auti-blllous remedies ol the vegetable king
dom, In such proportion as to derive their best
medicinal effects without the least disturbance to
the whole system. This preparation Is so well
balanced In Its actions upon the aillmcntary canal,
the liver, the kidneys, the stomach, the bowels
and the circulation of the blood, that it brings
about a healthy action of the entire human organism, restores the appetite, and overcomes tin.
tired feeling. Try it this season.

Capt. Scott, of the British navy, was in
the city yesterday. Capt. Scott is the officer
in charge of the Canadian Fisheries Protection Service, and consequently commands
the cruisers whose duty it is to watcli the
Yankee fishing schooners and see that their

our

store, $U.iO and 9&.00.

our

Officer

„.v

TO-DAY.

Merritt, aged 3 years.
In Riverside. Cal., April 1, Francis, sou of Wm.
II. and Jennie Al. Fessenden, aged 14 months.

CAPTAIN SCOTT.

--

Of Hera

years.

[Funeral

674Vs Congress street.
In illddelortl, April 19, Hattie K., child of W.

and the boats and trains were crowded.

He had

FOR A HAT

this Saturday forenoon at 9 o’clock,
residence, No. 274 Washington street.
In this city, April 21, John Hanrahan, aged 59
years.
[Funeral this afternoon at 2.30 o’clock from
No. 2 Dunphy Block.
in this city, April 21. Mrs. Bridget E. Murphy,
aged 63 years.
[Funeral this afternoon at 2 o’clock, front No.
at

pleasant run of nine miles, wheeling
through Deeriug. Twenty members of the
club participated.
A great many people took advantage of
the holiday to make a short trip to lloston,

The

THE JEW 001,01!

In this city, April 21, l.evl A, Leonard, aged
69 years.
[Funeral this afternoon at 2 o’clock, from No.
28 Brattle street.
In tilts city, April 22, Caroline W., widow of the
late E. Frank Willard, aged 20 years 9 months.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
in this city, April 20, Rachel If. Coffin, aged

bad a

in the

crews.

—

become famous for its line display, and a
large variety of good fitting suits in both
Knee and long pants for boys of all ages.

Crand Canton

was

Anyone knowing the present address oi
Ira E. Parsons, formerly of Co.
E, Jith
Maine Regiment, will confer a favor
by

wmi:..,.,

pany.
Tbe boys’ and children's department at the

ltnutnn

35
35
35
35
36
35
35
35

yesterday for Minneapolis, and
trip through the Northwest. It is under-

Theophilus Hamlen,

Clothing

30
80
35

the Sandwich Islands, and resides in Honolnlu.
Mrs. Severance was the
ol

summer season.

Boston and Portland

30

1_Ml_
iiiutooi

first-class boat

intoxication;

Long Island.
Fast Day, Alpheus Sterling
PettengiU were out gunning

30
80
80
30
30
30
80
30

stood he has been engaged to train several

JOTtTncS.

Thursday’s

25

oarsmen, left

Mary Daily, common drunkard; two months h
the county jail.
Frank Howard, vagabond and Idle
person; Cl i
days hi the county jail.
Walter E. Blake, vagabond and idle
person
CO days In the county jail.

gers.
A special

26
26
05
25

ing, on “Restriction of Hours of Labor.”
After the address the society gave him a
vote of thanks.
John a. Kennedy, the famous Portland

jab03*?*1

tion

25

Editor U. M. Lord, of the Kockland Courier-Gazette, will deliver the address at the
cemetery at Rockland on Memorial day.
George E. Dame, Superintendent of the
Railway Mail Service of New England, and
Post Office Inspector Chase went to Farmington, Wednesday, on official business.
W• H. Looney, Esq., spoke before the
Grattan Literary Association Tuesday even-

Bernard Wood and David Campbell, lntoxica
tion; fined $3 and costs.
M‘iIaley' a,sault; 30 days in count;
Joseph M. Haley, resisting officer: fined v$3i •

J. A J.

66
65
06
06
65
65
65
66
66
70
®
TO
2 70
2 75
2 80

city yesterday.
Kepr«seutaiive E. K. O’Brien of Tliomaston, spent yesterday in Pertland.
Mr. E. P. Mayo of the Fairfield Journalwas in the city yesterday.
City Messenger Shaw is confined to the

BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

BRIEF

50
69
60
60
69
60
60
60

2 OS
2 06
2 06
2 66
2
a
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

27

lion Fred Powers of Houlton

MUNICIPAL COURT.

and cost.
Albert F. Abell and John McOulre,
days in the county jail.

37
30
30
30
30
41
41
41
43
43
43
48
43
43
46
45

$2 65

265

20
25

April 18, by Rev. J. G. Wilson. Wm. H.Bates
Miss Dora A. Myers, bolli of Bartlett, N. II.
Ill Camden, April 13, Ueo. K. Orbeton of West
Ctuuden and Miss Eva M. Jenkins or Bockport.
In Thomaston, MarcU 28. C. 11. Wadsworth and

of fast days.
marks by nearly all present.
The various places of amusements were
well patronized in the afternoon and evening
and large numbers of people spent the day
The Portland AA'heel Club
at the islands.

Coal.

PERSONAL,

;!l“tier?^,Vn.?er

the

meeting

the

NKW ADVKBTIHEIHKNTH.

advehtinementn.

and

short address at the opening of the

a

ance

$18.

elevators like this will check a fall caused
by tin
breaking of the gear, and consequently ibeir ab
seuce did not contribute to this fall.
*-“Tllat the plaintiff knew of such absence 0
appliances aud consequently assumed that risk.
I here was evidence
tending to show that then
were well known appliances, which would
prob
ably have prevented at least the suddeu fall 0!
the cage from the breaking of the
It li
gear.
true there was more evidence the other
way. Thi
plaintiff testified that ids attention was uot ealle<
to any defects nor to any want of
lappliances tha
he did not know of any trouble aud
supposed ii
was a suitable and safe elevator.
The
wen
the tribunal to ascertain the truth aboutJury
all thes<
and very clear Instruo
P/oper
have found the defendant
deficient 111 care aud that such want compain
of cart
caused tho plaintiff's
injury w ithout fault of his
1 hey saw the elevator and the
machinery and the
surroundings. They were presumably practice
men acquainted with the
ordinary simple principles of mecnauics, and could probably
Judge ol
their operation as well as we could.
Whatevei
views may be we hesitate to array their
against those of the twelve who have seeu the
things and heard the witnesses and who are the
legal triers of the facts. There is some evidence
After much dellberatioi
w„8!!1>puit
,bS \er.<J1,ctwe
have concluded
the verdict ought to stand.
Motion overruled. Judgment ou the verdict

days lu

In

NEW

marriaces.

At St. Lawrence street church, the exerwere of the character of devotional
service led by the pastor, Kev. Mr. Wright.

I

28
20
25
26
20
20

spring weather.

cises

considerably reduced, a change which w ill
be ,of advantage to Portland merchants.
The through rates between Portland and
Chicago on the six classes of freight are $65,
$57, $44, $31, $26, and $22; and between
Portland and Detroit, $52, $45, $36, $24, $20

tile

Joseph M. Haley,
county jail.

56
66
67
67
67
67
58
68
68

32
32
33
33
33
33
33
33
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
87
37
37
37
30
30
30
30
41
41
41
42
42
42
42
42
42
43
43

fine

The devotional exercises were
were held.
conducted by ltev. Messrs. Dunn and Daniels, and ltev. Mr. Fenn, D. D., preached the
sermon, taking as his text, Luke vi, 38:
"Give and it shall he given unto you.”

Maquam.
By the joint tariff, the rates to points between Lunenburg and Swanton have been

specification

Friday

35
36
35
35
85
35
35
37
37
87

Danville. 65
West Danville. 56
Walden. 66

ating a goods elevator In their cotton mill. The
elevator cage was raised and lowered by a rope
passing over a drum near the top of the building,
and supporting at the other end a
weight to counterbalance the weight of the cage. The drum
was about an iron shaft, and the whole was made
to revolve by an iron bevel gear on the shaft w blcli
gear fitted Into the propelling machinery. On one
occasion the plaintiff had ascended with a loaded
cage to the upper floor. As he was steppiug ofl
the cage to the floor, the gear
suddenly broke,and
left the shait and drum free to revolve under the
weight of the load. As a consquence, the cage fell
instantly to the lower floor, and the plaintiff not
gained a footing, also fell, and was severe-

Three matters

20
29
30
no
30
30
30
30
35

53

63
53
53
53
53
Lunenburg. 55
East Concord. Vt.. 65
Miles Pond. 56
North Concord, Vt. 66
West Concord, Vt. 66
East St. Jobnsbury 65
St. Jobnsbury. 66

advertisement.
deodOm

__

The following rescript and decision
by the Clerk of Courts yesterday:

51
61

enjoyed the

who

4 and 6.
“Now there are diversities ot gifts, and there
arc diversities of operations.
At tlie Free street church union services

car

—

If there was ever a specific for any one com
plaint, then Carter's Little Liver Pills are a specific for sick headache, and every woman should
know this. Only one pill a dose.
D. K. and he O. K.

iui

in Fortland in the

The church services were held at eleven
o’clock. At the First Parish, ltev. Dr. Hill
preached from the text, I Corinthians, xii,

....

Cl. A. Cl. B. Cl. C. Cl. D.
Twin Mountain
$51 $20 $32 *20
Bethlehem Jc. 61
20
32
22 EO
Wing Koad. 61
20
32
24
Littleton. 61
20
32
26
Lisbon. 61
20
32
27

indigo_W&Stf

a

people

load.
Class A includes potatoes. 24,000 pounds to the
car;
class B, hay, 20,000 pounds to the
car; class
C, bark, 26,000 pounds to the car; class 1),
lumber, 30,000 pounds to the car. The rate
on coal is for coal in
carloads, the figures
being the price per gross ton:

Bouquet, Atkinson's new perfume. This superb
distillation sweetly recalls fragrant Swiss flowers.
Bright jewels, lu a setting of perpetual snow.

Take

v

transported by the

_‘_SM&W&wly

aP*'la

si.
mica

_

passed

was

usual manner. The day was quietly observed. Places of business were generally closed,
and the streets were thronged all day with

Groveton Junction—13, 30, 28, 23, 21, 17.
Luneuburg, East Concord, Vt., Miles
Pond, North Concord, Vt., West Concord,
Vt., East St. Johnsbury, St. Johnsbury,
Danville, W’est Danville, Walden, Greensboro, East Hardwick, Hardwick, W’alcott,
Mornsville, Hyde Park, Johnson, Cambridge Junction, Fletcher, East Fairfield,
Fairueld, Sheldon. Sheldou Junction, East
Ilighgate, Highgate, Swantou, Maquain—
51, 4% 35, 24, 20, 17.

Advice lo Mothers.
MRS. WINSLOW’S
NOOI H1NU SYRUP should
always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the Uttle
sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet sleep
by relieving the child from pain, and tho little
cherub, awakes as "bright as a button.” It is
very pleasant lo taste, it soothes tho child, softens tile gums, allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates the bowels, and is the host known remedy
for diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or
other causes. Twenty-five cents a bottle.
The

Fast Day

The new freight tariff of the Portland and

Ogdensburg Railway has been completed.
As lias been previously stated the rates to
points in Maine and New Hampshire this
side of Twin Mountain are practically unchanged. The joiut freight tariff of the
Boston and Lowell, Portland aud Ogdensburg and the St. Johnsbury and Lake Champlain Railroads makes the rates between
Portland aud the billing points named below, on the first, second, third, fourth, fifth
and sixth classes of freight, as follows, the
figures being the amount in cents, charged
upon 100 pounds of freight:
Twin Mountain,
Bethlehem Junction,
Wing Road, Littleton, Lisbon, Bath, WoodsVille—40, 31, 27, 21, 19, 17.
Whitefield, Scott’s—13, 30, 28, 23, 20, 17.
Dalton, South Lancaster, Lancaster,

Clinton, Clinton Co., Iowa,

as

The Wav In Which the Holiday Was
Observed.

Port-

land

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.

JaulO

Freight Tariff of the
andOgdensburg.

The New

SATURDAY MORNING, APRIL 23.

nearly absolute protection from error as
human ingenuity can devise.
The special
preparations of the firm in medicine and toilet articles, as well as their line of surgical
instruments, are known all over the country.
The high character of the house has been attained by the strictest attention to business
and by merit.—X. Y.
Tribune, April 10.

FAST DAY.

Carriage

Robes aud invite all in want of a nice arWe also have some good neat
sample.
.tvv *n l°wer priced Robes made of Windsor cloth.
These goods will be shown iu Drapery Department.
ca“ ant* 8ee tfc*

dtl

PORTLAND, SATURDAY MORNING, APRIL 23,
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LET.

Published every day (Sundays exeepted) by the

__—--

1.1ST—To

and

a

^ L

v

wite without
rent of live
rooms,
surroundings every way
desirable: within seven minutes walk of Post
Office. Addiess giving references G, Press Office.

gentleman
convenient
TOchildren,
with location aud

V

sunny

20-1_
LET—A very pleasant
TO ement
of 7 rooms. In the
Address

Portland Hchool of

SUcuog, uph,.
Pupils thoroughly instructed In shorthand and
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.
Bend for circular.
Agent fort he Paligrop

L Sawyer. 637 Congress St..

■V

city.

of.

Office._20-1
or

Possession given immediately.
BENJAMIN SHAW, 48Va Exchange St. 10-1

Portland,^Me.

IJOK RENT—From May 1st to Oct. 1st, furM.
nished house on new Cumberland, near High
St., three living rooms and four sleeping rooms.
IB-1
BENJAMIN SHAW, 48*fr Exchange St.
LET—A pleasant and convenient house of
six rooms. Enquire of Wm. E. RUSSELL,
139 Commercial

TO

private pupils by the subscriber,

St.__16-1

COLCORD, TOand
LET—Up-stalrs
bath room; pleasant
on the PREMISES.
Clark street.

W.

94

RENT—The pleasant cottage No.
FOR
Pine, corner of Emery street, furnished
unfurnished.

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AMI CLASS
ICAL STUDIES
Given to

KENT, Press

well arranged tencentral part of the

tenement of five rooms
location, at 154

143 PEARL STREET.

16-1

Inquire

utf

Janas

Long

Wharf.___122

LET—On Custom House Wharf,
superior situation for trade with fishing and
other vessels; also a building suitable for fish
packing, and lately occupied by Carney & Prince.
Apply to PKLKG HaBKEK, Office No. 9. 11-2

STORE

—

THK

OF

TO

rilO RENT—On line of horse cars, Decrlng,
i Stevens Plains Ave,;two story house, It)
rooms, cistern and Iebago water; price *200 per
year. Enquire on the premises, or of E. M.

Are You Familiar with tie Plans

HOUGHTON, Peering, Me.1-tf

—

brick and

RENT—The four

story
lie store Nos. 117 aud 119 Commercial St.,
FOR
busisuitable for wholesale

mas-

grocery
produce
back entrance. BENJAMIN SHAW,
48Mi Exchange St.jam 1-tf

good capable girl for *'0JIS®'
small family. Address HELP,

WANTED—A
work In
effice.
a

___~U1

Press

go into the country Call at a1.'* Portland street, over Lom10-1
LEIGHTON.
F.
W.
bard's
aged American
a middle
woman, a place as working housekeeper in
widower's family, or to takecare of children. Ad15-4
dress M. E- Box 696, Campello, Mass.
D— A wet nurse to

W*NTE
Sshufarket

WANTED—By

LOST AND

RENT—Offices and chambers suitable
for salesrooms, studios aud work shops in
Mussey’s Row, Middle street; also one store on

FOR

Tninnle

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

street.

Annlvtn 1,.

D.

M

SWEAT

or

20-tf

WM. F. PREBLE.

has to-day more than SIX MlI.LION DOLLARS IN ASSETS, and over THREE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS IN SURPLUS,
calculated by the conservative standards of Maine
and Massachusetts.
pays Its losses promptly. Its policies are in
contestable alter three years.

fittings
coffee and candy store,
public school;
FOB
unable to attend to It. Address
rent

The reputation
FOR
water is

TVO you realize that this old and sterling com■ r
pauy is a mima inniuuiiwn.uMiKicu
In 1848 under the laws of Maine?
that this Company has paid to
you
policy-holders or their representatives more
than TWENTY-TWO MILLION DOLLARS?
aware

IT

FOUND—The

LEY.__19

MALE—The

of a
near a

handsome

tea,

low; owner
«.“l-1

FOUND-Two

on

tfllHE wise provisions of the Maine Non-ForfelJL ture Law apply only to the policies issued by
this Company, and under its workings extended
Insurance is provided for in case oi lapse.

MTOBE FOR MALE.-The owner
being obliged to leave Borne time, will sell at
a large discount, store well established In a large
manufacturing village; sales from $20 to $30 per
day. Stock and fixtures $2200. Will sell within
30 davs for $1600. It will bear investigation and
I wlll'cenvince any roan that it pays well. Address CASH, care Press Oflice.20-3

DltlJO

NEW MAINE LAW CONVERTIBLE
POLICY of the UNION MUTUAL contains
eUery desirable feature in a PERFECT LIFE JNaii 'IA.NCE POLICY.
if v hi will send your address to the Home Office nr *o any of its agents, we shall be glad to furuisll full'dormatlon in regard to the Company
and its pla.’*UNION" MUTUAL appeals to residents of
Maine lor tl.ctr especial patronage, because
of its age,
it is a HOME COM PANY, aud because
large surexperience, strong, Juanelai condition
eouservaand
plans
attractive
plus, equitable and
live management.

THE

MALE—A story and half Cottage House.
within a few
S looms, Sebago water, &c.;
minutes walk of tlio Park. Address (1. H. L.,
Press oflice.ap201f

11HK

FOR

MALE—In Willard near cottage road
two story frame house. 11 rooms, large barn
and out-buildings, about 3 acres land, young bearing orchard, beautiful and sightly place, fine summer residence.
Enquire of F. H. HARFORD,
Sentinel Oflice, Ferry Village.20-1

FOR

DIRKCTOBN.
Edward It. Skccomb West Newton. Mass..
Hon. Josiah H. Drummond, Portland, Maine,
John K. DeWitt, Portland, Maine.
Henry C. Hutchins, Boston, Mass.
Hon. Percival Bonnet, Portland. Me.
Hon. Marquis F. Kino, Portland, Me.
Thomas A. Foster, M. D., Portland. Me.
Hon. Fred. E Richards, Rockport, Me.
Ueokc.r L. Dkblois, Boston, Mass.
Edward A. Noyes, Portland, Me.
Hon. Frederick Rome, Durham, Me.
Frank E. Allen, Portland, Mo.

auu cuiuueiweeu
this spl ine;
rare chance for a home under the
1 airland Mills;
of ttie
smoke-stack
and
electric
cf
the
Hash
Ugnts

greatest paper mill in the world; excellent drainage; dry cellars and beautiful level plots; all to be
sold at a great bargain this spring, sure; work
enough the year round within from five to ten minutes walk; only a five minutes walk from a juncfine graded
tion depot and several churches;
school just across the street: horse cars coming
of
of
a
n
easy terms;
7,000;
soon; pex
population
now is the time to own your own house.
Apply at
once by letter or in person to JAMES E. CHAND19-1
LKlt. Saccarappa.

JOHN E. DeWITT, President.
HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary,
ARTHUR L. BATES, Aas’t Secrebiry.
THOMAS A. FOSTER. M. D., Medical D rec.or
HON. JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND, Counsel.

|NOR MALE OB LEAME—A new two story
house with several acres of land; fine situation oil the shore; within fifteen minutes of the

Jr

J7 WIGHT,

will sell on easy terms;
possession given immediately. N. 8. GABDINEB,
40 Exchange street._19-1
city; view unsurpassed;

Superintendent of Agencies, Easter Department
SINKINSON
JAMES

MALE—A good investment; a two story
two tenement house; rents for $22.50 per
month; 13 rooms. Sebago and gas; to close: call
at once. N. 8. GABDINEB, 40 Exchange street.

FOR

_41_J

19-1

AMO FOR MALE

PI in good condition.
MALE

—

FOR
provements ;

The Hector Gold

Company,
JLocniiou of

Street.

_.

_

FOR
“ii

Cal.

roi’tii
40

Assignee._

to
NOR MALE OK EXCHANGE— A .'“rm
Sear boro, 6 miles from Portland, 76 acres
orand
pear
land, good buildings, large apple
chard; will be sold on easy terms or exchanged
for city property. For particulars call at 157
10-1
CLAltlC STuEET.

I

—

line of horse
Deeriug,
houses, eleven rooms each,
in gooil repair; have Sebago water and barn; large
lot; will sell separately. BENJAMIN SHAW,
48Va Exchange St.
_10-1
MALE—In
cars, two brick

on

FOIt

upward.

Store,

NORMAL*—In the suburbs, a new frame
house, well built and convenient, eleven
good furnace, sunny exposure, lot 76x121.
BENJAMIN SHAW, 48¥1 Exchange SI. 10 1

we ever

rtl'BNISHED BOO t|«« to
JL

IMJiUU,

UUl

stalls In

two

ill

let, with

particulars

or

EXCHANGE ST., Portland Me.10-1

17

BARGAIN
40,000
JT rolls Boom Papers at 0, 8 and 10 cents a
roll; Gilt ltoom Papers at 20 and 26 cents a roll;
call and see them at S. H. COLESWOBTHY,
14-2
JB’S, Book Store, 92 Exchange street.

(NOR MALE

AT A

of

836<]

‘*8 days—one month—net earnings 810,081!
uet revenue...81 *0,0011
Mr (i W, Horn, the superintendent of the Com
'uli
charge of the raining and milling, am
Danv has
In California.
is one of tin' ablest managers
The Farma r*' term and Truet Company of Kei
Yark are llrait, *run of the stock, and .Messrs. Laid
law 4k Co., aVo.14 W(diMmt. are Transfer Agent*
We have ^cure;1 the privilege of offering fo

NOR MALE ORiTO BE LET-House, contabling 12 rooms, exclusive of hath room,
pantry. X-r.: lot 40x88; in good location; house in
first class condition; excellent drainage; gas and
Sebago. For terms apply to WILLIAM K. NEAL,
89 Exchange street.
18-tf

I

lo t

stable._

of rooms, unfurnished,
on first floor, with closets and privileges on
Stalest. Address STATE ST., Press 'mice. 18-1

TO

young married couple,
WANTED—By
with small connecting room,
room,
in
faintlv. ltefereuces

exwith board,
private
changed. Address E., Press Office.18-1

AMENT*

WANTED.

sell an article which
in every house and
office; one dollar
you; send for circular.
BRITISH CHEMICAL CO„ Portland, Me..
U. S. A.20-1
to
WANTED—Agents
pays 140 per cent; sell
will start

SALE—Farm within one mile of Grand
Trunk Depot, in Falmouth, ami four miles
from Portland; very desirable place for one wishing to live in the country in summer; fine location
Enquire of 11. I*. MEKltlLL, oil the place. 12-4

1NOK

Hector Gold Milting Co.’s Stock

20,000 Mhares lit 81.00 per Shslr,
23,000 Sharnsl gl.J# prrSharr.
This distribution of slock, preparatory of its be
Ing listed on the Stock Board, Is made to give I
greater activity and a broader market when
goes outlie Board.
The balance of the stock is held In a pool.
The property is 111 good bands and is running sue
cessfufiy. We believe tills to be one of the best of
portuniUes to make money, in a genuine mlBlu
enterprise that lias been presented.
all applications for stock must be sent to I lie ur
1
derslgued, and will take preference in the order 1
Respectfully,
vwlilch received.
MAC FAR LANE A JENKINS,

Brokers,
44 Hrwnlirar.Wfw Vork.

Bankers and

years old who is correct
at figures and fair penman; must live In the
city; address in own handwriting. Address O. K.,
Press Office,21-1

Boy

WANTED

15

will pay
Address
20-1

Not under 14
BOl' WANTED
years old: one who writes a good hand. Address P. O, BOX 608, city.10-1

OFFICE

Ad

wanted for the season.

DEN Etc

dress BOX 008,
GAB
Portland._19-1
drug clerk by a comWANTED—Situation
petant young man; registered city referas

Address DRUGS.

ences.

18-1

apl6dlaw83w

TVT ANTED—Old gold and
VV
turing purposes, for

highest cash prices,

or

whicli

watches,

jewelry, silverware, etc, at National Loan Office,
Congress St., Portland, Me. 8. SCHEYVER,

Proprietor.21-4
to examine

maps

printed

are

from new
We make

plates and

Gaskell.

WANTED—Cast

to know that D. T.
Every
BRICK is in town for a few days longer
with the famous wire basket, and will be in Market Square evenings and Fast Day. Orders bv

WANTED

riders to call at

or

M.

two story frame dwelling,
bouse on Piuo sheet, near Brackett street,
recently modernized and improved, contains two
diningroom, kitebeu, bath room, (with
mt and cold water,) seven chambers, plenty ol
closets and front and back stairs, lire places in
back parlor and dining room, new steam heating
apperaius with eight radiators; newly painted
and papered throughout; area ol lot 4,i uo square
leet. Terms reasonable. Inquire of ROLLINS &
dec24dtf
ADAMS, No. 23 Exchange St.

A

PHICK $1.00.

fiarlors.

BINES BROTHERS,
SOLE AGENTS FOR PORTLANO.

nuifiJ

„„
eodfim

Administrator's Sale of Heal Estate, at Gorham Village.

MARKS-

Win. 1W.

to

II. H. HAY &

dress G. H.'. This 08)cc.

16-1

AND

—

PH I VI CUM' EXCHANOF,

97 ,-fi hxchange St., Portland, Me.

heilpikq lots ik

fine job printing a specialty,
or

telephone promptly
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a little, but my assistants captured him alive and kept him in my
game bag, and the poor creature was either
stepped upon or smothered.
After we had cooled down from this ex-

eodS^&ThOm

citing chase, and the cooling was materially
aided by a heavy rain squall, we started for

lt BAKHI1I.S WANTED—20cents
will be paid until further notice. GOUDY &
KENT, Pearl

St.^19-tf
WASTED,

PORTLAND

To purchase an interest In
SHALL

A

WOOLEN

MILL,

running successfully, by a joung man experienced iu the business. Flannel Dress Goods
preferred. Address
VV. B., Letter Carrier “B,”
Haverhill, Mass.
apr20d3t

now

BUSINESS CHANCES.
HAVE $400 00 that I would like to invest
business in
iu some kind of
Portland;
should want an active interest with salary or a
Address M. F. F., Auburn,
share of the profits.
Maine.18-1

I

business man with $1,000,
would like a chance to Invest it in some reliable firm at a low rate of interest, where he could
find employment; is a good penman, can keep
books or make himself generally useful. Address,
F. E. W„ Press Office.10-1
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Ail of S. S. SLEEPER St. OO.’S famous
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UPHOLSTERY GOODS,
Turcoman

>

ad Silk

Curtain*,

Window Shad- Curtain Fixtnres,
SD

UPHOLSTER/ HARDWARE.
WE MAKE TIIB

CIGARS

■

are

branded

on

N.&S.=

N.&S.”
the letter*
Every Cigar being thus
branded,
Lovers of Pure Tobacco can
protect themselves.

ONLY

ICOLI.KH,
Kt«|. Roller U Standard.
&TA*k your Dcalor for them, take uootk^r.
[WHOLESALE.!
our

»l>21

“N.& 8.”

___
are always

_

uniform In

quality.

}

eodl

may be found on file atGeo
P. Rowell & Co’s NewgpaM

:
■

STEPHEN BERRY,

$oob, Job
5VE WILL DO IT QUICKLY.
WE WILL 1>0 IT CHEAPLY.
WE WILL DO IT WELL.

B. THURSTON &

CD.,

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,
071-2 Exchango St., Portland. Me.
feb9
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To Vessel Owners.
T'ort
Clyde Marine Kail way has been thorTHE
oughly rebuilt, and is now in readiness to
laae out
all vessels in need of renairs

All

work

dispatched quickly and satisfaction guarantee.
Addrt'ss
0.
declttutf

W.

BTIMPsAnT Jb

Port Clyde, Me.

gun

the

and

the

charge;

so

be
transferred.
Finally after I had fired my
last 'charge, the gun was of no further use
to me; so, resigning it to an armor bearer, I
lit a cigar and taking my place at the head of
the procession I stalked boldlv on—the others followed at distances
corresponding to
the weight that they carried. I did not think
It worth while to ask them to carry me as
they would probably jolt me too much to enjoy the full blessing of my cigar. In this
way I carried my game and accoutrements
for about three miles, and reached the boat
in good order and just in time to get under
the boat out of a rain shower.
Meanwhile
the wind was blowing a tornado, but we put
all our goods aboard the dinghy and shoved
olf. She immediately drifted on to
some
rocks and nearly punched a
hole in her
bilges, but we coaxed her ofl with oars and
boathooks and finally got uuder way, standing out of the cove. We stood out and when
we got out we stood stock still.
The wind

increasing every
we

moment

to

struck

us

fair as

doubled the outer point of the bay. Tryour hardest W’p could not make headway

but the wind picked us up and lloated us
out toward the open sea. Then a thole,

gaily

of our three oars was renWe oould fight no longer
against an ever increasing gale, and 1 had to
bead her in toward the sandy beach; but we
th« Reward that it was
had drifted so
almost as hard to go back as to go ahead'
Finally after a pull of a good hour and a
half we made the distance of a quarter of a
to bur sandy
mile or less, and got back
beach. There we capsized the boat and
banked saud up against the windward side,
while we built a fire on the leeward side.
Our fuel was damp brushwood and even now
I can almost taste the smoke that that fire
made. Kvery gust of wind would manage to
drive enough smoke under that boat to cure
pin broke and
dered useless.

nmrKni^v

i

GENUINE

mid

the boat. When I started from the boat I
bad my gun, ammunition, gamebag and oilskin coat. These I gradually transferred to
the assistant huntsmen as 1 grew tired. I
early discarded the oilskin coat because I
got about as wet with it on as without it.
The game bag went on to another’s shoulders just as soon as the lunch was eaten out
of it. In loading my gun (a muzzle loader) I
had to have the assistance of two oth-

ing

d
»1th boiling water or milk k„,h
Made s„.."
In
half
urnT Grocers, labeled thus?
pound
only

'84 llanley 8t„ Boston, Hass.

_iit.. —__a.._

only staggered him

WANTED-To

peerikg!

NUMBER of line building sites are offered at
reasonable prices on the new streets which
have been opened through the Forest Home
Estate, and money will be loaned, repayable in installments, to enable people to build. Apply to
J. p. BAXTER, Office In Portland Savings Bank
aplJdlmeod
Building.
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to._novlleodtt
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SOX,

Adhear from Mark Ryder.
dress to his sister, care of Doctor H. H. Martln, Box 633, St. Augustine, Fla.9-4

Fl.OI

_i._j

and shot, so that his corpse
out. The other one jumped |up
in front of me; 1 fired both barrels at him,
missed, and then, giving chase, knocked him
over [with the butt end of the gun.
That

Juncfiou Free M|,

jam

three miles and landed in a cove that ran
away up into the land and ended in a small
sandy beach. Having landed we ran the
boat away up on the beach and capsized her.
Crawling under her we waited until the next
shower had passed over, and then started
hunting. We tried to form a line and chase
rabbits down on to the rocks where I could
shoot them, but we did not make enough
noise or did not move fast enough to scare
them or—anyway .we saw that our vocation
was not rabbit hunting, so we started off on
a wild goose chase
down the shore. Until
then I had never realized what a wild goose
chase means. I suppose you don’t either,
so I
will
give my experience. Geese
have a preference for flying to windward,
and you always find yourself to leeward of
every flock of geese you see, so you have to
make a detour of half a mile to get the weath
er gauge of them. Then you creep down until you get almost within gunshot of them
when the nearest shows the white feather,
spreads' his wings, runs along the ground a
few steps and then, rising, flies directly away
from you with aliithe others at his back. In
unfolding his wings the goose exposes a row
of white feathers, and since that expresses
his intention to vamoose, I suppose this peculiarity gives rise to the expression “showing
the white feather.” I found that in the
flocks that I ran across the tendency was to
fly to windward for a short time and then to
sweep around and fly down to leeward, the
whole flight being in a parabolic arc. Twice
they followed these tactics, and flying over
The
me twice they lost one of their number.
first time I dropped one I was mightily surprised ; it was my first goose, but I could not

finally rolled

258 MIDDLE STREET,

Me.__U~4

right through our clothes anu hail that nearly drew blood from every place where it
struck bare skin. But between squalls the
sun would come out beautifully and would
raise the temperature nearly to 60°. That
was enough to dry us completely, but not
enough to dry our feet, as we were always
nearly up to our ankles in the turf and water
that comprise a peat bog. We sailed about

with bullets

License from the Probate Court

union,
previously
private sale,
on TUESDAY, the tenth day of May 1887, at 2
o’clock p. m., on the premises, the lot of land with
dwelling huuse and other buildings therm.n belonging to the estate of the late Samuel F. Bacon.
Said premises aro on High street In Gorham
Village, pear tile Normal School building, and the
same upou \tkich said Bacon formerly lived.
The
lot Is large, main house quite new, and the property very desirable for a pSrton with a small family.
Terms cash.
JOHN A. WATERMAN, Administrator.
Gorham, April G, 1887.
ap8eod3w

Job Printer

All orders by mall
ended

prices.

Itetail Department,

TSTANTED—A man, well endorsed witli small
capital to superintend a slock ranch In
Colorado. For “ue mouth address IVORY PHILLIPS, Gorham,

“p’nt,” where
the Englishman said we could find "’ares.”
I chose a particularly bad day, as I found to
my cost, for the wind was blowing a gale,
and every half hour brought us alternate
squalls of rain and hail; rain that beat

1 „ri.

of Cumberland County I shall sell at Public
PURSUANT
A
unless
sold at

Book, Card
—

purest and best medicines
obtainable, and at moder-

first class mortgage, ($6,000)
WANTED—On
five thousand dollars at 6 per cent. Ad-

carry my game, I sailed for the

We saw two little rabbits and gave
chase in both cases, firing at them with shotgun and revolver. One we cornered in the

in our retail store with
skill and care, from the

ate

small farm

DESIRABLE

_

Straits of Magellan, Feb. 2, 1887.
We are now at Elizabeth Island, the quarantine station of Sandy Point, but before I
give [you any late news I must tell of my
1 took the
adventures at Port Stanley.
dinghy on the morning of Jan 21st, and with
three apprentice boys to pull the boat and

ed.

Prescriptions are prepared

TTTANTED—Journeyman tailors, coat makers
vv
and bushel woman, at 249 Middle street.
CORNISH BROTHERS.16-1

a

To Let,

Came of

exhibit him as he fell into the water and
drifted off to sea. The next time they flew
over me I had more experience, and |hit two,
but dropped only one of them. I crept up
over a hill and shot
another. Another I
wounded in the water of a little lake, and
afterwards shot him after he had paddled
ashore, and then I finished by finding and
shooting one other goose that I had wound-

PHYSICIANS’

rugs.
postal
6-3
DEGROOT, Perry House, Portland, Me.

ten
A
cultivation,

For Sale

Rfo. B Free Street Block, Portland.
dtf

octl4

or
letter or

•

mar31dtf

TUNING TO ORDER

SAMUEL THURSTON,

cash prices paid for cast
WANTED—Highest
off clothing, ladies’
gents’;
exchange
for Turkish
Please send
to

Good reasons for selling, and must lie sold immediately.
Address FAMILY BAKERY. No.
3(100 Washington St., Boston, Mass. aprlOdlw

or

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

store

<

St.

STOOLS m COVERS,

and “American Ideal” wheels before purchasing
elsewhere. G. L. BAILEY.19-1

JBakery For Sale.

Congress

TEOHNICON.

my
WANTED—Bicycle
and examine the ‘-Royal Mail,” “New Mail”

a

390

BURDETTORGANS.
Please call and hear the matchless tones of these
beautiful instruments.

one

—

splendid trade,
good location, bits
HAS flue
oven, and everything in good order.

No,

PIANOS !

mail, addressed (13 Commercial street, will have
prompt attention.19-1

HARDWARE

g'Afi-tl FIIK SALE OK TO I.ICT.
for sale or to let, containing about
acres of good land In a ldgli
state of
situated in Kalmuutli on the Gray
road, about live miles from Portland; two story
kouse, barn nearly new. and all the buildings In
excellent repair. Enquire of EDWIN L. DYER,

PCRER

BROTHERS^1 *

The

off clothing of every description ; ladles’, gents’ and children’s outside
and undergarments, overcoats, boots, shoes, bed
clothing, carpets, trunks, etc.; send postal card
and I will call and pay highest cash price; this is
an American establishment.
J. C. MARSTON,
Eagle Hotel.19-1

*|5Q0

is in

MAILED FOR RETAIL PRICE.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
aprl9
T,Th&S&w

supe-

m T ^

a

with open arms in every honsehold. About 120
songs witli piano organ accompaniment. Each
one lias been a distinguished success.
Many are
new to the present generation.

WANTED—Highest

—

CORSETS!

I He GUUD ULU SUNGS WE USED TU SING.
($1 PAPER: $1.25 BDS.)
A gland good new book, which will be received

Atlas

are

cash prices paid for cast
off clothing, ladies or gents; or exchange
for Turkish Rugs. Please send letter or postal to
20-1
8. LEVY, 97 Middle street,

press Office.

WILL BUY OUT

(ONE DOLLAR.)
Easy pieces that will please all, young or old.

“The Peoples’

Atlases a specialty,
and our mans are the latest and best published.
You can call at our office and examine our Atlases. We shall be pleased to show them, or our
agent will call on you. Agents wanted. Peoples’
Publishing Co., 114 V; Exchange 8t,20—1
rior to

invoice;

long Established lumber and wood manufaciV luring business in lloston; would take part
pay in lumber if desired. Information given at
this office. For full particulars address C. W.
MOltME, 1)8 Utica St., liostou. (Envelope correspondence.)
apr21dl\v*

Young; Peoples Classics.

will pay

we

for

400

i4AI.Il —One of file best general hai'dware stor-s in Northern New England'
town; clean stock of hardware, stoves,
crocket'v, tinware, and kitchen furnishing goods;
on easy terms to responsible
will sell at
parties; stock imd tools about *3,500; can be reduced if preferred; extra chance for a live man:
run by present owner over ten years: best ol

4

All selected

(ONE DOLLAR.)
admirable collection of pieces in the best
taste, by some of the best living composers.

silver for muntifae-

exchange

1

A.

For voices of
from the best sources.

an

IAOK

The lates* Improvement in

(ONE DOLLAR.)
average compass.

Address
stamp.
MANUFACTURER,
Box 80, West Acton. Mass

country

selling.

SONG CLASSICS

a

capital required,

_li-a&w

for

and Bass Voices.

man to take
office and repWANTED—A
resent manufacturer; 850 per week; small
with

seven rooms, ell,
nearly
large si able and hennery connected; ten acres of
land, lil'dl slate of cultivation: si raw berries.
pears, apples and plums in abundance.
Apply to
PKLEU llA lilt lilt, No. 9 Custom House Wliarf.

reasons

SONG CLASSICS FOR LOW VOICES.
(ONE DOLLAR.)
About DO Gems of Song by the best modern
composers; Kubenstein, Lassen. Grieg; Gounod
and others. A true treasure for Alto, Baritone

WANTED.

MALE-SituatedmCapo
FAIIJl
abeth, twenty minutes drive Irom the city;
woodshed,
house
new.

Address

FOR ALL TUE TEAR ROUND,
is found in such books as the following which when
kept at hand, fumish unfailing entertainment
for the player or singer.

Aii

Eliz-

for

GOOD MUSIC

PIANO CLASSICS.
MAI.E HELP.

--1.

subscription

S.

with-

or

10 UAi'(U»r.H OlUI-rn.

BE I.KT-A suit

and fixtures ofoneofthe

ye.'rly

T*Vi p»

It.

Boons.

1

best confectionary stores this side of Boston.
INOKMALE-Stock
address
call
Location the best. For

Midshipman-A Wild

Coose Chase and What

Also a nice line of glass, crockery, tinware
16-1
and useful articcles of housekeeping
had.

rooms,

Koi

Stpi0eOtv^w,nl

Brick house, with modern imfor further particulars inquire

-A light grocers wagon with top ;
Tie sold
F. C. Hayes Stable, Pin.”' St. SAMUEL LORD,
1

thi: hectob cold hining comPAN V has been organized with a Capital of 300,
ooo shares of the par value of $3 each, and owns
the well known Mahoney and the Hubbard and MeAdams Mines, situated on the great mother lode
of California, in Amador County, on which are to
cated the following well known dividend payint
mines
Plymouth, Keystone. South Spring Hill
Zelie, and others—all In Amador County.
The Mahoney Mine lias produced over 83,000,
ooo in gold, and is well developed and equipped
The Property is developed by a three compart
meut well timbered shaft, I .OOO feet deep on the
vein with levels and tunnels-in all over 3.0011
feet of underground work, showing an abundance
of ore.
ft is completely equipped with a 40 Stamp Mill
built by the Union Iron Works of Sau Francisco,
and with hoisting works, pumps, trams, ore bouses,
blacksmith shop, tools and all necessary buildings,
sand >s run by waterpower.
Mill, crushing ISO tons of ore
forty-stamp
per day, at a low average of 80 per ton.. 8ISO
-Expenses for mining and milling at 83 per
3011
Ion..,,..

Or

A seven octave piano
at THIS OFFICE.

MMm.tf.

Mines and Mills:

.Net profit per day.

—

Apply

at 209 NEWBUBY STREET.19-2
Tinu ilLE -Cheap a second hand soda founr
iTlii Caj) p;j CHAS. B. TAYLOB, 213 York

Mining

Sutter Creek, Amador County,

Adventures of a

direct from the im-

for male in wbhtbuookWANTED—People
Illustrated and Descriptive Family
LOTH
Tweuty-four excellent house lots will be sold
of the World” before purchasing any other.
locaieu
oacearappa

offickks.

■a
a

AT PORT STANLEY.

bales sponges
FOUND—2
porters, just opened at MITCHELL’S 5Cent
Best lot
at 5 cts. and

FOR

HALE.-Fine phaeton, built to order by
Zenas Thompson, Jr., in flue order and alFor price, enquire of B. F.
most good as new.
20-1
HASKELL, No. 470 Congress street.

aU communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

of

cases

once

garden. Apply
apple
grape
the premises.21-1

itiaued.

...

1

wall pockets and
cabinet frames just received at MITCHELL’S
6 Cent Store, 620 Congress St. Some of same
patterns, and at same low prices as we had durAnv person In want of such can
ing the holidays.
save money by
calling10-1
more

man.

ijij asciu j»

address

best assortment of dog collars in
the city, at 263 Middle street.
G. L. BAI-

1

_

quent Insertion,

lb-1

first class plumber;
has liberal plans. Its affairs are carefully
WANTED—A
first class wages to the right
SALE—A house and land No. 0Merrill
IT managed
by its Board of Directors and Omat
J.
J.
MURPHY, Augusta, Me.
tj>OR
SI.; house 25x100,6 rooms; cherry, plum
■cers, whose Integrity and ability are unquesvine In
trees and
and

tur

sertlon, and 60 cents per square for each subse-

at

same

or one

MALE—Forest City Mineral Water.
of this remarkable mineral
becoming widely extended all over the
country as a remedical ageut for nervous and debilitated systems as well as for all disorders of the
kidneys, stomach, liver and bowels. It is tonic In
its action and invigorates the system, purities the
lilood. Imparts a healthy and active tone to the
digestive organs and builds up the entire individual. It contains 62 grains of medicinal ingredients
and Is the greatest spring of the kind yet discovered. It, is supplied and delivered in any part of
the city 3 gallons for 60 cents, or in larger quanities to sull bv applying at No. 06 Atlantic Street,
or N. B.
NOBLE.__21-1

muuupr
mov5

year;

house. The Under will be

plan
LOST—The
suitably rewarded by leaving the
DEXTER'S hardware store.

alcove

FOR HALE.

OF PORTLAND, ME!

CEO.

Published every Thursday Morntno, at *2.60
If paid In advance, *2.00 a vear.
In the ‘‘Maine State
a Advertisements Inserted
Press” (which has a large circulation In every
for
$1.00
per square for first in
State)
the
of
anrt

LOST—Masonic

a

COMPANY,

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,

FOUND.

Cross. Finder will be liberally
rewarded by returning it to 142 COMMKKC1AL STREET.19-1
of

PUBLISHING

Exchanoi Street, Portland, Me.
Terms- Eight Dollars a Year, To mall sub
icribers, Seven Dollars a Year, II paid In advance
rates of Advertising—One inch ot space
the length ot column, or twelve lines nonparlta
constitutes a "square.”
*1.60 per square, dally, first week; 76 cents per
week after; three insertions or less, *1.00, continuing every other day after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents;
60 cents per week after.
one week, *1.00;
special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” *2.00 per square per week; three Insertions or less, *1.60.
At 97

ness; has

Union Mutual

IT

PORTLAND

position

a

an

or

ARE

lady desires

KING &

LET—Storage for wet and dry merchandise. Apply to CHASE BROTHERS, head

TO

A vounc

AoS Mfew* “erffiA"™®t
W4NTKD—
Press Oime.
office. Address "b. M.
ment In

nr

one

nnvt.hincr

THREE

1887-SUPPLEMENT.__PRICE

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,

--

GDUt'ATIONAL.

PI! ESS.

DAILY

PORTLAND

that .snncrht,

ahnltnr

My feet were wet and very cold. I
could not get them dry—the thermometer
there.

down to 47D F and our fire could not or
would not give out any heat and we could'
get nothing but dense clouds of smoke out of.
it, nnd I can say for myself that I was perj
fectly miserable. One of the boys also had,
wet feet and he was laid up as I was*
but the three others, having feet whose
warmth I envied and coveted, bustled al>outv
covering the boat with the sail, furnishing
fuel, gathering brushwood for beds, heating!
stones in the fire so that we could dry the/
damp sand under ithe boat, and in every('
ministering to the wants,
way possible
and attempted comfort of the party.!
plucked
hungry, so we
We felt
a,
couple of the geese that I shot and baked'
the
fire.
of
When
embers
thevt
the
them In
were done to a turn we scraped the
meat off and pitched in. I did little or noth^
ing to contribute to the dinner and I felt!
ashamed of myself when they hacked off thq)
best pieces with their jackknives and gave,
them to me, but reasoned that it is not gen-!
was

burnjf

the best man or the one that does the
most that gets the best reward In lile, and
that I was but following the way of the

AN ADVENTUROUS VOYACE.

erally

back on the beach again.

1 was

1 hat morn-

ing, Jan. 22, we left Port Stanley with its
peat boys, its rain, cold weather and heavy
winds. It is a truth vouched by everybody
that there it either rains, blows or snows and
generally does all three together. The country is one vast bog and as not a tree grows
on the island it is very lucky that it is so.
Were it not for the peat the place could not
be inhabited. One feature of the country Is
that every hill looks exactly like every other
one.
I found that out to my cost one day
when one of my messmates and myself went
hunting and got lost coming back to the boat.

They have one little grave-yard scantily peopled with invalids from passing ships,
drowned people and hunters who have been
in the miserable bog-land.
The people seem to be lazy and fond of lying on their backs waiting for shipwrecked
mariners or voyagers in need of provisions.
When these appear all the prices go up and
everybody sails In to make money off them.
Even tho little children have the money

making fever One little fellow of eight
years said: “Inthe winter the snow is monLast winter a small child got
strous ’igh
lost up hinto the bogs, everybody was terrlble sorry and J. K. Richards hoffered a pund
But
to hany of hus boys as conld find him.
’Enderson hoffered ten shillin and Mr. ’Ar-

I ’unted all day for
I wanted to
three
find ’im horful bad, a pound and
crowns is worth.workin for.”
We were at sea a little less than three days
the northern
and made Cape Vergins,
Cape of Magellan Straits on the 25th in the
afternoon. We anchored at night inside a
point that looks something like Sandy Hook
haring a beacon on the end of it. The only
marks to aid navagation are beacons, with
red and white horizontal stripes, and an occasional buoy. Light houses could not be
maintained except at great cost and that cost
will not be paid until there is more travel
through the straits. We got under way at
four o’clock the next morning and steamed
up the straits. The narrowest place that we
passed through was a mile broad but we were
in the widest part and the country there was
not mountainous. That night we reached
Sandy Point or as the Chiliane call it Punta
Arenas. I don't understand why they try
to call such a scraggly little place by such a
rison hoffered

’im,

a crown.

but we never found ’im.
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the good English name of Sandy Point suits
it so much better. But these Chiliane, who
own the straits, have just got the best of another country and they are so proud they insist in giving their own names tot heir own
towns.

Immediately

on

dropping anchor, we

re-

visit from a health officer who
promptly put us into quarantine, as we came
from Monte Video, and ordered us down to
the quarantine station here at Elizabeth
Island about twelve miles to the eastward of
Sandy Point.
We are in need of coal, so we had to lie out
our quaritine here in order to get it when
our time is out.
Before we left the town a
boat came out to us and keeping to the windward of us, wanted to know if we were in
need of provisions. We told them that we

ceived

a

were, stated our wants and got their

prices—

Sometime after they turned their provisions
out to us in a boat—Cast loose the boat and
we picked it up. We emptied the boat and
put in the money to pay for the provisions,
then we turned the boat adrift and they
picked it up again. A Chilian gunboat
superintended the transfer, but nobody ventured on board. They treated us as a fashionable lady would treat a dirty ragmuffin,
gathered up her skirts, theoretically, and gave
But they did not forget the
us a wide birth.
conventionalities, for the beef was tota lly
unfit for food. We ran down to Elizabeth
Island the second day after we got into
Sandy Point. This Island is full of geese,
ducks, with a sprinkle of snipe, plover and
swarg. I shot ten geese in one afternoon’s
hunt of two hours. We sent a liberty party
ashore and they laid low over a hundred
young geese and goslings. I am going ashore
now to see the town, the health officer having
given us '‘pratique,’* that is giving ns permission to go out of quarantine. We have
not got to the mountainous part of the Straits
yet and the scenery is not worth describing.
I am glad of that for I don’t like to describe.
Jon.v.
_

PERSONAL

AND

PECULIAR,

All the girls employed at the Menasha,
Wis., woolen mills have struck because the
mill windows have been painted to prevent
the employes looking at passers-by on the
street.

Capt. Samuel S. Samuels, who commanded
the schooner yacht Dauntless in the great
ocean race, is likely to get a good berth on
shore as dock commissioner of New York
city. Mayor Hewitt is very lavorably dispbsed toward him.

Anthony Barrios, son of the late President
of Guatemala, is a student of West Point,
and young Zarala, son of the man who overthrew and caused the death of President Barrios, is also at West Point, and is his classmate.

Mrs. Cleveland has taken up her residence
for the summer at Red Top BDd the President
come* and coes to his business at the White
House, like any other citizen. The Red Top
grounds are being beautified with lawns,
Mrs. Cleveland is
shrubbery and flowers.
very fond of llowers and will have lots of
them at Red Top.
Three of the members of the senior class,
Newton Theological Institution, expect to
go to the foreign field, and three others have
pledged themselves to go as soon as the way
is open. Two others will probably enter upon
Christian work in their native countries, one
in Burma and one in'.Greece. The whole number in the class is twenty-two, and nine are
dedicated to foreign mission worfc.
years ago no photograph was
often seen than that of President Lin-

Twenty
more

coln sitting with a big book on his knee, and
his little son Tad leaning against him and
looking at it with him. The book was then
thought to be the Bible, but it wasn't. It

was Photographer Brady’s picture album,
which the President was examining with his
The artist
son while some ladles stood by.
begged the President to remain quiet, and
the picture was taken.
Evidence as to the age of trees always requires careful examination. The Lumber

Trade Journal says that many surveyors and
lawyers know that the concentric rings are
not to be taken as evidence of the lapse of
time, and it gives the following as the result
of an examination of pieces of wood from
known: pig
trees the ago of which were
hickory 11 years old showed 1U rings; green
ash, 8 years, 11 rings; Ky. coffee tree, 10
years, 14 rings; Rurr oak, 10 years, 24 rings;
chestnut, 4 years, 7 rings; beech, 8 years, i)
rings; chestnut oak, 24 years, 18 rings.

This brings up a
of the accident.
of railroad and bridge accidents which
a
s at present receiving
great deal of attention. Crystallization in the material of iron
bridges is an element of danger now so well
recognized that the Pennsylvania Railroad
Company has adopted the definite policy of
substituting stone for iron bridges, and the
same plan is being followed by other railcause

fihase

The Cruise of a Little

werld.

When we turned in, we had to let the fire
die out or it would have smoked us out, and
we crowded In under the boat as solid as we
could, so as to make the rain clothes cover
We did not stop to
us as much as possible.
put on night shirts but went to bed with our
overcoats and shoes on—I must have waked
a dozen times and always wondering whether
My dreams
or not my feet were frozen off.
were that I was nestled close to a fire or
tucked between warm sheets and blankets or wandering around somewhere in the
tropics—then think how ugly I felt every
time I awoke to the reality. At half past two
in the morning I awoke and was surprised to
hear no pattering rain on the bottom ol the
boat and I could not hear the wind whistling. I could understand that my feet were
wet and cold, and that I should have pneumonia Ac. 1 knew also that a warm hammock was preferable to a cold and wet beach
so 1 roused the others and we launched the
boat. We pnt everything into the boat that
out of
we could find in the dark and rowed
the cove. We rowed a mile before the wind
commenced to rise again and at half-past
four rounded a point and came in sight of
the ship.
Thence it was but a short pull to the ship
but we met the steam launch with a search
1 .lost no
party who toek us soon aboard.
time in commencing to thaw my feet, then I
turned in to sleep till seven o’clock. My feet
continued thawing but my dreams were that

CENTS.

Pilot Boat to

Europe.
How

American

an

Newspaper got

the Latest News.

Quick and Bold Work

in the Days of

Slow Coaches.
Yacht racing across the Atlantic was considered a most hazardous undertaking when
proposed as a diversion by the wealthy proprietors of the Fleet wing, Vesta and Henrietta of the New York Club, and a winter’s
cruise was so little relished, even by those
gentlemen, that only Mr. James Gordon Bennett of the Henrietta had the courage to take
passage in his own craft when all three sailed out of New York harbor Dec. 11, 1866.
But twenty years before that time, a New
York newspaper had accomplished a more
venturesome and perilous undertaking, and
demonstrated the ability ofa small sailing
vessel to cross the stormy sea in safety, even
in the (most bois terous weather.
It was (lending the heated controversy between the United States and Great Britain
over our northwestern boundary, when the
cry of “54-40 or fight” was the American
watchword, and Doth Governments were
anticipating a rupture because of the earnestness of tne convention—before the era of
Atlantic cables, or even of ocean Greyhounds,

when’.the primitive

slow-going steamship

arrived at intervals of two weeks or more
with news of from twelve to twenty days
prior date, facilitated in its delivery bv private expresses from Halifax, where the occasional steamer would land, and whence
her budget of information would be foiwarded to New York by
inesseners, employing
relays of horses through the forests of New
Brunswick and Maine, and special locomotive
engines from Boston to New York city—it
was at such a time, when news was important and difficult to secure or transmit, that
The Sun displayed its enterprise,by sending
<k

mwc xi

xr

luia

yuuk

uuaii mi van

uic

Untie in mid-winter on a news-gathering expedition.
The William J. Romer, 84 tons measurement, schooner rigged, was the boat chartered by The Sun for its expedition.
She
sailed from New York harbor, in company
with the packet ship Patrick Henry, at 24
P. M. on Feb. 9,18445. Her crew consisted of
James McGuire, captain: John R. Wilkie,
first mate; James Connor, second mate;
Marshall Green, steward, and James, B.
Johnson, George Colton, James McLesle.
and Edward Freyer, seamen.
She carried
but odc passenger, the ship news collector of
The Sun, though rumor at the time, placed a
Government messenger in her. Her sailing
had been somewhat mystified, as was natural, in order to prevent enterprising contemporaries from gaining a knowledge of her
real mission.
Thus these contemporaries attributed her
mid winter cruise to various causes.
The
Journal of Commerce thought she took out

Government despatches, sent thi s expressly
in order to secure answers by the next
steamer. The New York Express was also
quite certain that she took out *‘a confidential aud special messenger to the State Department.” The Globe said she had been
chartered to overhaul and bring back a fugitive carpet manufacturer of Astoria. The
Gazeett facetiously had it that she was
“chartered by the representatives of two or
three foreign governments to abduct the person of the great shot-at,
Henry W. Payne.”
A New York correspondent of the National
intellgencer Informed his paper that “it is a
private transaction of Mr. B. (a resbectable
merchant) who had a mercantile specuUtlon
in view.” The New York correspondent of
the United States Gazette wrote that “The
fact may be relied upon that she was chartered by Barclay <fc Livingstone of this city—

W. M. Barclay, the British Consul, being

a

member of that house.
The inference is
most irresistible that she carries out despatches to the British Government from
Mr. Pakenham.
Thus it is seen how wide attention was
attracted to the sailing of this frail boat at
such a season, that it was looked upon; as
such an unprecedented, costly, and hazard-

undertaking that only public resources
authority of some Government could
justify it.
Before the Romer sailed, but when it beous an
or the

known that she was to sail in company
with the big packet ship Patrick Henry
for
a common destination,'Jiets were freely made
in Wall and Broad streets, and in commercial circles generally, on the result, and a
great deni of money was wagered, though
what were the odds there is now no means
of knowing. The departure of the two boats
was witnessed by many spectators, a signal
The
being fired to indicate the start.
was towed to sea, but the
plucky little Romer shook out her canvas at
the start, and sailing down the bay, passed
her big competitor before Staten island was
left astern, and had gained a lead
of five
miles before reaching Sandy Hook.
That
was the last report from them during
the
eventful cruise. The weather proved
unusually tempestuous, which was, of course,
to the advantage of the larger vessel.
After the departure of the Romer the curiosity as to her mission continued and
eclipsed the interest in the race. In the discussion of the purpose of the mysterious voyage it transpired in a few days that "no deshad been sent" from Washington in
er; the British Consul did not charter the
the
Government messengers alleged to
boat;
have sailed in tier returned to Washington,
and her passenger list was narrowed down
to “a man in a glazed cap and box coat,” who

came

fun
atricklflenry

Eatches

The Sun’s ship news collector.
The Patrick Henry arrived at 3.30 p. m.
March 2, after a passage of twenty-one days,
was

reporting
exceedingly
rough weather
throughout. The Komer arrived on the evening of the following dav, being heaten only
by about twenty-four hours by her big competitor. During her voyage she was compelled to lie to for eleven days because of tbe
violence of the weather. With more moder-

ate weather it is manifest that she would
have scooped the Patrick Henry badly. The
Cork Examiner in noting her arrival, mentions I the fact that “she brought one passenger, who has proceeded via Dublin for

toad companies.
The lifetime of an iron bridge is from
twenty to twenty-five years, ami constant
The
care Is necessary to insure its safety.
Ashtabula bridge was thirteen years old.
and at the timeIt fell beneath the weight of
two engines and a heavy express train the
theory was commonly advanced that crystallization had impared its original strength
The two great moving causes of crystallization are vibration and the hammer blows of
the locomotive which gradually, by repeated
impact, turn the fiber of iron or steel into a
mass of crystals, needing only some unusual
pn ssure or blow to causa them to break
apart. Add to this the oscillation caused by
the passage of trains at a high rate of speed,
and it will be seen that an iron bridge is exposed to peculiar perils, which can only be
guarded against by rigid inspection and constant renewals.
Crystallization was one of several theories
advanced by Park Benjamin, a Mew York engineer, to account for the Tay bridge acci-

dent.

He said:

“General indications go to show that the
cause must be sought in an abnormal condition of the structure, or rather one which
did not enter into the calculations of the
builders. Much a condition would be the deterioration of the metal by Its change from
a fibrous to a crystalline state under repeated
occurs
in railway
vibration. That this
bridges has been vigorously disputed by
On the other
many well-known engineers.
hand,
examples are minted by differ-

many

pot to this particular accident, a distinguished French engineer and iron founder, now in
this country informs us that he has known
bars of iron made by himself from Scotch
pig to change from a tough fibrous to a brittle crystalline structure In traveling by rail
only from the North of France to Paris.
This is. of course, an extreme instance.
“Again, recent research has demonstrated
that because a structure withstands a large
iiulescent load that fact is little proof of stability under repeated shocks and vibrations.
Metals are believed to have a 'life'
A bar,
for example, may stand a million vibrations
and break down at the million and first, and
yet the last shock may be lighter than preceding ones. Attempts, however, to reduce
this law to practical application have elicited
an abundance of conflicting evidence; but,
nevertheless, it is well settled that in no department of mechanics Is an extended course
of actual experimenting more urgently needed or of graver public fmportance.’’
The strength of the Tay bridge at the time
of its building was such that it was pronounced
“perhaps the most remarkable
structure in the world.’’
Engineering, a
British magazine, speaking of Its test, when
five engines, weighing 360 tons, were placed
on a single span, said:
“The result is the
complete establishment of this fact (so important to the public) that the
bridge Is
strong out of all proportion to its possible
necessities. The load which the structure Is
calculated to carry,is six times greater than
that to which it was subjected.
And yet this great bridge, which cost 11,730,000, collapsed within a few months after
it was finished, the accident being the only
one in all railroad history In which no survivor lived to tell the tale.
The theory of crystallization put forward at
the time of the Ashtabula bridge disaster is
now accepted as accounting for many railroad
accidents, and seems peculiarly applicable to
the fail of the Bussey bridge,
vibrations
and hammer blows would seem to have crystallized some portion of the structure and
prepared it for a fall when at last the “life"

of

a

girder had been exhausted, and it broke
the
engine’s thumping driving

beneath

wheels.

THE THUNDERER.
Some

Facta About
Creat Newspaper.

Interesting
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Mr. McDonald personally showed me
through the London Times establishment,
instead of turning me over to the tender
mercies of

a

vwg'WMSAWUe

messenger, writes a London cor.
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give a detailed description of
the mechanism of this publication office, but
merely to note a few things that especially
struck my mind. In the first place, the edinot propose to

torial

rooms

would Interest most American

newspaper men. Every prominent writer
on the paper had a large room to himself,
furnished in the same style of solid comfort
and simplicity as the manager's office. In
each room sparkled an open fire, In each
there was a library of reference. In this
monkish solitude, in front of a glowing fire,

his books and papers about him, guarded against any possible intrusion, if ever a
writer should be inspired to do good work,
he surely would be In such surroundiugs.
But these writers are not permitted to select
their own subjects. They are given their
subjects and told how to treat them by
the manager. The rest is a mere matter of
witn

literary gymnastics.

In the visit to the editorial rooms we
stopped at one room on one of the upper
floors. This was the only shabby looking
room in the whole establishment.
The carwas worn threadbare.
The coverpet here
ings to the desks were ragged. It was such
a break in the
general character of the institution that I involuntarily turned toward
the doctor. He glanced quietly at a carelessly dressed young man who, with a silk
hat on the beck of his head, was writing
away for dear life, as he said in a low tone
of voice, "This is the penny-a-liners' room.
Vo one who works In this room has any regular employment or connection with the
Times.”
"In other words, the writers who come
here prepare news articles to sell to you at
so much a line ?”

"Precisely.”
“They correspond

onr offices.
Do any
ever graduate from

to the space writers of
of these penny-a-liners
this kind of work into

regular employment on tho Times?”
The manager said with peculiar emphasis:
Liverpool.” She was also visited, as she lay “I might say almost never!’’
at anchor in the Cove of Cork with the
In tne composing room there was-the same
American flag living proudly over her, by an
silence, decorum and discipline. There were
officer in full uniform from a British naval great screens back of the printers to protect
vessel,as were the yachts Coronet and Daunt them and their manuscript copy from the
less on their arrival in the same harbor. But
sight of casual passers-by. The cases are of
the mission of the British officer to the Rodark wood. The floors are stone. Everymer was somewhat different from that
where excessive cleanliness and order. There
paid
the more recent visitors. The Cork reporter is no lounging. The printers are obliged to
related the visit of the officer to the Romer put ail their outside wraps and hats in a
check room. No article of apparel is allowed
as follows;
to rest on any of the cases. The sombre digOn her arrival in Cove Harbor with the Amerinity of the establishment extends to the comcan flag at tbo inastliead. a Lieutenant of 11. M.
S. Vanguard was despatched by order, as we
positors, who are not generally regarded in
understand, of tbe Admiral. Tbe captain of tbe newspapers offices as models of decorum.
W. J. Komer received tbe British officer with
Cabinet ministers could not be more grave
mucli courtesy, asked blm dowu to the cabin, and,
and quiet in their work than these printers.
having been made acquainted with tbe object of Over each case is a beautiful circular
ligh»
bis visit, the American’s reply was characteristic:
under a glass globe; it is a gas produced by
*‘8o long as I have an arm to puli a trigger, no
the action of not air instead of cold. It is
man shall touch that flag,'*
This prompt reply puzzled the Britisher not a
stronger and mellower than the electric
little, lie rotUrued to bis ship for further orders,
light. Upon the right of the composing
and In a short time came back to tbe American
room are the famous type-setting machines
omcer with an ample apology, to tbe effect that,
of
the office. They are used to set up all the
seeing tho vessel so small, bis commauder did uot matter of
the paper except the advertisethink she was an American vessel, and that the
flag of that nation bad been used without author- ments. The manager says there is no question about the practicability of the typeity. And so the matter ended.
setting machines. The trouble is wholly
On March 13 The Sun’s messenger returned
from Liverpool, and the little yacht imme- outside of the machines, in their being emdiately got under weigh on her return ployed. From this I inferred that it is largely a question of overcoming the printers’ obvoyage. She arrived home on the morning
to them. The Times will not emof April 11 following, beating
everything, jections
bringing the latest news, which was of the ploy union printers.
The parliamentary debates are dictated
utmost interest and importance, and was
from the galleries of the House of
immediately given to the public in an extra directly
Parliament through a long speaking tube to
edition of The Sun.
one of the type-setters.
Each typesetter can
But the Sun, while taking some pride in
set about one column an hour.
that early stroke of enterprise, does not
In England there is no official report of the
claim that even that was the origin of transAtlantic cruising in craft of small size. A proceedings of Parliament corresponding to
the Congressional ltecord of
the United
few years previous to that event the customs
States. It is left to private enterprise to
authorities at this port found R necessary to
make the record, and the result is all of the
send an express pilot boat to
Liverpool, in rubbish is lost and only noteworthy speeches
of smugglers, thus demonstrating
pursuit
are preserver,
i ne uansara reports nave
the ability of such craft to cross the ocean.
been recognised as official, but as they were
In the face of such achievements those of
made up of compilations of the Times’s rethe Coronet and Dauntless, or the Kteetwlm?
ports the Times now forestalls these reports
ve8ta ana Henrietta, lose much of their
heroism because of their greater sixe. Here by publishing special and earlier ones of
their own.
is the tonnage of all the several vessels:
The pressroom. Instead of being in the
Tons. I
Tons.
basement, Is in a side wing, a great hitch
W.J. Burner. 84 Fleetwimr.7.212
as large as many modern churches. In
room
I
Vesta—.201 Dauntless..254
Henrietta.1.. ..205 [Corouet...380
It are 10 great Walter presses, the invention
and design of Mr. McDonald. It was he who
IRON crystallization.
also invented the stereotyping which made
the rapid press possible.
The stereotyping
in the Times office Is now done in exactly
It Causes Changes In the Fiber of
live minutes.
The paper In the press room comes in great
Metal, and Weakens It.
cylinders, containing each tour miles of paper. At the mills each cylinder is rolled to[Philadelphia Beeord.]
So rapgether when ready In five minutes.
Sinco a passenger train on the North Brit- id is the movement that the paper parts at
work
with
a
sounds
from
the
that
the
end
snap
of
the
ish Railway plunged
great iron
The Times orders onbridge over the Firth of Tay into the dark like a olnp of thunder. of
paper ahead, and
ly a two days’ supply
waters below, one stormy December night
takes from three manufacturers, so that It
seven years ago, carrying every living soul
has the constant advantage of dally competition.
upon it to certain death, there has been no
I had often heard that the places on the
railroad bridge disaster that has excited as
I asked
Times staff were for a life tenure.
much public attention as that which recently
Mr. McDonald about this, saying: “i have
occurred on the Boston and Providence Railheard that no one ever employed on the
If he should tail
Times is ever discharged.
road at the Bussey bridge, near Boston. In
In any way he would be still retained on
botn the cause appears in have been a structnot
your pay rolls, although
actively emural defeat. This may also be said of the Ashployed In doing any work.”
tabula accident, whose horrors, however,
IIiq manager replied that such stories were
exaggerated.
They exerapt to be greatly
were increased by the tierce work of flames
cise
great care in the employment of their
and the inclemencies of a bitterly cob! winhad just happened that there
It
and
staff,
ter night.
never had been any occasion to discharge aDy
Bridge accidents are considered by all rail- members of their
personal staff. The writroad men as incomparably the worst to ers on the
Times are the highest paid Journwhich travel by rail is exposed, and as
in Europe. Their special
alists
corresponamong the most difficult to guard against abdents In the various social capitals are given
One souroe of danger was shown
solutely.
that entitle them to a footing
when the peculiar effects of a locomotive’s establishments
of equality with the diplomatic, representahammer blows upon a track were explained.
The theory was advanced that a girder of the tives, In Rome the Times has only recently
fftlshed the building of a handsome house
bridge hau broken beneath the eugtne’s dri- for the exclusive
use and comfort of Its corvers' whose pounding npon the defectively
constructed bridge was thus primarily the respondent at that point.

SEA, FROM SHORE.
BY

“Where

LOUISE CHANDLER MOULOON.

MR. JOSEPH CHILBLUD.

anything

to

disagree

The child shook her head.

[London Truth.]

clean and

Mr. Chiiblud—Mr. Joseph Chilblud you
will understand, not John, the happy, good

Mr. Chilblud crossed over to the fire, and his
position on the hearth rug causing him to
front a mirror, he naturally glanced at his

school.”
The teacher’s heart ached as she returned
to the school room. It was horrible to think
of a child, little more than a baby, sent

persou at least, was altogether pleasing,
and that person was Joseph Chilblud. It
may be said with truth that Mr. Chilblud entertained a very high opinion of himself,
both physically and morally, and it is equally true that he had grounds for doing so.
Born in a somewhat humble
position, he

distributed to the children, but there
some

who would

“Now, Mary,”
warm

master.
“1 was

reading in the paper this morning
child dying from overpressure. Is
it true ? Do they really make them work so
hard in these Board schools?” Mrs. Chtl-

about

quenched.

worse

“My dear, pray do not you indulge in the

absurd, mock sentimentality

Wait! Hi ,

I see a boy asleep?”
Miss Burton once more roused Tomm;
Carter, at the same time endeavoring to ex
sottovoce to the

Inspector

of the little fellow’s fatigue.
“Yes, yes,” he said in his lofty, but politi !
voice; “one hears so many of these kinds o

stories—generally

excuses

for

idleness,

straight on, regaruless of obstacles,
above everything, to discountenance
ter.”
“But

bound, in fairness, to listen t(
any reasons the children may have to ac
count for their absence, late arrival, etc.,’
objected the teacher, with a shade of warmth
“otherwise I should have punished a little
girl just now for crying, because she liac
had no faod since yesterday.”
“I am really afraid. Miss Burton,” sail
Mr. Chilblood, impressively, “that 'you are i
little too sensitive for your post. Think o:
the cause in which you are enrolled as one

he said, after
a lengthened
pause, “we shall have to be extremely care]
ful with Etbel. The child is preternaturally
quick, her brain power preponderates unduly
over the fragility of hei body.
She must be
kept back; as Sinclair says, nothing must be
allowed to excite the activity of the mind,
but every aid given to strengthen the delicate little frame. How is her appetite now?”
“Wonderfully good; in fact, as a rule, she
I someappears to he in very fair health.

we are

sharpen your feelings

on the woes, real oj
of individual cases.”
“But,” said the teacher bravely, “it i:
with individual cases one must deal. Hoy
can I compel a child to work whose eyes an
heavy and limbs weary for want of rest am

imaginary,

times wonder if the constant surveillance wc
exercise is not as harmful as allowing her tc
learn wliat she can by herself.”
“My dear Marian, in a case of this description a medical man must be the judge; ami
my own opiuion entirely coincides with that

proper nourishment?
from {the exhausted

What canoneexpec
systems of these ba

bies?”
“Madam, you know the schedule. It wa 5
arranged with a proper knowledge c f
what can be and is done by children unde
seven.”
“Yes, but is it right to expect so muc
from these ill-fed, ill-clothed and, in man
cases, diseased children? Many of thei

We must not allotv

forced, or grave conWith Arthur it is ensequences may ensue.
tirely different. He is of a quiet, unexcitable, somewhat phlegmatic temperament, and
will plod steadily on without making a particularly brilliant show. 1 think the wisest
Ethel's intellect to be

take is to send Ethel into the
country. It is, of course, impossible for me
to leave London just now, so that we cannot
remove the household; hut we can send the
child to your sister’s. The place is extremepleasant and healthy, there are little ones
course we can

bring their dinners to school. You shoul
I would veil
see what is provided for them.
ture to assert that in this room there ar 3
twenty children with the same fare to-daya thick slice of bread, with a disgusting
looking black compound they call drippinj

her own age, she would be out of doors
the greater pait of the day, ami the foodfresh milk, eggs and fruit—is highly desira
ble. Wliat do you say? Suppose you writi
to Mrs. Cole, and we can talk the matte
over this evening.”
“But Jo-eph.” interposed Mrs. Chilblud
anxiously, “you do not think she is going t ,

near

should also remain ignorant.”
“Will you allow me to ask you

que ition, Mr. Chilblud? Wouldl you force yoi r
own children, who have every advantage, ■°
do what is required by the school boaid?”
The inspector looked at this daring teac !_
er much as one regards an impudent meni
who has the effrontery to dictate to a supei i-

“Certainly not,” answered lier husband, I; j
his smooth, precise tone, “only I am a grea ;
is uci

ter than cure,’ and with a child of Ethel’ s
calibre one cannot be too vigilant and care
ful. Now. my dear, we will have the eliil
[
dreu down; for I must go in 10 minutes,
will try and see Sinclair later on to discus s
our plans; in the meantime, let there be i
truce to all lessons today; and could you uc t
invite the little Howlands over, and let thei a
all have a good romp together in the nursery ?

one

»r-

“The cases are not parallel,” he said icil, >
and then proceeded to his work of examin anils lie conauciea in a manner 01 te
tion.
would have expected from him. Going tl L
msst roundabout way to ask the simple st

question, and thereby puzzling the litl le
brains needlessly, was Mr. Chilblud’s noth in
of discovering how much the children real ■y
knew. But, to do him justice, he could, as a
rule, in spite of his supreme egotism, form a
tolerably correct idea of how they had be 11
taught and dhclpliued, although lie bad ne ver yet met with a teacher who fully satisfi id
his requirements—God be thanked.

It would do Ethel good.”
••*•*

“Well,” said Miss Burton, in answer to tli 6
uplifted hand.
“Please, teacher, Tommy Carter’s asleep!
Brought thus plainly under her notice, tli B
teacher was compelled to see what she di *

,n

not wish to observe at the moment.
“Tommy Carter, come here?” and at tli 0
sound of Ids name the boy sat up and rubbe *
his eyes. “Why, Tommy, what is the meat
ingot this?” said Miss Burton in a kin 1

,

School over, Miss Burton hastily donn ‘a
her walking attire, and hurried around tc a
dismal, dirty street not a stone’s throw fre m
the school. Quickening her steps, she pick u
her way through groups of loud-voiced, g< ssiping women and miserable, squalid cli ildren playing amid the dirty bones and gi r_
hage of all sorts that tilled the gutter, un 11
she reached the house where little Ann ie
Blake lived. Finding the child’s tale w ,s
iierfcctly true, she left with her moth 01
what money she could spare, and went in
her way again. But a sudden thought stri king her as she was nearing the top of t
wretched alley, she retraced her steps ai “I

1

something
homo life. He was a tall boy for his age, il
little under seven (all the children in Mb s
Burton’s room were uu ler seven), with a
face that might have been any father’s pridi
such a handsome, open countenance, in spit 8
•if Us’griminess, jand the thick locks of nia
ted, unkempt hair which fell over his brov
■“Please, teacher, I didn’t mean to go I 0
sleep, but I vror so tired!”
“How is that?"
“I didn’t go to bedAUl long past twelve fas ^
night, and father lie woke me at five to ligl 1
the fires 'cos mother couldn’t get up ’cos si: e
ain’t well.”
“What kept you up so late?”
“I had to uiind the baby.”

•

s

...

.„

the door of a house about in If
wgy down. It was opened by a thin, pi le
woman with a baby in her arms.
“Good afternoon, Mrs. Collier. I call ad
to ask why Bobby had not been to sclu iol

knocked at
1

to-day?’’

|

SAIUIBS DATES:

From

H. W. JOHNS MANUFACTURING

H.W. Johns’Fire and Water-Proof Asbestos Roofing, Sheathing,
Building Felt,
Asbestos Steam Packings, Holler Coverings, Roof Paints, Fire-Proof Paints etc
Moulded

Piston-Rod Packing, Rings, Gaskets, Sheet

87 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.

Established 1858

Packing,

Un-

etc.

nCAU'Jtt4|!(L*UA'

W. W. WHIPPLE &

by

fel>18

Me.

CO.^Portland,5
t-oil&w 13w

And VENTILATORS, for Mills, Stores and

International

Dwellings.

STEAMSHIP CO..

Galvanized Iron and Copper Cornice* and
Gutter*. Metal Shingle*. .Sheet Metal Work
for Building*. Send for Illustrated Circular.

E. VAN NOORDEN It,

—

CO.,

nov25

administer

CUN ARD LINE.

rp_

In

our

stock may be found

HARD RUBBER, LEATHER AND ELASTIC
OF* EVERY KIND.

Our lone; experience enables
V'V.II

us

to furnish Trusses practimil

IIIU»VI

w*

A Perfect Fit is Guaranteed in

Every

Instance.

the

Among
largevariety may be found
SEELEY’S HARD RUBBER,
HOWES’ STANDARD,
PATENT WATER PAD,
HOWES’ PATENT,
PENFIELD’S CELLULOID,
MARSH

FRENCH "VERSIBLE,

PATENT,

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.
after MONDAY, Nov. 1,1888, steamer GORDON will leave Custom
House
Wharf daily, Sundays Excepted, for Long Island,
Little Chebeague, Jenks,Great Chebeague, Harpswell and Orrs Island at 2 p. m.

We would call special attention to our Water Pad and Radical Cure Truss.
By their use the most difficult forms of
Hernia can be retained.

and

ON

Upturn Ipkvp Orrn lalumi for Pnrtlarwl and Interminate landings at 6.40 a. m. Arrive Portland
at 9.10 a. m.
For freight or passage apply on board to captain,
GEO. F. WEST. Manager.
sepaodtf

ALLAN_

1880.

LINE.

Wluter Arrangements.

FALL ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing! Monday. October 4, 1888,
and until further notice Passenger Trains will
Leave Portland as follows:
M. 33 n. in. (or Bridgton, Fryeborg, No. ConwayKabyans, Hteblebam. Lancaster, Whitefleld
Littleton, Wells Klver, Montpelier, St. John
bury, Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal, Burlington, Swanton, Ogdensburg and West.
3.13 p. ns. Local Kortlauu to Bartlett and Intel
mediate stations, with stage connections (or
No. Windham. Standlsh, Llmington, Sebago,
Naples, Karsonfleld, Kezar Kails, Denmark
Lovell, and Conway Corner: also for No. Bridg.
ton, Harrison and Waterford via. Bridgton.
Train* Arrive in Parllaad:
10.33 n. m. from Bartlett and Way Stations.
N. 33 p. in. from Montreal, Burlington and West.
J. HAMILTON, Snpt.
OCtldtl
CUAS. II. FOYE. O. T. A.

onoTi mn 9. urnqpcctcd i tuc

l.irerpaal and Psnlsad Hervicr.
FTom Liverpool! .Td1Mbv
| From Portland
via Halifax.
| 61 r.AalKK. | yia Halifax^
THUttSDAY,
March 3
17
31
April 14

THURSDAY.

j_|
iPeruvian.
Parisian.
Circassian

March 24
April 7

Portland & Rochester It. K.
ARRANGEMENT

1

LJ

ISardinian._May

Passenger accommodations unequalled. Cabin
$65 and 975; Intermediate, |30; steerage,

20.
t50,
For

passage apply to H. & A. ALLAN, General
80 State 8t., Boston; and C. P.
WALDRON, 40Exchange St.; T. P. McGOWAN,
422 Congress St., or for passage or freight to H. &
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India SL, Portland.
nov23
dtt

Corner of

C.

FRYE,

Congress and Franklin Streets.

nior;j0___

BOSTON

eodtf
A good record for the first
quarter ending March
31,1887, in the

STEAMERS.

New Free Surgical Hospital for
" omen, on
Huntington Avenue
find Gainsborough
Street, supported by the Murdock Liquid
Food Company, Boston.

Operations in January, February

points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell, Worces
ter, New York, Ac.

and March.

ery week

150 FREE

have steadily

unties

grown in public favor for more
than fifty years.
Rich, dry and
delicious.
They are without a
superior in the market.

Carte Blanche
Grand Vin Sec
Schreider

•

BEDS,

Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston evday evening at 7 o’clock,
J. B. COYLE, Jr. Manager.
apltf

Boston! Philadelphia
DIRECT

Dry.

Anchor.

....

Schreider

p.

Dry.

USE.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
m.
From Pine Street Wnarf,

Philadelphia,

at 10

a. m.

Insurance one-half the rate of

sailing

JOHN D.&M. WILLIAMS, Agents,
185 and 187 State Street, Boston.
For sale in the Original Packages by
Leading Wine Merchants and (Jrocers.
f eb28

STEAMSHIP

From BOSTON eiery WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA enn TUESDAY and FRIDAY

Rich.

■

THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
every week day evening at 7 o’clock; arriving In
season for connection with earliest trains for

The celebrated Louis Boederer

Champagne

ABBANGE.HENTS.

SPRING

FOREST CITY and TREMONT

123

ade-

FARE ONLY $1.00.

eoiKim

anti

vessel.

Freights for the West by the Penn. E. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Kauad Trip 91N.
Passage 910.00.
Meals and Room Included.
For freight or passage apply to
It. ». HASipHOW, Agrat,
Sldtf
70 l.eag Wharf, Hoaioa.

38,000 feet of floor.

'I he

Surgical Staff at .Tturdock’* Free
Howpital for Women are in daily attendance, except Saturday**,
tient** and nMxign bed*.

to

examine

pa-

Mill

STEAMSHIP COMPANY

For NEW YORK.
Wharf on Wednesdays
Returning, leave Pier
East
New
on Wednesdays and
River,
York,
88,
J. B. COY LE, J R.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent
sept21-dtf
Steamers leave Franklin
and Saturdays at 6 p. m.

OF

TRAINS

after 71 eadny, Oca. 33,
Passenger Trains will Use

Od and

„■

-““

Pertlaadi

Wercrsier, Clinton, Ayer Jiurnoa,
Nashua, Windham aud Epptog m 7.3

Per

aud 1.03 p.

a. as.

a.

Jlaachrster, t'encerd, aud poluts North
1.03 p. u.
Kechrsier, Mariagvalr, Allred, Wales,
here, aud Mace Hirer at 7.30 a. tu.,||.(l3
and (mixed) at 0.30 p. in.
Per Osrhsa at 7.30 a. as., 1.03, 0.30, an
(mixed) at 0.30 p. na.
Per Maccarappa, Cumberland .71 Mis, Wi •%

Per
at
Per

breoli Juactiea and M oodfnrdU at 7.J«
aud i0.00 o. m., 1.03, 3.00, 0 30 ar.d
(mixed) *0.30 p. aa.
Per Feresi Avenue (Deering) 10.00 a. m
3:00 and 0.30 p. na.
The 1.03 p. in. train from Portland connects at
Ayer Janet, with Hoeeac Tueul Mssir tor
the West, and at (aiea Drpw, (V ST sac r, hu
New York via Nerwich l.inr, and si rail,
Via Mpriar Arid, also with N. Y.*
K. K.

jj.IT

(“Steamer Maryland Route") for Iwfcliilslls.
Haliiuiorr, Washington, and tie Ssaik, ami
with Hulas A Albany It. R. for tin Weia.
Close connection made at W rsabreefc J awe.
lien with through trains of Maine Central K.R. and
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Purtland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be had of S. H. U ELLEN,Ticket Agent, Portland A Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s,
ocmdtf
J. W. PETERS Sunt.

GRAND TRIAL RAILWAY OP CANADA.
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
Ou

and

after 7IWNDAY, Ner. 1, I MAR,
trains will ran aa fellews:

DKPAKTlHEM.
Per Aubsru aad Levsisk. a,7.10a. m..
and 6.20 p. m.
Per Uerham, 7.10 a. m., 1.80, 4.L0 and

p.

1.1b
6.20

m.

Per Uerham, Tlentreal, Cblcage aad
Quebec, 1.80 p. in.
Per HuckHcld and Canton, 7.10 a. m. and
1.80 p. m.
ARRIVAL*.

Prom Cewislea aad Aahara, 8.26 a. lu
12.06,3.15 and 5.60 p. ra.
Prem Uerham, n.26a.m,^12.06 and 5.60 p. m.
Prom Chicago wad TloBtreal, 12.08.
Prom Quebec, 12.06 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train
Parlor cars on day train between Portland

Montreal.

TICKET OFFICE:

35

and Oeool Fool of India Stoat

Euhangs St.,

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATE
—

Canada,

TO

Detroit, Chicago,

nilwauk

l.oois, Omaha, MuglPaul, Mall Lake City,
Dearer, Man Francmee.

Ciacaaaali,

At.

uaw, Ml.

all points In the
la 11.1

goialiWMS.

JOSEPH HICKSON,Reneral Manager.
WM. EDGAR. O. P. A_
J. STEPHENSON. Bupt.
Not. 1,1886
dtl

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.
TRAIN MKRVICE,
Wednesday, Feb. 43, l*terT.

PAKWENUKB
la

effect

21
5

Passenger Agents,

CEORCE

u nunukvikii unu

i uiiibniiy

Northwest*. West

1887

R. R.

Portland and Montreal.

tween

and

RADICAL CURE,

ENGLISH CROSS BODY.

EVERY BED FREE.

WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAIN*! LEAVE PORTLAND
Far Has tan at 17.30, (8.40 a. in., 12.40 (3.3*.
p.m. Beslan far Perilaad 7.30,8.80a. tu. 1.00
and 4.00 p. m. For 4rarb.ro Beach. Pine
Paint. 7.30, 8.40 a. m., 3.30, 6.30 p. m. Mare

Hiddeferd, Kranebusli, 7.30, 8.40 a. m.
12.40, 3.30, 6.30 p. rn. Wells Heart 7.30. 8.40
North Berwick, 11 real
4. in., 3.30 p. m.
Falls, Devei
Kseler, llitrrrh.il, I.aw•
rence, Lewell, 7.30, 8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3.30 p.
m.
Rochester Farmington tud Allan Bay,
8.40 a. m„ 12.40, 8.30 p. m. -ISnarhester and
Concord via Lawrence 8.40 a. m., (via Newmarket Junction) 3.30 p. m.
t Connects with all Kail Lines.
SUNDAY TRAINS
for Beaten 1.00, 4.15 p.m. via Eastern Division
to Scarboro Crossing.

EASTERN DIVISION.
Far Boston at *2.00, *0.00 a. m., sl.00,40.00
Hoaten for Portland
{7.30. 9.00 a. m.
12.30, {7.00 p. ru. Cape Klirabeth, 8,00 a. in.,
m.
0.00
a.
1.00
1,00, 18.00 p.
Sara,
m„
m.
Hiddeferd, 2.00, 9.00 a. m„ 1.00’
p.
8.00 p.m. Portsmouth, Newbury pert, Wulrnt
and Lynn, 2.00, 9.00 a. m„ 1.00, 8.00 p. m
Ansesbnry 8.00 a. in., 1.00 p. m. Parlor a»4
Pullman cars on trains leaving Boston at 8.30
9.00 a. in., 12.30.1.00, 4.00, 7.00 p. m., and leaving Portland at 2.00, 7.30,8.40, 9.00 a. m., 12.40,
1.00 and 8.00 p. m.
Through Pullman sleeping
cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. in., and
Portland2.00 a. in.
{From North Berwick to Scarboro Crooning via Western Division.
■Connects with Kail Lines for New York, South
and West.
Connects with Sound Lines for New *York South
and West.
♦To leave passengers only.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
for sale at Cnien Station Ticket italic Commercial Street, Portland,aad l man Ticket
Oilier, 40 Bxchnugc Street.
JAS. T. PUKBKK, Gen’l Manager.
D. J. FLANDKKS, Gen. P. A T. A
M. L. WILLIAMS, Gen'l Agent.
dt
Ian 18
m.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
On mill after MONDAY, Oct. 35,
1880, I’libsciiger Trains Leuvc
Portland as follows:
For Hangar. 7.10

a. m., via Angn.tat 1.20 p.
in., via l.rwiaioa. 1.25 and Jl 1.15p. m, via Aafor Ellrworth, Bar Klnrbor. Vaof*r*, »l. John, Halifax, and (he Pravaa% rooaiooli I'xuair,
cex, Mi. Mirpkra aad
1.20 p. m., 1.25 and tll,16p. m. For Baafti
A; Pixcaiaquia R. K., 7.10 a. m., {11.15 p. m.,
for Mkxwkrgaa, Belfnai aad Drxler, 1.20,
1.25,111.15 p. m.: Waiervillr, 7.10 a. m...
1.20, 1.25, and, til.15 p. in., and on Saturday*
Ahkhux, Hullxweli.
only at 6.16 p.
CSardiaer and Bi
7.10 a. m., 1.26.
5.15, til.16 p. m., Balk, 7.10 a. in., 1.26, 6.16
and on Saturdays! only at 11.16 p. in.;
ockland and Knot aad laiacola K. K.,
7.10 a. m.. 1.25 p. m.: Aal ura aad l.ewix
at 8.30 a. m., 1.20, 6.00 p. m.; l,rw into*
via Braaxwick, 7.10 a. m., 1.26,
;
Parmiugtaa, Vloouaouth, H ialhrop. On I*,
laad uutl Korih Anson, 1.20 p. in.; Varan*
iagten via Braaxwick, 1.10 a. m. and 1,5*6

Cnla;

m.^for
naxwlek,

bm.,

|11.16p.in.

Liquid

_
—

FOB

by Druggists,

apS

'I^Sfcod&wim
Now when the buds begin
to show,

TIs time for young and
old to know
That Fevera. Lassitude and
all
The Ills At Indigestion*
call.
With every trouble, acho
■

or pain,
That follows in the Bilion*

H,_train.
Will

scatter like the thieves of night
Before a draught of Seltzer bright.

F. O. pierce & CO.'S

lOPIDE OF IRON

'I

'■

A ptroved by the Academy of Medicine of Paris
-trl at specially recommended by the Medical
CeleMtles of the World for Scrofula, (Tumors
KiiigN evil, etc.,) the early stages of Consumption.
Constitutional Weakness, Poorness of Mood, and
for stipulating and regulating its periodic course.
None genuine unless signed "BLANCAKD, 40
nre JSlnaparte. Paris.”
F. FlPgorn Ac Co., N. V,, A genu for the C' N
Sold hyDruggists generally. dlawSly
aprU

<•»;•*»

E FITS!

o'r a
muroly to i»«op
ttttiodotl'UHhAvat'M
a radica euro.
rt*?urn a"nin, 1
I hav*n'»d« tho lUhi-as) i.f Fi rs. KPILltt’SY or FALLING
tocuro
a
lilo
BICBSpB
long fctudr. Iwarmot m v remedy
caH.’B, U '.mhnj oi hors havo fal'od! .u<> r«'H«on for
the
not
receiving a onr«. Boml at ouc-’for a treatise and u
of my liifiiliiblo remody. Oivo Express and Post
Fred
JlLcoJAt eo«t*yon nothin* for a trial, and I vviU cure you.
Atldree* Dr. U. U. KOUT, lea Pearl Bt-fNaw York.

wof

ima. im-nn
in

CONGRESS ST. STATION,

*

* ...tko

siomucli is restored to action, and
can retain common food.

Mi., N. V.

BLANCARD’S
PELLS,

4 I'to n tliol

PURE

HOBfep

AINTSbs
composed of the best Zinc and
Lead pigments, ground in Pure Lin.

are

Meed Oil to the consistency to
the brush.

use under

The>rSrrat./iMiuM and
dtns-.ty qr oody forma a firm glossy surface, moro
durable aad permanent in color than can be nroduoed by any prooeaa of band mixing.
Every package la .old undar our poiiHtt nuaranUt
.and to repaint any job upon which it
been used and failed to do good service,
haaofjmrity
—

H.
ap!8

H.

FOB

SALE

HAY

BV

—

&

Portland, Me.

SON,
tod3m

Our Inst yeur'a record included over 4041
operation* without the lo** of n single life.

Liquid Food Is adapted lor all ages, in health 01
disease, as it will make, by the use of one tablespoonful four times daily for an adult, eight pel
cent, new blood weekly.
It Is recommended b]

the Medical I’rofessiou as the ONLY BAW
F'OOD KNOWN, free from insoluble matter
drugs, minerals, salts or acids, and carries the
blood corpuscles.
If

your

baby dors

not

thrive,

for Ilomele** Boy* conAO bed*, and is located at 11 l« HI
Causeway street. When any of the boy*
Our Free Horn,

tains

suffer from Hrrofulu, Kcsema or other
skin diseases, they recover quickly by the
use

of

our

Liquid

Food.

We use in our Hospital 200 large bottles of evThis gives a guarantee of sweetbottle sold, and Is not given by any
manufacturer of any other preparation in the
world.
ery lot made.
ness of every

It Is acknowledged to be the best,
most potent and effectual remedy
this child-killing disease.

safc-t and
known for

Bold toy nil Drugglata.
I'KICK SSc.,80o.*ndS1.00.

Dr. JOHN F. TRUE & 00., Proprietors,
AUBURN. MAINE.
**-Tnpa Worms a Specialty. Tape Worms
In from ou* hour and thirty minutes

removed
to three hours.

TuThSAAwly

Janl3

CARD.
permanently associated myself with
A. Atk inson a Co. house furulshers, cor-

nevrt

rhnugo it* food, but ndd live or more drop*
ut rnrh feeding, nnd its lost or needed vit«
nlity will be developed in :I4> day*.

above from Commercial Street

where through tickets and baggage checks may
obtained for principal points East aud West.
{The 11.16 p. m. train ts the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays included, through to Bangor but not t»
Skowhegan on Mouday mornings or to Belfast
and Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday morn
lngs.
Trains are due In Portland as follows: The morning trains from Augusta and Bath 8.45 a. m.t
Lewiston, 8.60 A m.; the day trains from BaiK
gor at 12.40 and 12.46 p.m., tne afternoon trains
from Bangor, WateivlrteLBatb, Augusta, Kock
land and Lewiston at 6.45 p. m.; the night Pullman Express train at 1. 60 a m.
Limited Ticket., gral and .rend clam, fas
all point, in Ike Province, on rale nl reduced rnte.,
be

We
have cases all the time
where life is sustained for several
slay s, by the aisl of Liquid Food
llV illlfipfimiti

os

Station, stop at

so well
by the use of our
Liquid Food in from 30 to 00
slays, that they were discharged
without needing an operation.

KIDDER 6c CO.,
MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS,

J

8. trains timed

up

H.tl, F.

NS John

nud after each

m.

or

teblihllawSly

itireu before

Also many cases (lint were built

A POTENT REiHEDY FOR

fact

Food

operation.

—

Indigestion, Acute and Atonic Dyspepsia, Chronic
and Castro-Intestinal Catarrh, Vomiting In l’regnancy. Cholera Infantum, and in convalescence
from Acute Diseases.
Over 5000 physicians have sent to us tlio mosl
flattering opinions ui>on Digestylin as a remedy
lor all diseases arising from improper digestion.
For 20 years we have manufactured the Digcstive Ferments expressly fur PHYSICIANS’ use
and for the past year DIGESTYLIN luts been h)
them extensively prescrilied, and today it stand;
It is uot a
without a rival as a digestive agent.
secret remedy hut a scientific preparation, Hit
formula of which is plainly printed on eaeli bottle
Its great DIGESTIVE POWER Is created hv n
careful and proper treatment of the ferments it
manufacture. It is very agreeable to the taste
and acceptable to the most delicate stomach. Foi
the reliability of our statements we would respect
fully refer to all Wholesale and Retail Druggists
and’PHYSIClANS generally. I’ricc SI.OO. Sole

mental impotency.

1

DIRECT PKO.VI
Bum In Liverpool every TilCRMD % Y
and from NEW YORK, every MATCH DAY
calling al Oucru.iow□, Carls Harbor.
PAVONIA.April 21. May 26, June 30
BOTHNIA....April 28, June 2, July 7, August 11
CEPHALONIA.May 6, June 0, July 14
8CYTHIA.May 12, June 16, July 21
CATALONIA.May 19, June 23, July 28
CABIN PASSAGE, *60, $80 and $100 according
to accommodations. Intermediate passage, $35.
Steerage passage at low rates, Drafts on Great
Britain and Ireland. For passage or freight apply
at the companvjs office. 1)9 State street. Boston.
feblOdSm ALEXANDER MARTIN, Agent.

Ogdensluirg

PORTLAND & MONTREAL LINE.
Only Line running DAY TRAINS It.

HTEA.BEBM

i INDIGESTION k DYSPEPSIA.

£

Ed-

The new Steamers of this Line will leave KailWharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
WE DNESDAY and FRIDAY at 5.00 r. M., for
KA STPORT and ST. JOHN, with above connectl< >ns.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
di istlnatlon. ^“Freight received up to 4.00 r. M.
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friend, Stillman Conant, for years a rt-spon
father's life.
sible manager of the New York Times, anc
STEPHEN W. ROACH.
for more than twenty years in the employ o:
HA W FOODS, scientific All j coinpouudthe Harpers as managing editor of theii
rd, surpass all other prepn -nitons in their
great weekly.
ability to create new and itulizcd Blood.
Remember that BOVININE ts the only
He disappeared, you remember, about i
Raw Food Extract known, and contains
year and a half ago, and has never beet
lifl 5S-1O0 per cent: soluble albuminoid.
heard from,
RAPIDLY ASSIMILATED AND PALATABLE,
His wife, good, faithful soul, keeps tin
Particularly adapted for Pneumonia.
house precisely as he left it. His chair, hi
Diphtheria, Typhoid Fever, and kindred
diNeaneM.
slippers, his pipe, all are ready for the in
A wit for BOVIN*I¥E,aud take no mibmitule
coming of the truant, whose return she fond
Put up iu 6 ounce and 12 ounce bottles.
ly believes will be a certainty yet. Conan
He came of literary stock
A. P. BUSH & CO., Boston,
was a rare avis.
His father, still living, is the venerable Di
Agents for New England States—All, Druqois ts
eodCm
Thomas J. Conant, translator of the Bibl j
Janll
His mother, Han
for the Baptist Union.
nah Conant, was well known years ago as
KIDDER’S
writer in women’s magazines of unusus
force and peculiar gifts. Conant himself re
ceived an admirable basis education, an i
then travelled, becoming a linguist of excen

It is a singular
concerning the grei it
in this part of tt e
names of journalism,
world, at least, that so many of them wer t
out unpleasantly. When 1 began writin
the four morning dailies of consequence hei
Were the Herald, the Times, the Tribune an d
the World.
How or where Henry J. Raymond died i
one knows w ho cares to tell.
Report said that the great editor of tl
Times was found dying in his hallway, bi
it is generally believed that he died befo
lie was found, and that lie was carried the *
by parties to the public unknown, the do
opened with the night key found in Iris poc
Horace Greeley, found
et, and he left.
and first editor of the Tribune, was inaaae u
week before he died.
Disappointed ambition and overstrain! d
physique, a shattered mind, a great funera1 I!lSpaulding of the World was a raving
natic, and waudered about the streets ,,
New York, until found and recognized I
the merest accident and spared the humill
tion of death in the gutter. Frederick Hu dson, managing editor of the Herald, und
James Gordon Bennett, Sr., was driving Wl
his family along a country road in N(
lianinshirie when, with the swiftness
rf)i
lightning, an express train ran them dov u
and hurried them without a pioment s war 0iug to eternity.
One of the brightest writers New Yo
ever had was a curious fellow by the nai 1A
of Halpine.

—
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quate quantity of priiper nourishment, his streugth
would rapidly fall. To my great surprise and delight, however, the Bovi.nlne has been able to
of the system, being iu a palatsupplv every need
able, highly condensed form, .easily assimilated
under all conditions.
The wonderful nutrient forces contained In your
Raw Food Extract have sustained and sup
ported him with little or no effort on the part of
the digestive organs, and / feel that to your Jlovinine 1 am Indebted for the prolongation of my

tional proficiency and a student in a wld a
realm.
He was an art critic, a book reviewer, X
nice judge of poetic endeavor, and a man c I
unusual common sense, but his devotion t 0
tobacco was something marvellous.
He was a man of large frame and gres t
vitality, but club life knocked him from tli e
solid platform of sturdy health in the twinl
ling of an eye.
He could smoke and drink aud talk an
write and think till 3 or 4
o’clock in tl; e
morning every night in every weekdown.
he
broke
Then
That at all events is my diagnosis of thecas 0
and when he broke down whether he drifte d
out to sea from the narrow coniines of Cone y
Island’s creek, whose waters seekthe hroa J
Atlantic, or whether with more distressin ■,,
fate he lapsed into sudden imbecility and i(
ioey, and today unknowing and uuknowi 1
forms part and parcel of that army of as;
turned incurables, who can tell? It seems I 0
me that sad and terrible as was the fate < if
the Fairchilds it was brightness itself in con iparison to that dreadful end, which mu II
long since have come to Conant, death < T
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Gentlemen—1 most earnestly desire to express
my gratitude to you for the great benefit my father, John Itoach, has derived from the use of
your Fluid Food, BovnraNE.
For more than two months past, the nature of
the disease from which he has suffered lias totallv
precluded the use of solid food, and it was at Urs't
to
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but which more resembles cart grease, 1
have frequently seen the delicate ones tur 1
with almost loathing from this—their custi
mary mid-day meal.”
“Very sad, of eouse; but because a chil ;1
i.
has not proper food is no argument why 1

belli?”

Charles A. Dana is the one exception.
Mr. Bennett never dreams of writing.
should he?

main. All the rest are dead years ago, anc
every one of them might be living today hac
they taken any sort of care of themselves
The other incident was the sight of a lady
who has just been appointed editor of Har
per’s Bazar, Helen Conant, the brainy wife
or widow, as the case may
be, of my old

of the workers—the education of the masses
Do not, I pray you
a truly noble work.

LIVERPOOL SERVICE, (via Londonderry.)

Samples and Illustrated Pamphlet ‘Steam Saving r.r.J Fire-Proof Materials” Freo by Mail

writer.

[Joseph Howard in Boston Globe.]
I have had occasion before to refer to tin
tragedies of journalism, and today I had tbs
subject brought witn unusual force to my
In looking over i
mind by two incidents.
collection of large photographs I came across
a picture of the staff of the Brooklyn Eagl<
as it existed in 1868—a large staff, with tin
proprietor at its head, and out of the entire
number but two—Henry Chadwick, the greai
authority on out door sports in general anc
base ball in particular, and myself, alone re-

and
chat

whnm f

J

ASBESTOS LINING FELT.

VULCABESTCN.

writers on the Herald, can you find me one
with money?
Those on the World, can you
find me one with money?
The writers on
the Times, the Tribune and Sun, not one of
them witli money as men in commerce
speak of money. Now and then you will
find a man who, from his salary of $50 or
$100 a week, saves $20 or $3C; hut how
under heavens can he think that the savings
so accumulated could be even a pittance in
the eye of the world ?
And once used up they are done with.
A squeezed sponge is better than they, because the sponge may fill up again—they
can’t. They are oest illustrated by a squeezed orange, for which there is no revivication,
no restoration whatever.
Raymond, the
brainy editor of the New York Times, died
Horace Greeley was
comparatively poor.
proverbially unfitted for manipulation in
money affairs, and Charles A. Daua is today
a rich man—not because he has a mercantile
head, but because he had brains enough to
utilize opportunities and to utilize good men.
He had in his business office the liest business manager known at the time in journalism, a life-long friend, a devoted comrade,
and Mr. Dana’s wealth today comes to him
not because he earned it as a writer, but because he had in his staff a man who knew
where to place the good things that Dana
and his accomplished young men, as he calls
them, prepared from day to day. No, indeed;
as a rule, when you find the man at the head
of the paper rich, you will find him not a

TRAGEDIES OF JOURNALISM.
Have Died
Creat Editors Who
known and Mysteriously-

via. Movllle and Halifax.

June—constant, indefatigable, never resting
they, working today as much as they
did thirty years ago, when they began. The

band was, without exception, the wisest
most far seeing, and learned of men.

know."
“But I believe, I am almost positive, tliii
boy’s story is correct, for his parents ar<
both-”
“Parden me, but I should never
ge
through my duties if I stayed to listen to al
the stories the children bring. The way ti
do the work in a place of this kind is to g(
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Keturulng, leave
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•“Yes, Joseph,” said Mrs. Chilblud, re
turning to her work, convinced that her bus
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was Alexander C. Wilson.
He
died in poverty.
The managing editor of
the New York World was David G. Croley.
He is working today, as is his wife, Jennie

—to do all I can to crush out this abomin
able spirit of resistance to the advance el
education and the upholding of discipline.’

the rcasoi [

||ti||f|r|l| §

Kffeci N*v. I.’

8.45

Portland and
Only Direct Line from New England

member,

you see it?”
“I cannot isay I did; but I know the style
of thing. I came across a young womar
only this morning who is, I should imagine
just the one to air her foolish notions in thai
way; but probably she will have leisure foi
reflection presently, for I doubt if she wil
be retained on the staff after I send in my
report. I am determined—fully determiner

leaving tfie room yourself. Kindly place tin
children; I wish to examine them. That i

plain

priitnr of thp Npw Ynrlr Timps

vent the children’s attendance at school, and
when forced to send them, they make complaints about the amount of work. Those
cases of which you speak are rank impositions to work on the feelings of the public.’’
“But there was a letter the other day
signed, ‘A Teacher,’ stating that far too
much is expected from young children. Did

“It is very unusual. I liad occasion t(
take a child away who felt ill, and I an
sorry to see that the others have behavei
badly during my absence.”
“Hum! Perhaps it would have been bet
ter if you had sent a monitor, instead o

Now children, attention!

that is so much

in vogue at the present time. These people
—the parents, whose children can for a nom
inal sum receive an excellent educationhate to be dragged from their wretchedness
and ignorance. Born in vice and darkness,
they would rear their offspring the same
way—they put forward every obstacle to pre-

replied quietly:

right.

a

blnd’s eyes were full of pitying wonder,
which her husband’s cold orbs quickly

Miss Burton colored at the sarcastic, tone
but

on

“Joseph,” said Mrs. Chilblud, suddenly
looking up from her work, “I want to ask
you something.”
“I'm all attention,” replied her lord and

a

this manner?”

“Marian,”

pupils,

fastening

than all, at the othei
door, leading from the main corridor, stock
the inspector, the man whom they all dread
ed because of his influence in high quarters
and because of his cold calculating nature
which regarded the maintenance of discipline as the first law of the universe. There
he stood, his light, inquiring eyes calmlj
taking in the whole scene.
“Good morning, Miss Burton. I’m afraic
my call is rather inopportune. May I ask
do the children often disport themselves in

Mr. Chilblud pushed hack his chair, and
took up his former position on the hearth
rug—only with his hack to the fire this time.
A little frown of uneasiness marred the customary serenity of his aspect.

briglitei

And

ways.

to answer

about h

say,

little girl, “toll your
to school without this

a

temporary absence to vacate their places
and were amusing themselves in variouf

his whole person—clear, cold, and searching.
“I told Sarah that for the next offense of the
6ort she would receive her dismissal; the
children must not be permitted to overtire
themselves with exercise.”
“No; it is not that; I am afraid it is Ethel’s
own fault. She will try to learn Arthur’s
lessons, though Ur. Sinclair, as you know,
strictly forbade her touching a book for anlie said, ‘Give her plenother year at least
ty of exercise and play, but no lessons until
she is five’ and ypt she knows the whole alphabet, and can read little words I” Mrs.
Cbilblud’s face was a mixture of dismay and
maternal pride in her child’s capacity.
"Do you use your authority in the matter,
my dear?”
“I endeavor to, but it is impossible to tell
how or when she picks up her knowledge.
And she asks me such strange questions

her

on

to the school room, Miss Burtor
stood still for a moment at the open door
The children had taken advantage of hei

look at Ethel before you go out; she seems a
trifle feverish.”
“I suppose she has been running and overheating herself again,” snidthe gentleman in
a voice which was a natural concomitant of

of

she would

Returning

Doling water ana piacea ins watcn on
the table to mark the time.
“Joseph,” said Mrs. Chilblud, while the
meal was proceeding, “I wish you would

was one

petticoat

mother if you come
to-morrow that I shall send you back. You
are to wear it every day.” Occasionally the
hint had the desired effect, but not often.

in tne

and she knew

a

utf

Iron steamships “GATE CITY” and CITY OF
MACON” leaving Savannah Pier, Congress 8t.,
Boston, every Thursday at 3 o’clock. For freight
or passage, apply to A. De W. SAMPSON, 201
Washington Street. Boston, or to RICHARDSON
& BARNARD, Agents, Boston.
ThSat&TuUmo
dec29

very few for fame. I think it will be conceded that with few exceptions the motive
which impels men and women to labor in
literary fields is something better than
money.
One bit of testimony along that line of
thought is, that although many writers make
much money, very few of them save it. The
rich men in journalism are not the best writers.
There are men who would have shone
buite as brilliantly behind the calico counter
in the button factory or in the whiskey still.
It doesn’t make them any less men because
they have the faculty of money saving, nor
am I such an idiot ns to assume for a moment that because a man in journalism or in
literary life is rich, he is unfitted for his calling; but I do contend that the men who
have amassed great fortunes in journali sm
and in literary life are the publishers rather
than the editors aud writers. Take the Harpers, for instauce. What better illustration
could be asked than that? Not one of them
writes. They are all rich, but how many of
their editors and writers have money to the
fore? Take the case of Conant, of whom
we spoke but a moment ago.
Although he
was with the Harpers the greater part of his
he
served
them with
literary life; although
intelligent vitality, bringing to their use rare
qualities of mind and of heart and exceptional
culture.hehadn’ta dollar when he went away,
nor has his wife aud family today save what
they earn by the happy, felicitous combination of brain and hand. The first managing

all of which the fire-light threw
thousand dancing gleams.

curtains,

ana

1st and Urauuau »ts.

Company.

ne

War has its victims?
Yes. But the ordinary soldier goes into
the army for pay, for rest, for refuge.
Commerce has its victims?
Yes. But men go into trade for money,

It was a cold, du 11 evening, and the room
looked very comfortable with its handsome
furniture, rich, seft carpet, and heavy plush

these

Dank

Francisco,

Boston & Savannah

EOv27____deodly

waiting at the door of journalistic elevators, seeking timidly small recompense for
literary effort, certain to be thrown out.

piece.

cases.

gown. Observing that it was in her usual
correct taste, he gravely deposited the eggs

voice, for ttie boy

in

even

tne

'•

elO
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EVER KNOWN.

of

there was silence, save for the crackling of
the fire and the subdued ticking of the time-

apparel ofl

every article of

The teacher did her best

been perfect as a stroke of business and a
proof of good taste, for the lady whom he
honored witli ids hand was pretty, rich and
good tempered, aud moreover she retained,
after seven years of matrimony, the same
respect for her husband and awe of his
stupendous talents that she had carried in
her fluttering little heart to the altar.
Mr. Chilblud was on the point of opening
his watch when Mrs. Chilblud entered the
room.
He replaced it in his pocket and took
his seat at the table, while his scrutinizing
eye involuntarily turned to survey his wife’s

•

strip

was over

who

and with what sounded like a sigh
he took out his tablets to look over some
memoranda pencilled on them.
Mrs. Chilblud bent over her w’ork, and

useless to

Bfl ■

I IIII |Uj f 1| T

supplemented by a chapter on
the tragedies of literary life in general.
Tragedy doesn't necessarily imply pistols,
knives, blood, death.
There are walking tragedies.
Poor pale ghosts of reputations, caant,
flimsy spectres of once sturdy lighters can
be found here and there upon the fringes of
the globe, along the alleys in the rear of our
great newspaper establishments, crouching I
on the staircases humbly biting the thumb

benefit,”

own and their
children’s backs and
pawn them for a few pence, to obtain what
was more tiian decency or natural affection
to them—drink.

square was deemed a pattern in the quadruple character of husband, father, householder and inspector.
Ilis marriage, too, had

rr.cuuuii

than

and
it might be

with tears in her eyes.
“Of course we shall,” assented her husband; “but it is a case in which we must
make our feelings subservient to the child’s

their

£400 and £500 per annum.
And from boyhood to manhood his life had been exemplato
ry, no temptations having lic.d power
move him from the paths of virtue.
Whether this was due to the coldness of his disposition or to the severe and extreme rectitude
of his conduct is hard to say, but certain it is
that Mr. Joseph Chilblud of 19 Propriety

uuago,

to whom it was worse

■■ *»
tratsd
Pamphlet*
mgf'
lucky stars.
All who buy or order direct from
us, and request It. Bhall receive a certificate that the money shall
refunded If not abundantly satisfied. Retail
price, 35 cts.; 6 bottles, $2.00. Express prepaid to
any part of the United States or Canada. I. 8. JOHNSON Js
CO., P. O. Box 2113. Boston, Mass.

interestingly and instructively

mirably

Chilblud,

give—the children of idle, depraved parents,

had, by steady perseverance and determination, raised himself gradually, until he held,
at the age of 42, the post of inspector of elementary schools, with a salary of between

-----

But lie always had friends, and on that
cold night, when
icy blocks choked our rivers and brutal winds chilled
every inch between Manhattan Island and the apex of
heaven’s dome above it, when ho walked
straight down the street and into the river,
he was no more himself than poor Gerry
Fairfield was himself when he left his little
wife to die alone in the miserable room of
that humble tenement.
What an interesting chapter could be made
of the tragedies in journalism, and how ad-

in Propriety square. The
always came down to dessert,
had been captured and carried off by their
nurse.
My. and Mrs. Chilblud had indulged
in a quiet conversation about the
arrangements for Ethel’s departure; for Mr. Chilblud had managed to see the doctor, who
highly approved of the country plan. Consequently, it was to be put into execution
without loss of time.”
“We shall miss her dreadfully,” said Mrs.

were

money in

none.

***••*

She knew well the extreme destitution
there was among many of the children, for
the school was situated in a very poor neighborhood. She did what little she cc uld to relieve the most pressing cases in her own
room, but it was only a drop of kindness in
an ocean of distress.
Many a parcel of old
boots site collected among her friends and

#| |t| 1111 w iu li
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He had large salaries and he had none.

the teacher hurried away.
Dinner
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ous.

tive grief.
Miss Burton laid her hand on her arm and
said: “Try and bear up, Mrs. Collier; you
have at least the consolation of knowing you
do your best. As to Bobby, tell him he is to
come to school to-morrow.
I will arrange
about some new boots. I mean we will see
to it among us.”
,
Not waiting to hear the woman's thanks,

breakfastless to school.

one

ill me oiu

I should not mind; but it’s hard to see
them hungry and the cupboard empty.” The
mute suffering in the woman’s face was far
more painful to witness than a demonstra-

children,

Ig8&

Winter Arrnagensrat

Central
and South America and Mexico.

_

of
hln>.self, and therefore like most men
of that calibre with
ups and downs so conspicuous as to warrant the term mountain-

ones

“Sit down and eat that, and if 1 can manage
it, I will go round and see your mother after

reflection therein. A long, broad face, with
very neatly trimmed whiskers, no moustache
to hide the w ide, thin lips, light, penetrating
eyes, an aqualine nose, and carefully brushed
dark hair, formed a tout ensemble, which, to

penever

only hold out a little longer things may get a
bit brighter soon. If It wasn't for the little

“Yes, teacher, he’s got

a bad foot,”
Miss Burton led the child into the head
mistress’s private room and gave her a roll
out of tho bag that contained her own lunch,

expressed by Sinclair.

to something constant. I go out washing
aDd charring four days a week; so if we can

was very
in wofully

bubbling and steaming, the
little silver spirit stove boiling the water
ready to receive the eggs, napkins properly
folded, and finally the newspaper, ready cut
and aired, and spread Across the arm of his
easy chair. Everything being satisfactory,

this!” said

“Jim’s got hopes of a job in a week or two
—he lias been half promised, and it may lead

the little girl,
‘Nothing, teacher,”
looking up with timid eyes. “Motliercouldn’t
give us any this morning, because all the
bread was gone."
“Is your father out of work ?”

the coffee urn

quite a flash of pride in the
white, hungry face as she

“But you cannot go on like
Miss Burton, gently.

said

room on a chilly, autumnal morning, and
glanced critically at the ta hie laid for the
morning meal. Yes, it was arranged as it
should be, and as Mr. Chilblud always expected to find it,—spotless cloth and china,

was
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Wool, long known
newspaper circles, at one time president of the Press
Club, uml a very good
specimen of tile oddities who make successful experiments in tlie
hard fields of literary
endeavor.
The doctor was known as the great American
condenser, but he was better known as
the friend of the
poor.
No fellow ever went to him in distress
without receiving aid and comfort. No line
was ever written
by him which intentionally caused heart-burning,
jealousy and
envy found no resting place in his bosom.
He was loyal to his
journal, faithful to Ins
trust, honest among his fellow-men, careless

woman’s

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY’S Kuiufonl Falls k Buekfield Railroid

Cures

ism, and of a man so well known that I may
he pardoned for
referring to him by name.
Hr. John U.
in metro-

spoke.

patched garments.
“What did you have for breakfast?”

-...I

know how

There

She

tidily dressed, though

receive notification of the
that a meeting of a committee
appointed to dedicate the cemetery plot,
monument h«s recently been
I'elected,a suitable
will he held this afternoon. That
reminds me of another
tragedy in journal-

i>£sAn
l less Club

RAILROADS.
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wrapped in a towel saturated with chloro-
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and Jim, lie’s set against that. He can’t bear
the idea of breaking up the home, poor as it
is; besides, we don’t want to make paupers
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“But you get help from the parish ?”
“Not a farthing; they say we must go into
the House; they will not give outdoor relief;

worse

you had

scarcely

a

than usual, there was one comfort to be derived from them—his mother was
too ill to get drunk that day, at least.
“You may go to your place,” said tho
teacher, quietly. “I am going to give out the
sums.
Annie Blake, wliat are you crying
for?”
The little girl addressed vouchsafed no reply, but after a little hesitation the child who
occupied the next seat volunteered the in
formation that Annie Blake felt sick.
Miss Burton called the little girl to her
side. “What is the matter, Annie? Have
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“He would not go without his boots, and
they would not hang on any longer.”
“Is your husband still out of work?”
“Yes, miss,” said the woman, sadly ; "it’s
just over three months now since he earned

tone. Why not? lie was used to his life;
6uch scenes were of daily occurrence, and if
the previous night’s experiences had been a

trifle

lie was subject to violent headaches, and
the sole relief he could
get was by the use of

"Why?”

mother come Iu, and then it didn’t stop. Father said he’d ehuck it out o’ window if
mother didu’t quiet it’s rowr.”
The boy spoke in a quiet, matter-of-fact

Far oil, tonight, I watch the sky,
And think upon the sea.
And sigh that a dream so blest as ours
Was but a dream for ine.
lie hap 'y dear as iu the past!
1 would not have you gaze.
Through tears wtiich make your dark eyes aim,
Back to those pleasant ways.
The waves are just as blue, my dear.
The sky is Just as bright
As wiieu 1 sat beside you there
Aud shared that long-gone night.
And though ti e heaven I, thick with stars
W by should you not
forget
How once we called each star a hope.
And bow those hopes have set?

sometimes 1
her.”

“I am very sorry, miss, blit 1 couldn’t get
him to come.”

your mother?”

out till they was turned out, and then father
and mother had a row, and he knocked her
spinning, and she's bad to-Jay, she is.”
“And was there nobody to look after the
baby but you ?”
“No,’cos the lady who li.es iu the next
room she's gone away, and the baby cried
so as I took it and sat on the doorstep till

1 mind me of that dear old time,
Beside the shtuing sea.
AVtere once, beloved, If ne’er again.
You loved uo love hut me.
1 mind me how the tiU* rose high,
As hi your eyes the light
And how it ebbed, as
you and I
Bat, in the summer night,
And watched the white skids nut to sleep
And watched the beacon’s glow
O’er crag and scar, and near and far,
Its flaming torch-light throw;
And all 'lie heaven was thick with stars—
•
0 how can / forget?—
AVe called each burning star a hope;
But hopes and stars nave set.
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“Please, teacher, mother went to tho Dolphin to fetch father, and they didn’t come
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Pearl and Middle streets. Portland, f shall be
happy to meet my friends In (he State of Matue at
new
quarters. My tweuty-llve years expemy
rience In the business with Walter Corey A Co.,
six of which was spent as manager (In connection
with Walter L. Corey) of the Portland furniture Co., warrants me In believing that 1 can Dll
any order entrusted to my care to your entire satisfaction. Assuring you (hat we have one of the
largest stocks of carpets, chamber sets and parlor
suits in the country to select from, I remain
Yours Very Respectfully,
LORENZO f. OYER.

PORTLAND, MT. DESERT ft MACHIAS STEAMBOAT CO.
After Vlarrh S, |H«tT, nud l aill
Further Hatter,
the Steamer City of Kirhtuoud, Capt. Win. K.
Dennison, weather permitting, will make two
round trips per week on the route between Portand. Bar Harbor and
Maehiasport, via usual
landings, caving Portland at 11 p. m. every Tueaday and 1 rlday, and Maehiasport at 4.00 a. m.
every Monday and Thursday.
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Bass’ English Ale
-AND—

GUINNESS’

STOUT*

Just Lauded, Ex 8. S. Sardinian.
For Sale In the Original Package by

& SON.
CONSUMPTION. R. STANLEY
IMPORTERS,!
\li*ea*«; by its u««
positive remedy for tbe a)/
of chaos of tho worst kind and «*r Iobr s andtuf
v# been cured. Indeed, eo str wye is my faith in its efficacy
win send TWO BOTTLE? KKEK, together with a VAU
UABLF ^BBATISBon thUdissaae.to.iny sufferer. Give «zI have a
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